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Abstract
Over the last decade, organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) have grown to receive tremendous
attention for application in commercial displays and in lighting. In display applications, OLEDs
offer a wide and tunable color gamut, high peak efficiency, high contrast, and compatibility with
novel form factors. For white-lighting, OLEDs can achieve broadband emission and are compatible
with flexible substrates, allowing conformal lighting as well as potential for roll-to-roll, low cost
processing. OLED technology is ubiquitous for small format mobile displays, and is emerging in the
large display and white lighting market. This lag in commercial uptake is partially due to a lack of
understanding of the underlying device operation.
This thesis seeks to refine the understanding of device electrical and optical operation. The
fundamental kinetics of charge carrier and light precursors (excitons) are investigated in a unified
model for the transient and steady-state regimes of operation. Through modeling, a quantification
and understanding of performance metrics is developed, aiding in the characterization of OLEDs.
Optical modeling techniques were implemented to assist in the understanding of overall device
behavior.
Operational stability is investigated through the development of a technique which separates
the contributions of loss mechanisms during operation. This is investigated in several systems, and
enables a unique understanding of the interplay between distinct degradation mechanisms. Molecular
design was also considered via degradation of a molecular family within devices and in isolation.
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mCP 1,3-Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene
MgPc Magnesium phthalocyanine
MoOx Molybdenum(VI) oxide
NPD N,N-Di(1-naphthyl)-N,N-diphenyl-(1,1-biphenyl)-4,4-diamine
NTCDA 1,4,5,8-Naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
P3HT Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
PbPc Lead(II) phthalocyanine
Pedot Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate)
Pentacene Pentacene
PPT 2,8-Bis(diphenylphosphoryl)dibenzo[b,d]thiophene
PQIr (2,4-Pentanedionato)bis[2-(2-quinolinyl)phenyl]iridium(III)
PTCBI 3,4,9,10-Perylenetetracarboxylic Bisbenzimidazole
PTCDA Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride
PTCDI N,N-Dioctyl-3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide
PtOEP Platinum octaethylporphyrin
PtTPTBP Platinum(II) tetraphenyltetrabenzoporphyrin
Rubrene 5,6,11,12-Tetraphenylnaphthacene
SnNcCl2 Tin(IV) 2,3-naphthalocyanine dichloride
SubNc Boron sub-2,3-naphthalocyanine chloride
SubPc Boron subphthalocyanine chloride
T2T 2,4,6-tris(biphenyl-3-yl)-1,3,5-triazine
TAPC 4,4-Cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine]
TAZ 3-(Biphenyl-4-yl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole
TCTA Tris(4-carbazoyl-9-ylphenyl)amine
Tetracene Benz[b]anthracene
TPBi 2,2,2"-(1,3,5-Benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole)
TPD N,N-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N-diphenylbenzidine
UGH2 1,4-Bis(triphenylsilyl)benzene
ZnPc Zinc phthalocyanine
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Chapter 1
Commercial Scope
Organic electronics is an exciting technology that is rising in commercial popularity.1–3 These devices
exhibit a number of unique features that allow them to compete with traditional semiconductors,
as well as occupy new technological space. This has been leveraged in various technologies, in-
cluding organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs), photovoltaics (OPVs), and field effect transistors
(OFETs).4–6 This chapter seeks to provide an overview of applications as well as outline the focus
of this work.
1.1 Organic Devices
Many of the advantages of organic electronics exist across all devices. Since the molecules are
semiconductors on their own and do not rely on crystallinity, organic electronics are Van Der Waals
bonded and are applied as thin films so do not have to be planar and rigid. This allows compatibility
with flexible substrates and has been demonstrated for a variety of flexible devices.7–9 Additionally,
curved and form fitting devices already exist in commercial devices.10,11
Compatibility with flexible substrates and a variety of processing techniques also unlocks the
possibility of roll-to-roll and web processing.12 Currently, commercial organic electronics primarily
utilize vacuum deposition and batch processing, leading to relatively high cost devices.13,14 As man-
ufacturing techniques transition to roll-to-roll methods, mass production will offer a great reduction
in device cost and will significantly alter the economics of organic electronics. Roll-to-roll compat-
ible device manufacturing methods so far have not demonstrated the highest efficiency devices and
requires further development, though some commercial products do use solution processing.15–17
Most organic electronics utilize thin films, with total device thicknesses less than 500 nm of active
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material. This makes them compatible with extremely thin form factor devices, which are essential
for mobile devices and small form factor electronics. As wearable electronics become increasingly
important, organic electronics being thin and flexible offer an obvious solution.
Organic molecules consist primarily of earth abundant materials such as carbon and nitrogen.
Molecular structures of these materials can be easily modified, allowing for easy tuning of the
molecular properties, such as emission and absorption.
1.1.1 Organic Light-Emitting Devices (OLEDs)
Figure 1.1: (a) Commercial OLED white light-
ing from OLEDworks. (b) Commercial OLED
TVs from LG. (c) Flexible OLED TV demo from
LG. (d) Smartphones from Apple, Google and
Samsung.
OLEDs are becoming a highly commercialized tech-
nology and have had the most success of organic elec-
tronic applications.2,3,11,18 OLEDs offer improved
contrast and viewing angle with similar power con-
sumption when compared with LCD LED technol-
ogy, which utilizes a white backlight in combination
with color filtering layers to produce the image.19
These advantages in combination with the thin form
factor and compatibility with curved and flexible
substrates has made OLEDs excel in the small dis-
play market, including wearables and smartphones.
Flagship phones from all major manufacturer within
the U.S. are utilizing OLEDs, including Samsung,
Google, Apple and LG, and are shown in Figure
1.1.20,21 Several devices feature curved displays, of-
fering a unique customer experience.
Large format displays are also commercially avail-
able for televisions.20,21 Again these displays adver-
tise superior contrast and viewing angle. A flexible
large display is seen in Figure 1.1, demonstrated by
LG, though not available for purchase.22 While large
format displays offer significant advantage in viewer
experience over LED technology, cost has prohibited
commercialization.22 With a significant increase in
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cost compared to similar LCD LED devices, OLED TVs require a price reduction to see an im-
proved market share above the current 1.1%.23
Commercial white lighting is also available featuring OLED technology. However, OLEDs suffer
from significant drawbacks in this space, limiting the scope of their application.22 OLED panels show
shorter lifespan due to degradation (gradual luminance loss) as well as catastrophic failure (dark
segment formation) making OLEDs significantly more expensive over their lifetime. This could be
reduced by device cost, but OLED fixtures are still more expensive than their LED counterparts.
Due to these drawbacks, OLEDs in white lighting are mostly used for architectural applications
taking advantage of their thin form factor and flexibility.24,25 An example of this is shown in Figure
1.1, demonstrating both of these properties.22 OLED technology for white lighting could become
competitive as the manufacturing technology and lifetime of devices improve. Additionally, OLEDs
currently suffer from a small market share, and cannot take advantage of the cost savings of large
scale manufacturing.
1.1.2 Organic Photovoltaics (OPVs)
Figure 1.2: (a) Belectric solar cells.
(b) Transparent solar cell from Michi-
gan State University. (c) Flexible so-
lar cell from InfinityPV.
OPVs share all of the same form factor benefits of OLEDs.
Because of this, OPVs are successful in a few novel implemen-
tations that are inaccessible for silicon panels.1,6,26–28
Crystalline silicon solar cell panels suffer from their large
and heavy form. Due to their thin form factor, OPVs are a
good option for areas where traditional panels cannot be in-
stalled.29,30 Figure 1.2a shows a canopy made of OPVs, utiliz-
ing an area inaccessible to traditional panels. This is further
extended by the ability to have flexible solar cells, shown in
Figure 1.2b.31
Due to the wide range of absorption bands available to
OPVs, it is possible to form transparent solar cells. Though
these cells let through all visible light and thus suffer from low
efficiency, they capitalize on areas where transparency is needed
that could not facilitate opaque panels. The transparent cells,
shown in Figure 1.2c, are designed for window cells, where a
traditional window can be replaced by a solar unit..32,33 This
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is extremely promising in urban environments and high rise
buildings, where horizontal surfaces are at a premium, but windows are in abundance.
1.1.3 Organic Field-Effect Transistors (OFETs)
Organic Field-effect transistors (OFETs) are an essential counterpart to the other devices we have
discussed here. On their own, OFETs can take advantage of their low cost and flexible form factor
for use in cheap, low complexity electronics. This can include Radio frequency ID (RFID) and single
use medical devices.4,34–37 Additionally, OFETs are an essential part of OLED displays utilizing
flexible behavior.
1.2 Scope of This Thesis
This thesis focuses on the understanding and improvement of OLEDs. In particular, a fundamental
understanding of the kinetic processes undergone during device operation is sought. This kinetic un-
derstanding approach is desired to help in the optimization of device efficiency and lifetime through a
better understanding and quantization of device behavior. In addition to this kinetic understanding,
lifetime is sought to be improved through the development of blue emitters, which are known to be
limiting for device lifetime.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Organic Semiconductors
2.1 Organic Semiconductors
Organic molecules are broadly classified as molecules primarily composed of carbon.38. These
molecules can range dramatically in size, and are often split into small molecule (mw < 1 kg/-
mol) and polymers. For organic electronics, both categories can be used, but this thesis will focus
on small molecules, as that is the primary interest of commercial devices.
Figure 2.1: Molecular orbitals of benzene. The left
figure shows the 6 out of plain pz orbitals, and the
right image shows the delocalized pi-bond.39
To exhibit semiconducting behavior, elec-
trons must be delocalized within the system.40
For organic molecules, this is achieved through
overlapping p orbitals from carbon. Through
alternating single and double bonded carbon,
hybridized 2p and 2s orbitals form three sp2
orbitals and leave one unhybridized pz orbital.
The remaining pz orbitals can interact, forming
a pi-bond and delocalizing of the electron cloud, known as conjugation. An example of this is shown
for benzene, in Figure 2.1.
When this conjugation and blending of molecular orbitals occurs, discrete energetic states mix,
resulting in multiple energetic states.41,42 The formed energetic states can be grouped into bands
of allowed energies. In order to exhibit semiconducting behavior, the resulting bands should have
a set of states filled with electrons separated by a gap from a band of unoccupied states. For
the organic small molecules of interest to this study, delocalization occurs on individual molecules,
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resulting in less delocalization and thus much narrower bands than would be observed in a typical
semiconductor, such as silicon or germanium, but the concept remains the same. In organic molecular
semiconductors, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) are analogous to the valence and conduction bands of inorganic semiconductors in
terms of their roles for electrons and holes, though their operation is vastly different. The HOMO
is filled with electrons and the LUMO is empty in the ground state. When excited, electrons can be
transported through the LUMO levels. This will result in an electron vacancy in the HOMO, known
as a hole
Films are held together by intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions, known as van der Waals
forces. These forces can involve both permanent and induced dipoles. This weak binding with
the molecules displaying semiconductor properties as individual molecules allow these films to be
flexible. Traditional crystalline semiconductors rely on the periodicity of the lattice to exhibit energy
bands. This is a huge advantage of organic semiconductor devices, allowing for a variety of unique
applications.
2.2 Charge Transport
Charge transport in organic semiconductors can take on a variety of behaviors, depending on material
and morphology.38,43 Two regimes of operation are typically expected, being band transport and
hopping transport. As disorder increases, a shift from band to hopping transport is expected.
2.2.1 Band Transport
Band transport is expected in most atomic crystals, and is thus extensively characterized for inor-
ganic semiconductors.44 In a crystal, a periodic energy structure is maintained throughout the entire
structure. This creates a delocalization of the electron wavefunction across the crystal and electrons
have a mean free path that extends for multiple molecular spacings. Because of this freedom of
charge movement, charges can be directly accelerated through the crystal by an electric field, ~E.
This creates a current density of
~J = qnµ~E, (2.1)
where q is the unit charge, n is the charge carrier density, and µ is the charge mobility. Typically
in these materials, the mobility decreases with temperature as vibrations in the crystal lead to more
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scattering of the electrons.
2.2.2 Hopping Transport
In less ordered materials, there is substantially less symmetry and periodic potentials and electron
distributions are much more confined . In this case, each molecule serves as an individual energetic
well, and for transport, charges are forced to conduct individual hops to neighboring molecules. This
dramatically reduces the mobility compared to band transport. With temperature, mobility follows
an Arrhenius dependence that can be split into a field dependent and field independent term as
µ ∝ exp
(
− Ea
kBT
)
exp
(
β
√
E
kBT
)
(2.2)
with Ea being the hopping activation energy and kB being the Boltsmann constant. β is a
constant and E is the electric field.
These two transport mechanisms account for very different physics. Organic semiconductors
can operate in either regime. Temperature dependent current measurements can be conducted to
illuminate mechanism, and often morphology can be a good predictor. In amorphous organics, a
hopping mechanism can typically be assumed.
2.3 Excitons
Figure 2.2: Schematic view of
an exciton. S0 and S1 are the
ground and first singlet excited
state, respectively.
In organic semiconductors, a critical component of light formation
or absorption is the formation of a bound excited state, called an
exciton, shown schematically in Figure 2.2. An exciton consists of a
hole in the HOMO bound to an electron in the LUMO. Due to the
low dielectric constant (R ≈ 3), excitons in organic materials are
highly localized and have large binding energies, >100 meV.45–48
These excitons can be relatively long lived at room temperature,
with characteristic lifetimes, τ ranging from 0.5 ns - 1 ms.49–56
Because of these long lifetimes, the dynamics of excitons, both in
their interaction as well as decay into light or heat, are important
to the understand of organic semiconductor behavior. Excitons that reside on a single molecule
are known as “Frenkel” excitons, while an exciton spanning neighboring molecules is known as
a “charge-transfer” exciton. Excitons spanning larger spatial extents are not seen in amorphous
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organic semiconductors.
2.3.1 Singlets and Triplets
Figure 2.3: Spin vectors for the possible spin state
combinations of an electron and a hole. The orienta-
tion of the cone represents spin up or down, while the
cone indicates the relative phase of the precession in
angular momentum. Triplets all yield a total spin of
S=1 while the single has S = 0.
Electrons and holes have a spin of S = ±1/2.
These spins can combine into four possible spin
combinations, shown in Figure 2.3 Three of
these states have spin S = 1 and are called
triplets due to the degeneracy. The remaining
state is called the singlet, with S = 0. Electri-
cally, excitons are formed from loose electrons
and holes, and from simple statistics, form 75%
triplets and 25% singlets.57–59 Optically, due to
spin conservation from an S = 0 photon, only
singlet excitons are initially formed.
2.3.2 Electronic Transitions
Figure 2.4: Jablonski diagram for an organic semiconductor. Fluorescence and Phosphorescence are both
depicted, though in some systems, phosphorescence is not observed.
Figure 2.4 shows the energy landscape available to excitons in an organic semiconductor. The
singlet manifold is shown on the left, with the first three electronic energy levels shown as S0, S1,
and S2. The vibronic levels of these states are labeled as 0, 1, 2. The ground state is depicted as S0.
Absorbed photons create excitons in the S1 and S2 manifolds. When making electronic transitions,
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electrons are assumed to start from the lowest vibronic state, by Kasha’s rule.
Once created, excitons rapidly convert from higher energy states back to S1, losing addition
energy to phonons through internal conversion. From S1, excitons can decay back to the ground
state either by non-radiative or radiative means, known as fluorescence. The balance of radiative
(kr) and non-radiative (knr) rates determines the photoluminescence efficiency by the equation
ηPL =
kr
kr + knr
. (2.3)
Typically, kr is on the order of 108 s−1 for singlet excitons, resulting in lifetimes on the order of
10 ns.45,60
Since triplet excitons have an electron and a hole that share the same spin state, they are subject
to the exchange interaction, increasing the separation and reducing repulsion, resulting in a lower
energy state. In order for a singlet exciton to transition into a triplet, a flip in spin is needed.
This transition is promoted in systems exhibiting spin-orbit coupling. Spin-orbit coupling involves
coupling of the electron spin with the angular momentum of the orbit, allowing the spin to be
reversed. This is much more common as the atomic number increases, and is commonly seen in
heavy metal atoms. As spin-orbit coupling becomes more prominent, excitons are allowed to freely
transition between the singlet and triplet state, and can become mixed.
Figure 2.5: Ir(ppy)3 , a commonly
used OLED molecule with an excited
state which exhibits MLCT.
In coordinated molecules involving ligands off of a heavy-
metal core, it is possible to form Metal-Ligand Charge Trans-
fer states (MLCT). The high energy d-states of the metal
atom promote spin-orbit coupling. Molecules exhibiting MLCT
states have excited states that reside partially on the metal
atom, allowing spin flipping to occur, and promoting singlet-
triplet mixing. An archetypical MLCT exhibiting molecule,
Tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3 ) is shown
in Figure 2.5.
The triplet state is considered a “forbidden state” for emis-
sion, and is quantum mechanically disallowed in first order approximations due to the conservation
of spin between the triplet (S = 1) and the ground state (S = 0). However, these spin transitions
can occur, especially with significant spin-orbit coupling. Since an additional spin flip is required,
the radiative rate of emission from the triplet state is usually kr = 106 s−1 or longer, dependent on
the ability of the molecule to undergo a spin transition. This slower rate of radiative emission when
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compared with the singlet state makes phosphorescence much more competitive with non-radiative
loss pathways. Because of this, without molecules that promote spin-orbit coupling, triplet emis-
sion is extremely inefficient and is not visible at room temperature. However, at low temperature
(10K)45,61–64 or with non-radiative pathways reduced,65 the triplet emission can be observed. This
can be exploited for the measurement of the triplet state energy, as discussed in Appendix B.
The transition from a triplet back into a singlet is also possible, and is known as reverse intersys-
tem crossing.57–59,66–72 Though this is energetically unfavorable in most molecules, due to the energy
difference of the singlet and triplet, an exciting area of emitter research is in Thermally Activated
Delayed Fluorescence (TADF). In TADF molecules, the singlet-triplet energy difference (∆EST ) is
below the thermal energy at room temperature, and allows promotion back into the singlet state.
Efficient transition between the singlet and triplet is observed in TADF systems despite the lack of
spin-orbit coupling introduced by MLCT states. This is because the mixing coefficient between the
singled and triplet can be expressed as73
λ =
HSO
∆EST
(2.4)
where HSO is the spin-orbit interaction. In TADF molecules, since ∆EST is small, significant
transfer can still be observed. These materials are advantageous in OLEDs because they allow
electrically formed triplets to convert to a singlet for emission without using expensive rare-earth
metals.
2.3.3 Exciton Transport
As excitons are charge neutral and not subject to drift in an electric field, their transport relies upon
a diffusive process in organic materials. Diffusion relies on being able to transfer excitons from a
Donor molecule which has the initial excitation onto an Acceptor. Three mechanisms are common
to facilitate this transfer: cascade energy transfer, Dexter transfer and Förster transfer. All three
of these mechanisms can contribute to exciton transport, but typically one is dominant for a given
material.
2.3.3.1 Cascade Energy Transfer
Cascade energy transfer consists of exciton emission in the form of a photon being reabsorbed by
another molecule.45 The efficiency of this transfer depends on the photoluminescence efficiency of
the donor molecule to form a photon, as well as absorption of the acceptor molecule at the photon
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energy. Of the three mechanisms, this is the longest range and can allow transport for 10-100 nm,
though relies on propagation of the photon through the surrounding media.
2.3.3.2 Dexter Transfer
Dexter transfer is the shortest range process and describes direct physical transfer of the excited
state from the donor to the acceptor. The rate of Dexter transfer can be written as45
kD = Ke
−2RDA/R0
∫
ED(E)AA(E)dE (2.5)
where K is dependent on the specific orbital interactions, RDA is the separation of the donor and
acceptor, R0 is the characteristic length scale for orbital overlap, normalizing the rate to other energy
loss pathways, ED is the donor emission spectrum, AA is the acceptor absorption spectrum, and
E is the energy. As can be seen from the exponential dependence, Dexter transfer requires spatial
overlap of the electron density of the two molecules, limiting Dexter transfer to nearest neighbors,
typically.
Because Dexter transfer involves the direct exchange of charges, the spin state of the electron
and hole are preserved. Additionally, since no intermediate photonic state is required, excitons with
S 6= 0 (triplets) can be transferred. Dexter transfer is typically the dominant mechanism of transport
for triplet excitons.
2.3.3.3 Förster Transfer
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) describes transfer of an exciton via an overlap in the
dipole field of the donor with the acceptor molecule. In this process, the dipole interaction can be
thought of as a transmission and receiver antennae. The exciton on the donor causes an oscillation
in the dipole field which excites an electron in the acceptor to become excited. This excitation on
the acceptor relaxes the donor to the ground state.
The rate of Förster transfer can be expressed as60,74,75
kF (d) =
1
τd6
9ηPLκ
2
128pi5n4
∫
λ4ED(λ)AA(λ)dλ =
1
τ
(
R0
d
)6
(2.6)
where τ is the exciton lifetime, d is the distance between the donor and acceptor, ηPL is the
photoluminescence efficiency, κ is a factor depending on the dipole orientation, n i s the index of
refraction, λ is the wavelength, ED is the donor emission, and AA is the acceptor absorption. The
integral expression in Equation 2.6 is an expression of Fermi’s golden rule and requires that the
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initial and final spin states be the same. Therefore, Förster transfer is typically restricted to singlet
excitons. Because of this field transfer of singlet excitons, FRET is often described as a transfer of
a “virtual photon”.38,45
Förster transfer typically transfers excitons up to 10 nm apart, though is a strong function of
distance.60,76 The radius at which the rate of FRET is equal to other loss pathways is called the
Förster radius (R0).
2.3.4 Excitonic Interactions and Quenching Processes
Figure 2.6: Exciton-exciton annihilation
process. The energy of two excitons is
transferred all onto a single molecule, form-
ing a single exciton. This exciton then re-
laxes, emitting heat.
Excitons are subject to a variety of bimolecular processes
and loss pathways. This section seeks to outline these
processes.
2.3.4.1 Exciton-Exciton Annihilation
Exciton-exciton annihilation involves the transfer of en-
ergy of one exciton onto an already excited molecule. This
forms a single exciton with twice the energy, promoting
the exciton into the second excited state. This exciton
quickly relaxes back into the first excited state, releasing
the excess energy as heat.
Figure 2.7: (blue arrow) Triplet fusion.
Two excitons combine energy, forming a
single exciton. (red arrow) Singlet Fission
into two triplet excitons.
Exciton-exciton annihilation is a bimolecular process
and has a rate dependent on the exciton density squared
of K = kEEN2ex.46 In this expression, kEE is the mate-
rial dependent rate constant. Exciton-exciton annihila-
tion can affect both singlet and triplet excitons, though is
typically more prominent in phosphorescent systems due
to the longer exciton lifetime.
2.3.4.2 Triplet Fusion and Singlet Fission
Triplet fusion is a related process to exciton-exciton anni-
hilation. In the same process, two excitons combine their
energy to form a single exciton, as shown in Figure 2.7. In triplet fusion, these two initial excitons are
triplets and the excess energy provided allows the transition into the singlet state. This is beneficial
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in materials where emission out of the triplet state is prohibited, as it recovers some excitons lost
to the non-radiative triplet. For this mechanism to be possible, the singlet energy can be no more
than twice the energy of the triplet state. Emission from upconverted triplets via fusion is known
as delayed fluorescence.
In a system with triplet fusion, the rate equation for triplets is51
dT
dt
= GT − T
τT
− γT 2 (2.7)
where T is the triplet density, GT is the triplet generation rate and τT is the triplet lifetime.
The corresponding singlet rate equation is then
dS
dt
= GS − S
τS
+
1
2
γT 2 (2.8)
where S is the singlet density, GS is the singlet generation rate, and τS is the singlet lifetime.
In most systems, τS is on the order of nanoseconds and τT is much longer. To exhibit significant
delayed fluorescence, γT 2 must be competitive with T/τT . If a significant triplet population is
excited, S/τS  γT 2 and the observed lifetime is governed by triplet fusion.
The inverse process, singlet fission is the division of one singlet exciton into two triplet exci-
tons.77–79 For this to be possible, the singlet energy must be more than twice the triplet energy.
Figure 2.8: Exciton-polaron quenching
process. A polaron non-radiatively couples
with an exciton, leaving a loose polaron.
Singlet fusion is important for solar cells because it allows
for harvesting of use of excess energy above the band gap
which would typically lost to thermal energy. This also
allows for quantum efficiencies greater than one. Often,
singlet fission and triplet fusion are present in the same
system, the most famous of which being pentacene.51
2.3.4.3 Exciton-Polaron Quenching
Exciton-polaron quenching occurs when a free polaron in-
teracts with an exciton, as shown in Figure 2.8. An excited charge relaxes to the ground state on
a surrounding molecule non-radiatively. This process has an end product of a free electron or hole
and quenches the exciton. Exciton-polaron annihilation depends on both the polaron and exciton
population as K = kEPNexNpol. Both exciton-exciton annihilation and exciton-polaron quenching
are very important for both efficiency and operational lifetime, and are discussed further in Chapters
4 and 5.
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2.3.4.4 Field Dissociation
Figure 2.9: Field dissociation of an exciton.
Excitons have a binding energy on the order
of 100 meV.45 This requires careful design in
organic photovoltaics to engineer dissociation
of excitons. However, in OLEDs with an ap-
plied field, the exciton can be dissociated due
to the field, as shown in Figure 2.9.53,80–82 Typ-
ically this can occur for local fields larger than
106V/cm.46 Due to the distribution of charge
within the device being hard to characterize,
it is often hard to measure this quantitatively.
However, Reineke et al. [46] have shown that for
fields observed in typical device operation, the transient photoluminescence is independent of applied
field, indicating minimal field dissociation.
2.4 Conclusion
Excitons are a key component to the operation of OLEDs. Much of device operation can be di-
rectly contributed to excitonic processes, including aspects of the device efficiency and operational
lifetime.46,83,84 Connecting these physical processes to device operation in the steady-state and
transient regimes is discussed in Chapter 4. Aspects of degradation due to excitonic processes are
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. In general, for both device efficiency and lifetime, utilization of all
excitonic states and minimization of energy loss to bimolecular processes is desired. This requires
careful consideration of the excitonic processes, and will be a continuing theme throughout this
thesis.
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Chapter 3
Organic Light-Emitting Devices
3.1 Architecture and Basic Operation
Figure 3.1: Basic layer diagram for OLED devices.
TCO is a transparent conducting oxide.
Organic Light-Emitting Devices (OLEDs) con-
sist of an organic layer stack sandwiched be-
tween two electrodes. For light to escape, one
of the electrodes is transparent, and in most lab
scale devices, this is the bottom contact, and is
reversed for most commercial devices. This is often accomplished by using glass coated with In-
dium Tin Oxide (ITO) as a transparent conducting material. The opposing contact is typically
a metal, and in most cases Aluminum. An example of this type of structure is shown in Figure
3.1. The organic layer stack typically has an overall thickness of >80 nm and consists of multiple
layers. For most materials, deposition at room temperature from the vapor phase at rates of 1 Å/s
does not provide the time or energy needed to rearrange into a crystal, and thus yields amorphous
films, showing minimal short and medium range order.85–91 However, most materials will crystallize
rapidly with annealing,92 or slowly over time.93
Detailed device operation will be expanded upon in Chapter 4, but the goal of the layer stack
is to efficiently form and recombine excitons. When voltage is applied, electrons are injected from
the metal contact into the electron transport layer (ETL) and holes are injected from the ITO into
the hole transport layer (HTL). Carriers transport through these layers to a region where exciton
formation is designed to occur. This can be done in a variety of ways and is discussed in detail
in Section 3.4, but most modern devices use a structure with a dedicated emissive layer (EML),
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as shown in Figure 3.2. In this type of device, the emitter molecule or guest, is doped at low
concentration within a host matrix.94 This composite film structure is used because most emissive
molecules show a reduction in ηPL with increasing concentration.45 The host molecule is used to help
transport charge to the emissive molecule and separate the guest molecules. The host molecule is
designed to have a wider energy gap, making it energetically favorable for excitons to form on the
guest molecule.
Most devices are designed to confine excitons within the EML. However, excitons are not typi-
cally formed uniformly throughout this layer. The spatial density profile of excitons is termed the
recombination zone, and is an important device parameter. The role of recombination zone (RZ)
will be discussed throughout this work, and characterization is discussed in Section 3.6.
Figure 3.2: Energy level diagram of an OLED. Energy is shown in reference to the vacuum level. Electrons
are shown in black spheres, holes shown in white.
The structure shown in Figure 3.2 is greatly simplified from most devices. Injection layers
(HIL/EIL) are often used to aid in charge injection into the device between the electrode and
transport materials. These materials will sit energetically between the electrode and the transport
layer. To confine charges within the EML, blocking layers (HBL/EBL) are often used between the
EML and the opposing transport layer. For example, a hole blocking layer would sit between the
EML and the ETL and would have an energy level similar to the ETL, so electron transport would
not be disrupted, but would have a high HOMO energy or a low hole mobility. These types of layers
are often added as needed based on the energetic levels of the other materials in use.
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Figure 3.3: External Quantum Efficiency on energy level diagram. ηOC represented in blue, ηPL in green,
χ in purple, and ηEF in red.
3.1.1 Efficiency Components
The external quantum efficiency ηEQE of a device is the ratio of forward emitted photons per electron
injected. Device efficiency is often thought of as a four component process as:95
ηEQE = χηPL ηEF ηOC (3.1)
The efficiency with which injected charges form excitons is the exciton formation efficiency,
ηEF (also refered to as the charge balance factor,γ). This process competes with charge leakage
through the device and is shown in red in Figure 3.3. In efficient devices, ηEF can approach 100%
at the maximum efficiency point. Electrically, excitons are formed in a 3:1 triplet:singlet ratio,
as discussed in Chapter 2.3. The radiative spin fraction, χ, captures the fraction of these formed
excitons that are permitted to emit light. For fluorescent materials, χ = 1/4 and for phosphorescent
materials, χ = 1. The photoluminescence efficiency, ηPL is the efficiency of photon generation from
the radiatively allowed excitons and can reach 100% The out-coupling efficiency, ηOC , is the fraction
of photons that escape the device in the forward viewing direction, and competes with wave-guided
modes and surface plasmons.54,96 For most devices ηOC limits efficiency, and typically is limited to
20-30% in bottom emitting devices, but can be aided by enhancing films or layers. A further look
at out-coupling is discussed in Chapter E.
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3.2 Device Fabrication
Substrates consist of glass pre-coated with indium-tin oxide (ITO). Prior to deposition, substrates
are cleaned using 5 minutes each of sonicated Tergitol, water, and two cycles of acetone, followed
by two cycles of boiling isopropanol. This is followed by a UV-ozone treatment for 10 minutes.
Large area devices on patterned ITO are spin coated with a solution processed hole conducting
planarizing layer. In the last 5 years, fabrication in our lab has transitioned from using PEDOT-
PSS to the more commercially used Plexcore AQ-1200. PEDOT-PSS is water based and seemed
more susceptible to treatment conditions prior to deposition, such as freezing. AQ-1200 has been
a more reliable material. AQ-1200 has been replaced with AQ-1250, which appears to be the same
formula, but with tighter control over consistency. For all solution processed layers, spin coating is
done for 30 seconds at 3000 rpm, followed by a 30 minute bake at 150 ◦C.
Depostion of organic active layers is carried out by thermal evaporation at base pressures <10−7
Torr. This is done in a vacuum deposition chamber from tungsten boat sources for organic materials.
Material deposition rates are measured using quartz crystal monitors (QCMs) during deposition.
The absolute rate of material deposition is calibrated by ellipsometry on films to determine thickness.
Co-deposition of materials allows for the creation of doped layers, which can even be varied with
time to create graded composition profiles. For most devices, cathodes consist of 1 nm of lithium
fluoride and 100 nm of Aluminum.
For unpatterned devices, the whole substrate is coated in ITO, and device pixels are formed
using a metal mask that defines the device area. A hard metal probe is used to contact the ITO by
poking through the organic stack. In order to contact the metal, a 100µ gold wire is used to gently
contact the metal surface.
Patterned devices, which are necessary for hermetic packaging, consist of a patterned ITO sub-
strate with a corresponding patterned metal mask, where the intersection forms the device area.
To ease contacting, an ITO pad is typically placed below the metal at the contact point outside
of the organic deposition region as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. This method allows for contacting
the device off of the device active area, and does not suffer from the difficulty of contacting and is
essential for devices to be encapsulated. In this case, it is important to consider lateral transport
within the HIL. A sharp edge on the ITO pattern can result in a discontinuity of the organic stack
at the device edges and can frequently short the device with metal directly in contact with the ITO.
To prevent this, a planarizing layer is used which minimizes the effects of ITO roughness and the
discontinuity of the step edge. While this is effective, planarizing layers are designed to have high
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Figure 3.4: (a) ITO Pattern (b) Organic Mask (c) Metal Mask (d) Mask Overlays. Device area shown in
red.
mobility and lateral conduction could become important as it may lead to shorting between the
anode and cathode ITO pads. To prevent this, the planarizing layer is disturbed between the two
pads in order to disrupt lateral transport.
Patterned devices are encapsulated to prevent water and oxygen exposure using a UV cured
epoxy seal and a glass microscope slide cover slip. The epoxy is cured with 3 minutes of exposure
to a UV lamp. For longer lived devices or higher shelf life, a desiccant can be used, but this is not
common in our lab due to the relatively short lifetimes that we are studying.
3.3 Characterization
Though numerous characterizations exist to analyze OLEDs, the standard metrics of performance
consist of current-voltage, luminance, and efficiency. Luminance is typically calculated in candelas
per meter squared (cd/m2). There are three common efficiency metrics for devices, including the
external quantum efficiency (%), the wall-plug efficiency (W/W ) and the luminous power efficiency
(lm/W). Though dependent on field of study, for academic OLED interests, the most commonly
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explored metric is the external quantum efficiency (ηEQE ).
3.3.1 Current Voltage and Luminance
Figure 3.5: a. Device current voltage and luminance
voltage behavior
The current-voltage behavior of most OLEDs
follows a diode-like current-voltage dependence.
This is characterized by a weak dependence of
current on voltage below some threshold, fol-
lowed by a strong dependence at high voltage,
as shown in Figure 3.5. In terms of device op-
eration, at low voltage below turn-on (Region
I), carriers do not have enough energy to make
the transitions between molecular orbital energy
levels and cannot be injected into the device.
The observed current is due charge leakage in through these non-ideal barriers. Soon after turn on,
carriers are overcoming the injection barriers of the material stack and in an ideal device, forming
a strong recombination current for light emission (Region II). In this region, the current is limited
by carrier injection and follows an exponential dependence as carriers overcome the injection barrier
potential.38 At high voltage, injection barriers have been overcome and there is a charge buildup in
the device which limits the current. This region is known as the space-charge limit and the current-
voltage characteristic shows a power law dependence.38,43,97 In a well formed device, luminance
should closely follow current, as most current should be consumed by exciton recombination.
For device brightness characterization, either optical power or luminance can be used. Optical
power is simply a characterization of the total photon power exiting a device. This is typically
calculated by measuring the total device light output using a large area photodiode. For optical
power or optical power density measurements, it is important to know the measured light producing
region being measured. This can either be done by ensuring the total device area and all light
output is measured, in which case the area of interest is the device area, or by measuring a known
subsection of the device. The current output by the detector can be related to the incident optical
power by the responsivity function of the detector, reported as a function of wavelength as W/A. A
typical responsivity for a silicon detector is shown in Figure 3.6a.
Luminance is reported in candelas per meter squared (cd/m2), sometimes called a ’nit’. The can-
dela is a measure of perceived light intensity per solid angle and is equivalent to 1 candle power. To
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measure luminance, the light output must be normalized to the wavelength dependent response of the
human eye, known as the photopic response, shown in Figure 3.6b. This is typically done in one of two
ways. The first method (employed by our group) is to use a spectrometer to measure the output light
spectrum in Watts per nanometer. Then the spectrally averaged photopic response can be found for
the light source of interest. Then, the output optical power can be measured by a simple photodiode
and calibrated using the average photopic response. Alternatively, three wavelength selective diodes
can be used that mimick three types of cones in the eye can be used to calculate the X,Y,Z coordi-
nates in a CIE color space (discussed in Section 3.3.3, and the corresponding photopic response can be
looked up.
Figure 3.6: (a) Silicon detector responsivity (b) Pho-
topic response
In this case, the photodiode would directly out-
put the luminance. Both methods are stan-
dardly used in research groups.68,84,98
3.3.2 Efficiency
As mentioned previously, there are three com-
mon measures of device efficiency. The first is
power efficiency, measured in W/W . This is
straightforward to calculate given the previous
discussion of measuring optical power. The lu-
minance efficiency lm/w is related to the lumi-
nance output. The lumen is a measure of total
light output and is related to the candela by 1
lm = pi candelas. A keen eye would note that
the candela is normalized per solid angle and a
factor of 4pi may be expected, but OLEDs are
only able to emit in the forward direction and
have a lambertion emission shape, resulting in
this reduction.
The external quantum efficiency (ηEQE ) is a measure of photons exiting the device per electron
injected. The photon flux out of the device can be calculated from the optical power by dividing by
the average photon power, hfavg, where favg can be calculated from the measured spectrum. The
injected electron flux is simply I/q where I is the device current. The mathematical details of this
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model are discussed in detail by Forrest et al. [98].
3.3.3 Chromaticity
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Simple color addition diagram. (b) 1931 CIE xyY color space.
In addition to the efficiency and brightness characterization, the quality of light can also be
assessed, known as chromaticity. This is very important for both displays and lighting applica-
tions. This characterization is standardly done using the CIE chromaticity diagram and xyY color
space.99–101
The chromaticity of an emitter is defined to reflect the sensitivity of the human eye. In the eye,
there are two color sensing cones, roughly corresponding to red, green, and blue. The wavelength
sensitivity of these cones for red, green, and blue are defined as x¯(λ),y¯(λ), and z¯(λ), respectively. A
three dimensional color-space is then defined to define any color using
A =
∫
λ
Le,Ω,λ(λ)a¯(λ)dλ (3.2)
where A and a¯ are X,Y, Z and x¯, y¯, z¯. These three dimensional coordinates are able to accurately
describe the light, but are not very useful for visualizing the color-space. Therefore, the brightness
is normalized out, leaving us with two color coordinates and a brightness value. Since our eye is
most sensitive to green stimulus, the Y coordinate is taken to represent the brightness. The color
coordinates can be normalized by
a =
A
X + Y + Z
(3.3)
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where a and A are x, y, z and X,Y, Z. Note that x is a new color coordinate, not the standard
observer sensitivity, x¯. This remapping still has three coordinates, but here, z = 1−x−y. Therefore,
the color can be represented using just x, y. This can be seen in Figure 3.7b, where the perimeter is
defined by mapping single wavelength light through these coordinate transformations. All possible
visible colors are defined within the locus, and x, y coordinates are shown on the axes. For white
light, the color temperature is calculated in reference to a black-body emission and is also shown
in Figure 3.7b. While sophisticated in calculation, it is important to note that this concept of
color-space is simply an extension of the color addition shown in Figure 3.7a. For displays, CIE
color coordinates are the standard for evaluating colors, but in white lighting applications, the color
rendering index (CRI) is used. The CRI is a calculation of the ability of a light source to reproduce
the observed color of an object when compared with natural light.
3.3.3.1 RGB
Figure 3.8: Various phone display limits shown on
CIE coordinates. Each point shown is the CIE coor-
dinates of devices grown during this thesis work.
For display applications, a single red, green
and blue emitter are used, each of which will
have x, y coordinates which can be expressed
on the CIE diagram. Using this method, only
colors within the enclosed triangle can be ex-
pressed, making it critical for a vibrant display
to maximize the area of this triangle. Various
phone displays are shown in Figure 3.8, with the
pure color components being generated using a
RGB color picker application. Interestingly, the
iPhone SE, the only phone not using an OLED
display, shows the worst response in the green, a clear advantage of OLED color representation. The
scatter points in this figure represent individual pixels measured in the course of this thesis.
One limit of RGB color representation is that it is not consistent across displays. For example,
the RGB coordinate (0,1,0) looks different on the Google Pixel versus the iPhone SE due to their
different CIE coordinates. To account for this, display RGB values can be calibrated to accurately
represent the CIE coordinates. However, in doing so, the color space available to the display is shrunk
and the full color range of the display cannot be used. This is an important issue in commercial
devices where consumer demands must be carefully considered with respect to the trade off between
accurate and vibrant colors. This trade off was clearly seen in the release of the Google Pixel 2,
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where consumers complained about dull colors because the manufacturers used a calibrated color
space.102
3.4 Historical Development
3.4.1 The First OLEDs
Figure 3.9: Structure of the first OLED cell from
Tang and VanSlyke [103]. Diamine is commonly re-
ferred to now as TAPC.
Early interest in organic materials was gener-
ated based on use for pigments and organic laser
dyes with demonstrated high fluorescence effi-
ciency.104–106 Early attempts at producing elec-
troluminescent devices involved the use of thick
organic crystals, but required extremely high
voltages to produce any light.107,108 The first
successful OLED was demonstrated by Tang
and VanSlyke [103] in 1987, one of the first to
utilize vacuum deposition for thin films. This was a bilayer device, with the structure shown in
Figure 3.9, using 4,4’-Cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine] (TAPC) at 75 nm
thick and Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum (Alq3) 60 nm, responsible for the emission of the
device, centered at a wavelength of 550 nm. These devices achieved ηEQE ≈1% and showed rapid
degradation.
In fluorescent cells, χ = 0.25 and without out-coupling enhancement ηOC ≈ 0.20, leaving a
maximum ηEQE of just 5%, as discussed in Sectio 3.3.2. Doped films were investigated soon after
these initial findings in order to capitalize on the improved ηPL at low concentration.109 This host
with emissive guest system is utilized by almost all devices.
3.4.2 Phosphorescence
OLEDs saw a massive improvement in efficiency in 1998 with the introduction of phosphorescent
dyes.95 These dyes use a heavy metal atom to create a metal-ligand charge transfer state, which
allows mixing of the singlet and triplet states, as well as a coupling between the triplet and the singlet
ground state, and thus emission from the triplet exciton. With all excitons able to emit, including the
triplet state, the internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE) can be increased to 100%. Initial demonstrations
utilized the red phosphor PtOEP. This work comments on quenching at high current of the phosphor,
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a continuing problem which will be discussed further in Section 3.5.46,84 Pure red and green emission
devices utilizing only a phosphorescent dopant were developed soon after, along with the development
of the ubiquitous green emitter, Tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3).Many of these
molecules, including Ir(ppy)3 had been well known for almost two decades,110,111 but had yet to be
incorporated into devices.
Since the realization of the phosphorescent OLED, internal quantum efficiencies nearing 100%
for green, red, blue, and white devices have been demonstrated.112,113 With high efficiency achieved,
attention has shifted to maximizing operational lifetimes.114 Despite the high efficiency of blue
phosphorescent devices, lifetimes still remain limiting and blue fluorescent materials are still used in
commercial technologies.
3.4.3 Thermally Activated Delayed Fluorescence
Figure 3.10: Reverse intersystem crossing for TADF
materials. Figure taken from Uoyama et al. [73].
While phosphorescent devices have been able
to demonstrate the high efficiency necessary
for commercialization, this has come at a cost.
Namely, in the use of expensive and rare
heavy metal atoms, such as Ir(III), Pt(III), and
Os(II).115 In order to utilize the triplet excitons
without mixing the singlet and triplet states as
is done for MLCT molecules, reverse intersys-
tem crossing is utilized. Chapter 2.3 and Figure
2.4 discuss intersystem crossing as an energet-
ically favorable process as the triplet is lower
energy than the singlet. However, if molecules are designed where the singlet and triplet ener-
gies difference (∆EST ) is small (< 1eV ), thermal energy can make the reverse intersystem cross-
ing competitive with intersystem crossing (kRISC ≈ kISC). This allows for Thermally Activated
Delayed Fluorescence (TADF), shown in Figure 3.10.57,73,116 TADF materials are a rapidly devel-
oping technology that has shown many benefits for efficiency, and rules are being established for
molecular design.57,68–73,75,116–125 These materials are also being investigated for benefits to device
lifetime.59,126
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3.5 Efficiency Roll-Off
In high efficiency OLEDs, it is almost universally observed that efficiency reduces at high bright-
ness and current density, a phenomenon known as the efficiency roll-off,demonstrated in Figure
3.11.46,49,53,58,84,120,127–138 This has been extensively studied and largely attributed to the bimolec-
ular quenching processes discussed in Chapter 2.3, though exciton formation efficiency (ηEF ) is also
known to contribute.84 This is detrimental to commercialization as high brightness is a necessity for
display and lighting applications. The bimolecular quenching at high brightness is also detrimental
to device lifetime because quenching processes produce hot excited states that release excess energy
into the device, which is thought to be a key factor in molecular degradation.83,139,140 Development
of electrically pumped organic lasers has proved unsuccessful because the exciton densities required
frustrates the realization of population inversion.55,95,141–144
Figure 3.11: Efficiency as a function
of current density, with significant roll-off
shown above 10−1mA/cm2, highlighted in
blue.
Section 3.1 discussed the characterization of quantum
efficiency using a four component efficiency model. This
model fails to reproduce the roll-off behavior as it does not
account for quenching. Modeling the efficiency roll-off has
been the study of numerous works and is the motivation
for Chapter 4.46,53,84,129 These models center around a
differential equations for exciton dynamics, such as:
dNex
dt
= −Nex
τ
− 1
2
kTT N
2
ex − kTP NpolNex +Gex (3.4)
where Nex is the exciton population density, τ is the exciton lifetime, kTT is the triplet-triplet
annihilation rate constant, kTP is the triplet-polaron quenching rate constant, Npol is the charge
density, and Gex is the exciton generation rate. Here we can see that the natural lifetime is compet-
itive with the bimolecular quenching rates, and at high exciton and charge density, the second order
dependence of the quenching terms allows them to dominate. This reduces the relative number of
excitons that are decaying via the radiative rate, thus decreasing the efficiency. These models have
been successful in characterizing the rate constants and describing the roll-off behavior. For further
details, see Chapter 4.
Devices are often designed to reduce the roll-off, often through the broadening of the exciton
recombination zone.68,112,117,145–150 These devices have successfully reduced the exciton density and
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hence the roll-off, shifting the onset of roll-off to higher brightness.
3.6 Recombination Zone Characterization
Figure 3.12: Device architecture for the measure-
ment of the exciton recombination zone. The curly
brace indicates the device stack. Figure taken from
Erickson and Holmes [138]
Both degradation and bimolecular quenching
can be highly dependent on the exciton density
and location, known as the exciton recombina-
tion zone (RZ).46,83,84,130,151–154 Therefore, it is
important to be able to characterize the spatial
profile of excitons. Frequently this measurement
is carried out using thin doping layers of a sen-
sitizer molecule.138,139,148,153–155
In these experiments, a dopant is used to efficiently siphon excitons from the emitter molecule. In
order to do this, Förster transfer to the sensitizer must be efficient, requiring significant overlap of the
emitter emission and the sensitizer absorption, but must also be spatially confined. Sensitized layers
are used to locally perturb the exciton density present on the emitter. Translating the sensitized
strip across the device as shown in Figure 3.12 allows for comparison of the relative density change
and thus determination of the relative magnitude of the recombination zone. The Förster radius
defines the spatial resolution that can be obtained using this technique.
Figure 3.13: (Top) Device Architecture. (Bottom)
Recombination zone comparison for an emissive sen-
sitizer analyzed using the quenched ratio (Irppy) and
the emitted ratio (PtTPTBP) as a function of current
density.
Two types of sensitizers are frequently used:
quenching and emissive. A quenching (non-
radiative) or emissive (radiative) sensitizer can
be used for these experiments. With a quench-
ing sensitizer, if the recombination zone overlaps
with the sensitizer position, emission is lost and
the efficiency is reduced. The reduction in EL
intensity can be quantified by the EL ratio of
the sensitized intensity compared to the unsen-
sitized intensity, β. β is directly proportional to
the unquenched excitons, therefore 1 − β gives
the ratio of quenched excitons.
For emissive sensitizers, given the requirement of emission-absorption overlap, red sensitizers are
used. For simplicity, the sensitizer should show spectral separation of the emission from the emitter.
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The intensity of the sensitizer emission is a direct measure of the local exciton density. However, since
the out-coupling is so strongly dependent on emitter position in the EML, it is essential to correct
the intensity using a calculation of ηOC , discussed in Chapter E. Emissive sensitizers often rely on
the use of Pt(II) complexes, such as PtOEP or PtTPTBP.153,155 Compared with Ir(III) complexes,
Pt(II) shows a much longer exciton lifetime, and is therefore far more susceptible to bimolecular
quenching.135 If the sensitizer is in a regime of bimolecular quenching during the measurement, a
compressed version of the recombination zone will be measured. This can be difficult to avoid at
high current densities that may be of interest for measurement.
An advantage of the emissive sensitizer is that the data generated can be analyzed either using the
quenched ratio or using the emitted intensity. This can be helpful for quantifying error in the method,
and is demonstrated in Figure 3.13. Here, we see the spatial dependence of the recombination zone
for an architecture peaked at the ETL interface. Notice that the emissive sensitizer, PtTPTBP
shows a less exaggerated RZ for all current densities. This is likely due to bimolecular quenching on
the sensitizer, which is stronger at the higher exciton densities present at the ETL interface.
When constructing these sensitizer layers, there are two common methods. First, the EML can
be reproduced exactly with the addition of a light doping of the sensitizer. This creates a strip
that matches the composition of the EML, but increases the difficulty of the growth, requiring one
more material in a co-deposition. An alternative is to use an extremely thin deposition of the
sensitizer molecule in isolation, known as delta doping. A deposition of 1 Å is used, which is in
reality, a discontinuous layer. When the EML is continued on top of this discontinuous layer, this
is equivalent to an extremely narrow strip of a mixed layer. This is advantageous because it make
the deposition much easier and creates a very narrow strip. However, it can be difficult to control
the dopant dose as it is difficult to accurately measure films this thin. No quantification of error on
these types of doping have been reported.
In order to accurately compare the recombination zone intensity, it is essential to ensure that no
differences in the transport and injection properties occur with the introduction of the sensitizer.
Since the sensitizer molecules will likely result in a trap state, it is essential to keep doping concen-
trations low, on the order of 1%. Evidence of minimal interference on the electrical properties by the
sensitizer is provided by the current-voltage behavior. If the current-voltage characteristic is within
error between all of the sensitizer devices, it is often assumed that the device is representative of the
control.138
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3.7 Single-Carrier Type Devices
When investigating device behavior, it is often important to isolate the behavior of a single charge
carrier type.46,156,157 To do this, devices are created that allow passage of only one carrier type.
This can be accomplished by establishing energetic barriers for the opposing charge, prohibiting
injection, or mobility imbalance. Examples of hole and electron only devices are shown in Figures
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.14: Energy level diagrams for: (a) Hole only device. (b) Electron only device.
3.14a and 3.14b. In Figure 3.14a, MoOx provides a deep energy barrier for electron injection.
Additionally, TCTA is used, which has a high hole mobility and lower electron mobility, along with
well aligned HOMO levels, encouraging hole injection and transport. In this device, positive bias
is applied to the ITO contact, for no particular reason other than tradition and that it works well.
An alternative method for producing hole only devices uses a Au cathode instead of MoOx, and
provides a similar barrier for electrons. However, it can be difficult to achieve a uniform Au layer,
and host shown more reliable to use MoOx. In Figure 3.14b, the ITO contact does not facilitate
electron injection. Therefore, A thin layer of aluminum is doped on top of the ITO, along with LiF,
which adjusts the interface energy to more align with electrons and block holes. TPBi is used to
provide a transport barrier for holes and facilitate electrons. The same LiF-Al contact is used to
promote electron injection. In this device, improved current-voltage characteristics are seen with
positive bias applied to the ITO, in my experience. This may be due to the properties of LiF at the
ITO side interface, since in the experiments using this structure, a vacuum break occurred at that
interface with LiF exposed. We have not investigated the differences in manufacturing techniques
to explore this further.
Single carrier devices have been heavily investigated and modeled for their polaron and current-
voltage behavior.38,43,97 This can be used to help in analyzing these devices for dynamics and
comparison to full device behavior, discussed further in Chapters 4 and 6.
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3.8 Operational Lifetime
Figure 3.15: Peak reported lifetimes for fluorescent
and phosphorescent devices as a function of color and
time. Figure reproduced from Scholz et al. [93].
In typical lifetime characterization, devices are
degraded while held at constant current density,
recording the resulting luminance loss and volt-
age gain as a function of time. The lifetime is
then reported as the time to reach some arbi-
trary fraction of the initial luminance.
3.8.1 Degradation Mechanisms
Degradation is an ongoing area of research and
is not fully understood. However, this section
seeks to outline the dominant mechanisms ob-
served in typical devices. In the most empiri-
cal case, the degradation of an OLED can be considered wholistically as a stretched exponential
curve.93,158
L(t)
L0
= exp(t/τ)β (3.5)
This approach is able to reproduce the decay behavior relatively well and the scaling with lumi-
nance, describing the decay by attributing behavior to emissive centers.
To delve deeper, individual degradation pathways must be investigated. These are typically sep-
arated into external and internal mechanisms.93 External mechanisms are due to influences outside
of the active materials impacting the device behavior, and are typically easy to identify, though
mitigating is still a challenge, especially in long lived and large area commercial devices.159 Internal
or intrinsic degradation mechanisms are due to physical and chemical processes within the device.
These processes can be significantly more difficult to investigate and various analytical techniques
are often used to observe this behavior, as discussed in Section 3.8.3. Scholz et al. [93] goes into
extensive discussion of observed degradation methods. For the purposes of this discussion, physical
degradation pathways, rather than chemical degradation mechanisms will be discussed. This type
of analysis identifies sensitivity within the device to various influences and can potentially identify
the rate limiting molecules, but does not show the degradation chemistry. The following sections
seek to identify the most widely observed degradation mechanisms.
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3.8.1.1 External: Dark Spots and Delamination
(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: (a) Dark spots in photoluminescence on an active device area, taken from Kolosov et al. [160].
(b) Cathode bubbling where delamination has occurred under SEM, as shown in Wang et al. [161]
One of the most widely observed and characterized degradation phenomena is the formation of
dark spots.162–165 This has been long attributed to delamination of the cathode, assisted by water
and oxygen contamination or pinholes in the cathode.160,161,165–167 Around an impurity under the
cathode, a hot spot, or a cathode pinhole, the metal starts to delaminate from the underlying organic
stack, forming a bubble.167–169 The field distribution around these dark spots creates high current
around the edges, creating local high brightness regions. This causes the dark spot to grow at an
accelerated rate, further accelerating degradation.168–170
Despite the long history and understood mechanism, dark spots continue to be a major problem
in manufacturing of large area lighting panels.159 The methods for preventing dark spots are largely
understood, though control can be difficult. It has been found that carefully controlling vacuum
levels along with oxygen and moisture exposure during manufacture helps to prevent dark spot
formation from oxygen and moisture under the cathode. After manufacturing, oxygen and moisture
can still get into the device through pinholes in the cathode, but this can be mitigated by careful
packaging under a nitrogen environment. For long lived devices, the addition of a moisture desiccant
within the packaging further decreases dark spot formation.171
3.8.1.2 Exciton and Polaron Density
Most degradation mechanisms within a device are facilitated by the exciton and polaron popula-
tion.83,93,152,154,172,173 These excited particles within the device provide the excess energy that is
responsible for breaking bonds and facilitating the chemical processes that cause molecular degra-
dation. Reducing the exciton density by expanding the exciton recombination zone has been shown
to extend lifetime.154,171,174–182 Despite this knowledge, high exciton densities are still often needed
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due to the high brightness of devices, which can not be fully counteracted by continuing to extend
the recombination zone. In addition, it is often suggested that current is not uniform and typically
confined to narrow pathways through the device.183 This causes locally high exciton and polaron
densities, even with well designed injection and transport for a wide RZ.
3.8.1.3 Interfaces
Some devices have shown sensitivity to charges and excitons at material interfaces within devices.52,84
Through single carrier device investigation, some materials have been shown to be sensitive to
conduction of one type of carrier.184 In other cases, a buildup of charge or exciton density can occur
at an interface, greatly increasing the local degradation rate.185,186 This type of degradation can
result in the formation of Non-Radiative Recombination Centers (NRRCs).185,187–189 NRRCs are
sites, typically of degraded molecules, that are able to recombine electrons and holes through a non-
radiative dark state. The higher density of trapped charge at an interface can lead to formation of
exciplex and transport layer excitons at the interface.52 Transport layer excitons can be detrimental
to device behavior due to their UV energies, especially when combined with polarons, leading to
bimolecular quenching and hot excitons that can be more damaging than the presence of excitons
or polarons on their own.140
Interfacial degradation is also an exciton and polaron driven process, but bares the critical
distinction of sensitivity to location. In materials with known interface and single carrier sensitivity,
it is important to engineer the exciton profile away from these interfaces to extend lifetime, as shown
in my work, Hershey and Holmes [84], discussed in Chapter 6. This is contrary to the typical thought
that only a broad recombination zone is important, discussed in the previous section. Some devices
even show sensitivity to both exciton density and recombination zone position, again, discussed in
Chapter 6.
3.8.2 Luminance Scaling
For commercially relevant devices, where the time to reach 50% of the initial luminance, t50 can be
tens of thousands of hours, it is impractical to test devices under their intended operating conditions.
Instead, lifetime testing can be done at an increased luminance from the true operating condition.93
This can dramatically reduce the testing time of devices. The lifetime at other luminances can then
be found using the scaling relation
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Ln0 tx = C (3.6)
where L0 is the initial luminance, n is a scaling factor characteristic to the device, and C is a
constant. To utilize this relation, several lifetimes are obtained at luminances above the operating
condition in order to experimentally obtain a value for n. Subsequently, the lifetime of interest can
then be extrapolated.
While widely used and observed, caution should be observed in the application of this relation. A
variety of degradation mechanisms have been attributed to OLED behavior, as discussed in Section
3.8.1. All of these mechanisms are subject to different temporal dependences and have a variety
of degrees of understanding to their functional dependence on time and luminance. At different
luminances, different mechanisms may be dominant. For example, first order excitonic processes
may dominate at low luminance, but may be overtaken by a bimolecular process at high luminance.
The fact that OLEDs are frequently subject to several degradation mechanisms throughout the
decay only further complicates the issue. The very idea of a scaling law for all devices and at all
current densities is unsound, and should be treated as a loose prediction. Over and underestimates
of lifetimes using this relation are observed when trying to predict actual lifetimes.190,191
3.8.3 Analysis Techniques
To expand on the luminance as a function of time, various analytical techniques are used to illuminate
the degradation mechanisms. These can largely be divided into chemical analysis, modeling, and
spectral characterization. These techniques offer valuable and unique insight, and are often used in
combination for degradation analysis.
3.8.3.1 Chemical Analysis
Perhaps the most obvious approach is to look directly at the chemical composition of degradation
products and use this to inform on which molecules are degrading. A standard approach for doing
this is Laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectroscopy (LDI-TOF-MS).192–194 With this
technique, a laser is used to ionize the sample material, and time-of-flight is used to characterize
the molecular weight to charge ratio. An example of this data can be seen in Figure 3.17, taken
from Seifert et al. [192]. Here, unaged and aged samples are compared and peaks from known
source material are identified. Differences that are seen are attributed to degradation, and can be
compared to the expected spectra of proposed degradation products. In this case, a BPhen and FIr6
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Figure 3.17: Mass spectroscopy data taken from Seifert et al. [192]
molecule have combined to form a new molecule. It is important to note that despite degradation
to 15% of the initial luminance, the molecular signatures of degradation products are extremely
weak, as seen by the scale on the inset in Figure 3.17. This is a common problem for chemical
techniques. In devices, the active material stack is only a few monolayers thick and small amounts
of degradation product can have a large impact. Given the extremely low concentration and limited
sample material, it can be difficult to do chemical analysis. Even at heavy degradation, if several
degradation products are present, none may be in high enough concentration to be observed. Despite
this drawback, observed degradation products can usually be attributed to an individual molecule.
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) can also be used to view degradation prod-
ucts.189,195 In HPLC, sample products are dissolved in a solution and filtered through a distillation
column. Components can be categorized based on their transit time through the column. This
technique offers similar results, but suffers from several drawbacks, namely that it can be difficult
to dissolve all of the materials in a devices, and that identification of compounds requires a pure
sample of the degradation product to serve as a calibration for the column.
Despite the direct interpretation of results, chemical techniques do have several drawbacks. First
of all, these processes can be expensive and time consuming to perform, making it difficult to apply
to large scale optimization of devices. In addition, it does not provide any temporal resolution on
a single device, since this is an entirely destructive technique. This makes it difficult to understand
any kinetics.
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3.8.3.2 Modeling
Modeling efforts have been used to try to understand the functional dependence of exciton density
dependence and attribute this to a material dependent rate constant.83,139,155,196 All of these works
model the exciton population as a function of time using the equation:
dNex(x, t, t
′)
dt
= γn(x, t, t′)p(x, t, t′)− Nex(x.t.t
′)
τ
−KDRQ(x, t′)N(x, t, t′) (3.7)
where Nex is the exciton density, n, p are the electron,hole densities, γ is the Langevin recom-
bination rate, τ is the exciton lifetime, KDR is the defect quenching rate, and Q is the defect
concentration. In this model, t is the short term dynamics, while t′ represents the degradation scale
evolution of parameters. The electron and hole populations are fixed to form a predetermined recom-
bination zone shape. The generated defects serve as first order quenchers to the exciton population,
as well as trap states that modify the recombination zone along with charge densities.
dQ(x, t′)
dt′
=

KXn(x, t
′), KXp(x, t′)
KXN(x, t
′)
KXN
2(x, t′)
KXN(x, t
′)n(x, t′), KXN(x, t′)p(x, t′)
(3.8)
Applying this model for each of these mechanisms independently, then comparing the fitted
results should indicate the dominant defect generation process. Giebink et al. [83] find for their
device that exciton-polaron processes are dominant, though this is likely system dependent. This
model allows fitting of luminance and voltage behavior as a function of time and luminance, which
are shown to be consistent. However, this model has a large number of rate constants that cannot
be measured independently, and is largely over-parameterized. Caution must be taken with these
results as they do not suggest a unique explanation of the physics happening in the device.
3.8.3.3 Spectral Characterization
The electroluminescence spectra can also provide a large amount of information about the degrada-
tion state.93 This is typically done in two methods: intentional emission and observation of weakly
emissive states. Weakly emissive states and host emission have been used to characterize aggregation
within the host and guest molecules.172,197–199 Within these studies, emission from the phosphores-
cent guest is characterized as a function of time, but careful inspection reveals weak emission from
the host, as seen in Figure 3.18.172 In this figure, the weak CBP emission can be seen in the shoulder
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Figure 3.18: Emission from Ir(ppy)3 and CBP, as reported by Zhang and Aziz [172] (a) All emission, (b)
Emission shoulder, showing CBP emission, (c) CBP emission with Ir(ppy)3 background subtracted.
of the guest emission, and the losses during degradation characterized. This study finds that host
molecules are aggregating due to exciton and positive polaron interactions, accelerating degradation.
Figure 3.19: Device emission spectra containing (a)
PtOEP sensitizer on the ETL side of the device, (b)
PtOEP sensitizer on the HTL side of the device, (c)
DCM2 sensitizer on the ETL side of the device. Re-
produced from Coburn and Forrest [139]
Another use of this technique is to track
changes in the exciton recombination zone. This
has been used in simplified bilayer devices where
changes in relative peak intensities between
two emissive species can indicate a shift of
the RZ from one side of the device to the
other.199,200 This type of spectral characteriza-
tion provides the temporal behavior of degrada-
tion that chemical analysis is lacking, but does
not relate to physical processes within the de-
vice quantitatively, at least directly. In fact, the
understanding of physical mechanisms from the
spectral changes can be far from straight for-
ward.
Spectral characterization has been used re-
cently as an extension of a modeling ap-
proach by Coburn and Forrest [139]. In this
study, characterization of the exciton confine-
ment within the emissive layer is desired. To
study this, sensitizer doping layers are used out-
side of the emissive layer to probe for exciton
leakage, using the red phosphor PtOEP, with emission shown in Figure 3.19. Using PtOEP, weak
emission is seen in both cases, but is shown to increase in magnitude on the ETL side during degra-
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dation. This could indicate a decrease in exciton confinement, but would also be the case if holes
were more efficiently leaking through the device. To rule out hole leakage, a fluorescent dopant
is used, which would not be able to receive diffusing triplet excitons. Using DCM2, a fluorescent
dopant, no increase in emission is seen, indicating that exciton confinement, not hole leakage, is
responsible for this behavior. This approach of using modeling in combination with a spectral tech-
nique is very promising at providing both more information to aid in modeling, and a more physical
understanding to the spectral techniques.
3.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the state of the field of OLEDs has been discussed with regards to device fabrication
and design, as well as evaluation of performance and characterization of degradation. Efforts are
still needed in improving the understanding of the efficiency roll-off discussed in Section 3.5, as well
as operational lifetime degradation, discussed in Section 3.8.1.2.
In this thesis, these topics will be further explored. Chapter 4 works on using dynamics modeling
in the transient and steady-state to better understand and quantify charge and exciton kinetics.
Chapters 5 and 6 explore a technique to further dissect the operational lifetime.
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Chapter 4
Transient and Steady-State Dynamics
of Charges and Excitons in OLEDs
This section is an extension of published work entitled “Unified analysis of transient and steady-state
electrophosphorescence using exciton and polaron dynamics modeling”.84
4.1 Motivation
Figure 4.1: Fitting the transient electroluminescence
decay without polaron dynamics.
As discussed in Chapter 3, modern OLEDs typi-
cally use phosphorescent emitters in order to re-
alize 100% internal efficiencies.94,95,201,202 How-
ever, these phosphorescent emitters, while al-
lowing emission out of the triplet excitonic state,
also suffer from the drawback of a longer ex-
citon lifetime, typically on the order of 10−6-
10−3 s.61,95 An increased lifetime leads to a
larger steady-state triplet exciton density com-
pared to a fluorescent device operating at the
same luminance. This becomes problematic at
the high current densities associated with high brightness due to well documented quenching
events.46,53,131,134,135,148,203 These quenching events lead to a reduced quantum efficiency at high-
current, and termed the “Efficiency roll-off”, discussed in Chapter 3.5.
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Efficiency roll-off is well attributed to quenching and is ubiquitous to phosphorescent OLED
behavior.46,53,129,130 While previous works have attributed the roll-off to quenching, they have failed
to provide a complete picture of the exciton and charge dynamics within the device. All of these
works have utilized a differential equations model for the exciton dynamics, solved in the steady
state. This becomes apparent when investigating the transient electroluminescence (EL), where a
transient voltage pulse, on the order of 500 ns is applied to the device and the resulting luminance
is recorded as a function of time. Figure 4.1 is an attempt to fit the transient luminance decay using
the model presented by Reineke et al.46 which reproduces the efficiency roll-off. Indeed, this is a
well known problem with existing models, and previous attempts to model the transient EL have
utilized an empirical biexponential function to quantify the decay.53,130,136,204 In addition to failing
to replicate the luminance decay, no known previous efforts have been made in trying to replicate
the experimental transient EL luminance rise. Another problem with this model is that it only
replicates the normalized efficiency roll-off, rather than the absolute magnitude of efficiency.
Figure 4.2: (a) Efficiency roll-off predicted by Erick-
son et al. 2014 as a function of recombination zone
width.53 (b) Observed efficiency roll-off for gradient
EML devices.
In addition to the problems with the tran-
sient EL, the interpretation of the existing
model without a full dynamics picture can lead
to false predictions. Figure 4.2a shows what
a quenching model predicts for the roll-off as
a function of increasing recombination zone
width.53 However, even in the most idealized
case of a gradient emissive layer device, where
no additional interfaces come into play, the pre-
dictive model fails to replicate the behavior, as
shown in Figure 4.2b. While this device is of lit-
tle interest for further investigation due to the
extreme thickness, the point stands that this
model is incomplete for guiding device design.
Both the transient EL and the recombina-
tion zone dependence issues arise due to an in-
complete picture of the device physics, most
specifically in the area of polaron dynamics.
The work described in this chapter sought to
address these issues by including polaron dynamics. Since the steady-state solution of existing mod-
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els is able to accurately replicate steady-state performance, the transient EL is utilized as well as the
steady-state solution to ensure that the underlying physics are accurately captured. A valid solution
should be able to accurately fit both regimes using the same model parameter values. In order
to leverage previous work, the archetypical green-emitter tris[2-phenylpyridinato-c2,N]Iridium(III)
(Ir(ppy)3) is used for the extensively characterized photophysics.94,136,205–208
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Exciton Dynamics
The dominant processes that influence the exciton population, first formalized in Baldo et al. [136],
have been identified as natural exciton decay, via radiative and non-radiative processes, triplet-triplet
annihilation, triplet-polaron quenching, and exciton generation.53,131 In triplet-triplet annihilation,
two triplets are able to interact, and one exciton transfers its energy to the other, resulting in one
molecule relaxing to the ground state and the other forming a hot excited state. This hot state
releases this additional energy to heat and typically relaxes back to the T1 state. Triplet-polaron
quenching is the interaction of a polaron with a nearby triplet exciton. Here, one of the charges of
the exciton non-radiatively recombines with the polaron of the opposite charge, leaving a remaining
loose charge. Excitons are also subject to field dissociation, but this mechanism is ignored in this
work. Field dissociation is typically observed for fields larger than 2.5 × 106 V/cm.46 This is near
the maximum field used for this study, and would be important to consider for higher voltage
characterization.
In agreement with previous models, singlet-triplet exciton intersystem crossing and host-guest
exciton energy transfer are assumed to be fast compared to exciton decay.45,46,136 Since these mech-
anisms are much faster, they will not be rate-limiting processes and can thus be omitted from the
differential equations model without sacrificing accuracy. Within an operational device, electron
and hole populations are indistinguishable. Therefore, the electron (ne) and hole (nh) densities
are treated as a single generalized polaron population, npol = ne + nh. For simplicity, the model
developed here treats the exciton and polaron populations as spatially uniform and confined to the
exciton recombination zone. An spatial inhomogeneity in exciton and polaron density as well as their
overlap is absorbed into the bimolecular rate constants. It is important to note that due to this
assumption, rate constants are a property of the device stack, and not just a material property. With
these assumptions, the dynamic processes determining exciton density (nex) can be summarized in
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the following one-dimensional rate equation:
dnex
dt
= −nex
τ
− 1
2
kTT n
2
ex − kTP npolnex +Gex (4.1)
where τ is the natural exciton lifetime, determined by the radiative (kr) and non-radiative (knr)
decay rates by τ = 1/(kr + knr), kTT is the rate constant for triplet-triplet annihilation, kTP is the
rate constant for triplet-polaron quenching, and Gex is the exciton generation rate. As this is a
one-dimensional model, Gex is a spatially uniform generation rate, a simplifying assumption. Many
studies have modeled the exciton recombination zone profile, relying on material energy levels, as
well as mobilities.209–213 While these models are more accurate and explicit, in the way that they
capture the physics, they also increase the dimensionality of our model, as well as increasing the
parameterization; requiring separate electron and hole rate equations, mobilities and energy levels
for every material.133 Even with this increased accuracy of the physical processes, identifying if
the predicted exciton recombination zone is accurate requires significant additional measurements.
Since the goal of this work is to provide a functional model to accurately predict the transient and
steady-state device behavior, spatially uniform dynamics are assumed. Here, exciton formation is
treated using a Langevin recombination formalism based on the polaron density.212,214,215
Gex =
kF
4
n2pol (4.2)
where kF is the rate constant for exciton formation. The factor of four accounts for the diversity of
the polaron population and assumes that electrons and holes are in equal proportion. The accuracy
of this pre-factor is reduced for imbalanced charge, and is investigated in Section 4.7.2. For ne:nh
ratios 2:1 or better, less than 20% error is found in this term.
4.3 Polaron Dynamics
Previous models for efficiency roll-off have ignored polaron dynamics and assumed that all polarons
readily form excitons. The steady-state polaron density is then modeled using a space charge limited
model.38 To attribute physics to this process, a simple picture of polaron dynamics is assumed,
consisting of charge injection and transport, exciton formation, and polaron loss. In order to preserve
our one-dimensionality, polarons must be uniformly distributed. Without competing losses in the
transport layers, all injected polarons must eventually reach the emissive layer. We further assume
that polarons easily enter that emissive layer and that the majority of polaron build up occurs within
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the emissive layer, rather than the transport layers. Therefore, the charges injected from the current
density, J , are uniformly generated in the emissive layer by Gpol = 2J/ew. Here, e is the electron
charge, and the factor of two arises from an assumption of equal charge injection. In a well balanced
device, the measured current forms holes on one side of the device and electrons on the other, and
are both injected into the device. This is discussed extensively in Section 4.7.1 Polaron losses to
exciton formation mirror the exciton formation rate presented in Equation 4.2, though at twice the
rate due to two polarons forming one exciton.
The introduction of polaron loss from the emissive layer through the device without forming
excitons is essential to address the limitations of previous models. Without this term, peak internal
quantum efficiency of all devices is assumed to be 100% and the roll-up of efficiency at low current
can not be explained. In order to capture polaron loss, a first order approximation is made for loss in
that only the majority charge carrier can be lost and leaks through the device with a characteristic
time, τl. With these mechanisms, the full polaron dynamics can be expressed as:
dnpol
dt
=
−kF
2
n2pol −
npol
τl
+Gpol. (4.3)
4.3.1 Transient Electroluminescence
Figure 4.3: Extracted polaron injection time is
shown as a function of voltage along with a fit from
the model.
In this work, given a full model for polaron dy-
namics, the model is easiest to solve starting
from the application of the current pulse, rather
than at peak luminance. Under pulsed electrical
excitation, Equations 4.1 and 4.3 can be solved
at the beginning of the pulse with the initial con-
ditions nex = npol = 0. Upon the application
of a voltage pulse, there is a time delay before
polarons reach the emissive layer, as evidenced
by the delay in luminance turn on. This has
been previously attributed to charge injection
and transport in the emissive layer.216 The injection time varies with device area due to the device
capacitance and accounts for the majority of the delay time for large devices. Transport is dependent
on the mobility, as well as the field, which is a function of time due to the device capacitance. These
times can be well predicted using the following equations:216
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tinj = τ log
(
1− Vth
V0
)
(4.4)
d =
∫ ttrans
0
µ0E0 exp
(√
µEE0
[
1−
(
1− Vth
V0
)
e−t/τ
])[
1−
(
1− Vth
V0
)
e−t/τ
]
dt (4.5)
where τ is the RC time constant of the device, Vth is the voltage injection threshold, tinj is the
injection time, ttrans is the transport time, d is the transport layer thickness, µ0 is the base mobility,
µE is the field dependent mobility term, E0 is the field and V0 is the voltage. A prediction of the
delay time as well as experimental values are shown in Figure 4.3. Interestingly, the functional
dependence of the model accurately reproduces the extracted data. The mismatch in absolute value
is due to the use of the geometric capacitance in the model, and requires a scaling factor of 2.5
of the geometric capacitance for the calculated and fit delay times to agree. This factor is similar
to that predicted by Liu et al. [217] for similar structures. This suggests that the effective charge
distribution in our devices is about twice as wide as the emissive layer.
After this delay, constant current polaron generation is assumed for the remainder of the voltage
pulse to calculate polaron generation. When the voltage pulse is removed, Gpol goes to 0 and the
decay can be solved using Equations 4.1 and 4.3. This model does allow polarons to continue to
form excitons after the voltage has been removed. In the transient regime, if the pulse width is
shorter than τl, polarons are not able to traverse the emissive layer during the voltage pulse. Once
the voltage is removed, there is no longer a driving force for polaron leakage via drift. Under this
assumption, the leakage term in Equation 4.3 can be ignored. After the full device behavior is fit,
the validity of this assumption can be assessed based on the fit values for τl.
4.3.2 Efficiency Analysis
As discussed in Chapter 3.3.2, the maximum external quantum efficiency of an OLED is often
expressed as95,218
ηEQE = ηOC ηPL χηEF (4.6)
Since this equation is intended for the maximum efficiency, further modification would have to
be done to account for quenching, as is done in Chapter 5. The exciton formation efficiency, ηEF is
typically referred to as the charge balance and is used as a correction factor to account for differences
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between the observed ηEQE and the other calculated factors in Equation 4.6. It is widely hinted at
that charge balance relates to the carrier balance, but no formalism is ever given, so it cannot be
calculated. Given our full dynamics model, we are able to be explicit in both of these areas in a
meaningful way. The internal quantum efficiency of a device is simply the ratio of the radiative
exciton rate to the rate of electron injection, and we can therefore recast Equation 4.6 as
ηEQE = ηOC
nexkr
Gpol/2
. (4.7)
Note that in this equation, exciton quenching is accounted for in the nex term because in the
steady-state, nex is reduced according to this quenching, which is competitive with kr. Dynamically,
the exciton formation efficiency is the fraction of injected polarons contributing in exciton formation.
This can be viewed as the efficiency of Equation 4.3 to form excitons. Exciton formation efficiency
can then be calculated as
ηEF = γ =
1
2kF npol
Gpol
=
1
2kF npol
1
2kF npol +
1
τl
(4.8)
Equations 4.7 and 4.2 allow us to rigorously tie ηEQE and ηEF to dynamic processes within the
device in a quantitative manner.
4.4 Experimental Details
Devices used for measurements of transient and steady-state EL had the following structure: ITO
(150 nm)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styr- enesulfonate) (PEDOT-PSS) (40 nm)/tris(4-
carbazoyl-9- ylphenyl)amine (TCTA) (30 nm)/10% tris[2-phenylpyridi- nato-C2,N]Iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3
) doped in 4,40-Bis(N- carbazolyl)–1,10-biphenyl (CBP) (10 nm)/bathophenanthro- line (Bphen) (30
nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). Transient photoluminescence (PL) decays were measured using 60-
nm-thick films of CBP doped with 10% Ir(ppy)3 deposited on quartz slides. The hole-only device
structure used for steady-state PL quenching measurements had the following structure: ITO (150
nm)/PEDOT-PSS (40 nm)/10% Ir(ppy)3 in CBP (60 nm)/Au (50 nm). The gold cathode was used
to prevent electron injection. Transient EL measurements were conducted using a voltage pulse
generator (HP 8114a) with pulse amplitudes ranging from 5–40V and pulse widths ranging from 250
ns–500 ns with a period 500 ls. Luminescence was recorded using a set of collection lenses focused
onto a fast photodiode (Thorlabs DET36A). Pulsed ηEQE measurements were conducted using the
HP 8114a pulse generator until the device reached steady state current and luminance, which were
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recorded. Overlapping points with the steady state ηEQE measurement were used to calibrate the
luminance-current ratio to the ηEQE . The photodiode signal was recorded using an oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS5104b). Transient PL measurements were collected using a pulsed nitrogen laser
(Optical Building Blocks) with a pulse length of approximately 1 ns and emission wavelength of λ=
337 nm at a repetition rate of 6 Hz. Laser light was focused on the sample using a series of lenses,
with collection carried out using the same techniques already described for transient EL. Incident
laser power was measured using a Coherent EnergyMax 10MB-HE detector. Film thicknesses and
optical constants used for modeling the out-coupling efficiency in Equation 4.7 were obtained using
a J. A. Woollam variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE) using a Cauchy dispersion model.
4.5 Exciton Quenching in PL
Figure 4.4: (a) Transient PL decays for several ini-
tial exciton densities with fits shown as solid lines
using Equation 4.2. Fit parameters are discussed in
SECTION. Exciton densities are calculated using mea-
sured incident power and beam size in combination
with Beer’s Law. (b) Steady-state PL quenching as a
function of polaron density and the resulting fit from
Equation 4.11 shown as the solid line.
PL measurements have been previously used
to extract the rate constants for triplet-triplet
annihilation and triplet-polaron quenching.46,53
This is important because it allows an inde-
pendent confirmation of the extracted rate con-
stants extracted during the EL fitting. The
transient PL exposes the natural exciton life-
time, τ and at high incident flux, the triplet-
triplet annihilation rate constant, kTT . This
measurement involves an incident laser pulse, in
this case, from a 337 nm nitrogen laser, which
is able to excite a large exciton population. The
pulse width of the nitrogen laser is 1ns and is
much faster than τ or kTT , allowing us to use
Equation 4.1 with the initial boundary condi-
tion nex = A(Epulse/hfV ) where A is the ab-
sorbed fraction of photons, Epulse is the pulse
energy, hf is the photon energy and V is the
film volume. Since this is optical excitation, the
other boundary condition is npol = 0 and we
can ignore Equation 4.3.46,53,136 For CBP films doped with Ir(ppy)3 , good agreement with the
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model is observed across a range on initial exciton densities, as shown in Figure 4.4(a). The ex-
citon lifetime, τ was found to be mostly independent of exciton density and was globally fit to
1.5±0.2 µs. The triplet-triplet annihilation rate constant appears to be a function of intensity and
ranges from kTT = 2.4 × 10−13 cm3/s at nex0 = 4.1 × 1018 cm−3 to kTT = 6.9 × 10−14 cm3/s at
nex0 = 1.1× 1020 cm−3. The extracted values and trend with intensity are in good agreement with
previous reports.46,53,219 It is important to note, that the exciton environment is very important for
these values. Previous studies have shown that the presence of a metal cathode on top of the film
can significantly reduce the exciton lifetime by allowing additional non-radiative recombination via
surface plasmon coupling.49 This becomes important in the comparison of these parameters with
those obtained under EL within a device. While not performed at the time, a more representative
experiment would have involved a full device stack with cathode, rather than just a film.
Measurements of the triplet-polaron quenching rate constant were made in single carrier type
devices as a function of polaron density. It is largely uninvestigated as to the differences between
electrons and holes, but in previous works, hole only currents are used, a precedent that is followed in
this work.46,53 A steady-state exciton population is generated optically, in this case, using a 405 nm
laser. In a single carrier type device, a space charge limited current model featuring an exponential
trap distribution is often used.38,97,152 This model is employed largely because it fits the obtained
current-voltage behavior most closely. In reality, a single trap state would be expected, as that is
what is introduced by Ir(ppy)3 in a doped film. These models are frequently employed largely for
simplicity. A more accurate determination of polaron density is discussed in Chapter D. However,
in a space charge limited model with an exponential trap distribution, the current density voltage
relationship can be modeled using38
V =
[
J
eµNC
d2l+
(
eN0kBTt

)l] 1l+1
= CJ
1
l+1 , (4.9)
where NC is the density of states at the transport level,  is the permittivity, µ is the mobility,
L is the device thickness and l = Tt/T with Tt being an experimentally determined characteristic
temperature of the trap distribution. The Polarons density is then given by38
npol = eNc
(
V
ed2N0kTt
)l
. (4.10)
Combining Equation 4.10 with Equation 4.1, the ratio of the steady-state PL intensity (L) to
the PL intensity in the absence of polarons (L0) can be written as46
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L(npol
L0
=
1
1 + τkTP npol
(4.11)
After fitting the current density-voltage characteristics of the device are fit using Equation 4.9,
Equations 4.10 and 4.11 can be used to extract the triplet-polaron rate constant for a given value
of τ . In this case, the value of τ is extracted from transient PL measurements. The fit obtained for
a 5% CBP:Ir(ppy)3 hole only device is shown in Figure 4.4b. This devices utilizes a gold cathode
to prevent electron injection and shows minimal exciton formation. The organic stack is the same
as the emissive layer of the investigated device. In fitting the current density-voltage characteristics
using Equation 4.9, a value of l = (2.4 ± 0.2) was found. The extracted triplet-polaron quenching
rate constant from fitting Equation 4.11 was kTP = (2.8±0.2)×10−13 cm3/s and is agreement with
previous measurements.46,53
4.6 Application to Devices
In order to fit both the steady-state and transient regimes, decisions need to be made as to a
methodology for extracting parameters. The obvious choice may seem to be to try to produce a
global fit by fitting both regimes simultaneously. The major draw back of this approach is the value
of τl, which is a function of the applied field. Additionally, the steady-state provides little insight
into the actual quantities of τ , kTT , kTP , and kF , and only the ratio of radiative and non-radiative
processes is needed for a quality fit of the efficiency roll-off. Additionally, within this model, only
nex is experimentally available to fit, and the fit parameters are not independent. The most obvious
example of this is the values of kTT and kTP , which have similar impact on the exciton population and
similar formulation. This makes it near impossible to distinguish a dominant mechanism between
these two, and results for exact values of quenching constants need to be considered with caution.
This methodology only gives a net effect of the two quenching mechanisms in total, rather than a
true separate measurement of both quantities as is obtained in the PL quenching measurements,
discussed in Section 4.5.
With these limitations addressed, the method used for this discussion to fit all of the device
physics has been carefully considered to achieve the highest parameter sensitivity. The bimolecular
quenching constants are most sensitive to the efficiency roll-off since small changes in the quenching
constants make a large impact on the roll-off behavior. However, the lifetime and exciton formation
can only be determined to within a fixed ratio. In contrast, the exact values of lifetime and exciton
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formation rate are critical to the behavior of the transient EL while the bimolecular quenching
constants are difficult to probe in the current regime investigated. In order to use these sensitivities,
a quenching only model (ignoring τl) to fit the normalized efficiency roll-off, such has been previously
reported, is used to determine the bimolecular quenching rates, kTT and kTP . Quenching only models
can only fit the normalized ηEQE roll-off because without a polaron loss term, ηEF is assumed to be
100% and the exact magnitude of efficiency cannot be reproduced. Initial values for all parameters,
except kF which is previously unmeasured, are determined by the PL measurement values. With
these quenching rates fixed, the transient EL is fit using Equations 4.1 and 4.3 in order to determine
τ and kF . Remember that in the transient regime for short pulses, we can assume that τl =∞ and
can be ignored.
With these critical rate constants determined, we will revisit the efficiency as a function of current
density. In the first pass, we ignored the exact value of efficiency and only fit the normalized roll-off.
Now, since we know the other parameters, we can revisit ηEQE , now matching the exact profile for
all currents, by conducting a point-by-point fit for kF . This fit for kF can then be used to calculate
ηEF and can be compared to a drift model, to assess its validity.
4.6.1 Quenching Only Steady-State Fit
Figure 4.5: Normalized experimental ηEQE as a func-
tion of current density. Solid line is a fit to the data
using Equation 4.1 and 4.3 in the absence of polaron
loss. Pulsed EQE measurements are conducted using
50 ms pulses with duty cycles <10% to steady-state
luminance to reduce Joule heating in device.
To measure transient and steady-state EL, de-
vices were constructed using the architecture
discussed in Section 4.4. These devices had an
ηEQE of (9.7±0.1)%. Equations 4.1 and 4.3 were
used to fit the peak normalized steady-state ef-
ficiency roll-off with τl =∞. Again, omitting a
polaron loss term, this model assumes that all
roll-off behavior comes from quenching. Param-
eters were initialized using the values obtained
from PL quenching measurements, described in
Section 4.5. An experimental fit is shown in
Figure 4.5 and shows good agreement, except
at very high currents associated with pulsed
ηEQE measurements. Parameters are summarized in Table 4.1 and are in good agreement with
those previously reported.46,136
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Transient EL Efficiency Roll-off
τ (s) 6.9± 0.1× 10−7 6.1× 10−7
kTT (cm3/s) 7.1× 10−12 7.1× 10−12
kTP (cm3/s) 3.3× 10−13 3.3× 10−13
kF (cm3/s) 7.7± 3.5× 10−12 1.6× 10−11
Table 4.1: Fit parameters extracted from transient and steady-state EL. Transient EL fit parameters
averaged over all measured current densities. ηEQE roll-off parameters averaged over several measured
devices. Triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet-polaron quenching rates are fixed to those obtained from
fitting the normalized efficiency roll-off.
4.6.2 Transient Modeling
Transient EL measurements were conducted on the same devices used for the efficiency measurements
described in Section 4.6.1. Pulse widths ranging between 250–500 ns with a period of 500 µs were used
with current densities ranging between 0.5–50 A/cm2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) filtering is used
to remove experimental noise from the measured signal to increase fit accuracy. The bimolecular
quenching rate constants are fixed to the values determined from the fitting of the steady-state
efficiency roll-off (Table 4.1). The exciton lifetime and exciton formation rate constant are allowed
to vary to fit the transient EL and are summarized in Table 4.1. The value of τ is shorter than that
obtained under transient PL, likely due to the cathode present for EL transient studies.49 Fits using
this model are shown in Figure 4.6 and show excellent agreement above the detection limit. The
initial turn on is well replicated by the luminance delay model discussed in Section 4.3.1
Figure 4.6: Transient EL for four different current densities (J) and device areas (A). (a) 0.25 cm2 device
at a current density during the pulse of J = 0.9 A/cm2 (b) 0.25 cm2 device at J = 2.2 A/cm2 (c) 0.0079
cm2 device at J = 7.6 A/cm2 (d) 0.0079 cm2 device at J = 38 A/cm2
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4.6.3 Transient Term Efficiency
Figure 4.7: Term efficiency for each dynamical pro-
cess influencing the exciton population for (a) 0.25 cm2
device operated at 0.9 A/cm2 for 500 ns and (b) 0.785
mm2 device operated at a current density of 38 A/cm2
for 250 ns. Relative term amplitude is calculated as
the magnitude of each term in Equation 4.1 divided
by the sum of absolute values of each term.
Utilizing the understanding of dynamics devel-
oped here, the efficiency of each component in
Equation 4.1 for the transient EL can be an-
alyzed. This is shown for representative high
and low current density behavior in Figure 4.7.
At the application of the voltage pulse, exciton
generation is the dominating feature, resulting
in a steep rise in luminescence. As the exciton
and polaron populations peak, the resulting de-
pendence is seen on the bimolecular quenching
terms, leading to the curvature seen before and
after the removal of the injected current. During
the decay, the exciton and polaron populations
rapidly decrease due to quenching, resulting in
the natural exciton lifetime becoming the dom-
inant behavior. As the exciton population fur-
ther diminishes, formation of excitons from the
residual polaron population is observed, result-
ing in the slow decay seen at long times. Figure
4.7a shows the decoupled EL transient behavior at a low current density where exciton formation
and the natural lifetime are always competitive processes, resulting in the slow rollover in the exper-
imental behavior of Figure 4.6a. Slightly higher current densities do not show the bimolecular terms
rise to prominence, resulting in the linear decay after the pulse seen in Figure 4.6b. Bimolecular
quenching terms show increasing importance with current density, especially at times soon after the
removal of voltage. We see this behavior in Figures 4.6c and 4.6d with the decoupled high current
density behavior of Figure 4.6d demonstrated in Figure 4.7. Here, we are able to see that bimolecular
quenching events dominate when the exciton density is peaked after the removal of voltage.
4.6.4 Extracting Exciton Formation Efficiency
Thus far in the fitting, the introduced model has successfully fit the transient EL and steady-state
efficiency roll-off using Equations 4.1,4.2, and 4.3 by including polaron dynamics in the absence of
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charge leakage. However, only the efficiency roll-off and the normalized reduction in magnitude have
been modeled. By including the polaron transit time in the analysis, the exact magnitude can be fit
for both the rise and fall of efficiency. Starting with the experimental ηEQE as a function of current
density, Equation 4.7 can be used to find the exciton density, nex, as a function of current density,
which in turn allows Equations 4.1 and 4.3 to be solved in the steady-state for τl. The out-coupling
efficiency, ηOC , is separately determined using optical modeling and found to be ηOC = 17.7%.54,96
The details of this calculation are discussed in Chapter E. The radiative rate in Equation 4.7 can be
extracted from measurements of τ and ηPL as ηPL = τkr. Once the exciton population is known,
Equation 4.1 can be solved for the polaron population, npol using the fit values from the transient
EL. With npol and Gpol known, Equation 4.3 can be used to extract the τl needed to reproduce
the experimental ηEQE . This technique produces an exact match of the shape and magnitude of
the efficiency, including both the roll-up and roll-off. This is the first time in literature that a
quantitative physical explanation has been attributed to the roll-up. Any error in this method are
absorbed into τl. Extracted values of τl are shown in Figure 4.8. In order to justify these values, a
simple drift model explanation can be used, quantified by
τl =
w
Eµ(E)
. (4.12)
Where µ is the mobility, obtained from Parshin et al. [220], w is the device width, and E is the
electric field. This simple explanation for τl holds very well at low current density, corresponding
to the efficiency roll-up, as well as the peak efficiency. Deviation from this model occurs as current
density increases past 10−1 A/cm2. However, in this regime, exciton and charge densities are be-
coming increasingly high, and the predicted values become increasingly non-physical. It is expected
that in this regime, this simple model described in Equation 4.12, would break down.
4.6.5 Drift Model
With the transit time known, Equation 4.8 can be used to find ηEF , shown in Figure 4.8. The
exciton formation efficiency remains relatively constant throughout the onset of roll-off and only
falls when the efficiency approaches one quarter of its initial value. Using a different modeling
approach, Giebink and Forrest [130] find that for a similar system, a larger portion of the roll-off is
due to a loss of ηEF , likely due to a thicker emissive layer and differing transport layers than those
used in this study. With the dependence of ηEF on current density established, the validity of the
assumption of uniform ηEF during the fit of the normalized efficiency roll-off in Section 4.6.1 can
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now be assessed. ηEF , seen in Figure 4.8, remains almost constant for the majority of the roll-off
but deviates at high current density, suggesting that the high current density regime should not
be fit with the quenching only model. However, the fit shown in Figure 4.5 is not limited by this
restriction as there is excellent agreement between the model and experiment in the regime of near
constant ηEF , with the only discrepancy in the fit coming at high current density where the model
assumptions break down. Returning to fit the normalized efficiency in the regime of near constant
ηEF , as defined by Figure 4.8, while holding τ and kF constant, kTT and kTP are found to be
(4.5± 0.4)× 10−12 cm3/s and (2± 3)× 10−12 cm3/s, respectively. This small variation of quenching
parameters does not change the fit quality for the regime in question. Repeating the fitting process
in this regime yields no significant differences in τ and kF or the dependence of ηEF on current
density.
4.7 Understanding Assumptions of Polaron Model
Figure 4.8: Transit time extracted from
ηEQE measurements are shown as the red cir-
cles. Predictions using the drift model are calculated
using Equation 4.12. The drift model assumes a
uniform electric field. Good agreement between the
experimental transit time and the drift model is found
for a field distributed over 20 nm. ηEF is shown as a
function of current density in blue squares.
In the model described in this work, electrons
and holes are summarized into a generalized po-
laron population with the dynamics described
using Equation 4.3. To understand the impacts
that this has on calculating the polaron injec-
tion rate and the exciton formation rate, the
electrons and holes must be independently ex-
amined. The most complete dynamics picture
related to the developed model would express
individual electron and hole injection as well as
individual transit times. This full picture can
be written as:
dnh
dt
= −kF nenh −
nh
τlh
+
Jh
ew
(4.13)
dne
dt
= −kF nenh −
ne
τle
+
Je
ew
(4.14)
where and are the electron and hole population densities, ne and nh are the electron and hole
transit times, respectively, Jh and Je and are the single carrier injected currents. While more
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accurate, Equation 4.13 and 4.14 pose several problems for replicating device behavior due to the
inability to distinguish between carriers during device operation. This is further complicated by the
inability to separately measure the single carrier injected currents and leak rates due to transit times.
To better understand the approximations used in Equation 4.3, a detailed analysis of current injection
is presented, followed by error analysis of the exciton formation term based on the composition of
the polaron population.
4.7.1 Carrier Injection
Let J be the total current within our device. This must be maintained throughout our circuit
assuming no charge buildup. Within the device, the total current can be written as J = Je + Jh.
Experimentally, J is the only measurable current as we are not able to distinguish between electron
and hole or leaked currents. The current incident on either contact will be referred to as J1 and
J2. These currents are summarized in Figure 4.9. In the case of no leakage current, there must
be complete recombination in the emissive layer. Therefore all of the externally measured current
from one side of the device contributes only to electron current and all current on the other side
contributes only to hole current.
J1 → Jh = J2 → Je (4.15)
This maintains constant current throughout the external circuit. No charges are allowed to
leave the emissive layer without recombining with the opposite charge species and constant current
maintains that Je = Jh. The injected polaron density is then:
Je
ew
+
Jh
ew
=
J1 + J2
ew
=
2J
ew
(4.16)
This expression becomes more complicated when charge leakage is allowed. Let us assume that
holes are the only leaking species. Let Jl be the current leaking through the emissive layer. On the
hole side of the device, all current is hole current. However, on the electron side of the device, the
measured current is a combination of the electrons injected and the leaked holes.
J1 = Jh (4.17)
J2 = Je + Jl (4.18)
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Figure 4.9: Current density formalism within the
circuit. J1 and J2 are the currents measured on either
side of the device. Je and Jh are the electron and hole
currents within the device and Jl is the unbalanced
current, assumed to be only holes, that leaks out of
the opposing contact.
For current continuity, the current on either
side of the device must be equal.
J = Jh = Je + Jl (4.19)
From this expression and the experimentally
measured current, it is not possible to know the
electron and hole currents independently with-
out making some assumption about the leaked
current. If both carriers are allowed to leak,
there is a leakage term on the hole current side
of Equation 4.18 as well. Without additional in-
formation about the proportion or magnitude of
the leaked current, there is no exact expression
for polaron injection in terms of J . Therefore,
the approximation is used that the polaron in-
jection and loss due to leakage can be written
as:
Gpol − Jl
ew
=
2J − Jl
ew
(4.20)
This is the expression used in the final model, assuming the charge leakage can be written in
terms of the total population and a transit time for leakage as Jl/ew = npol/τl and Gpol = 2J/ew.
The approximation in Equation 4.19 is strong assuming is small relative to Jh and Je.
4.7.2 Charge Imbalance
In the exciton formation term of Equation 4.3, the factor of two in the denominator assumes that
charges are in equal proportion. More generally, Equations 4.14 and 4.13 can be used to evaluate
the error in this term as the ηEF increases. Let the carrier ratio be defined as:
α =
nh
ne + nh
(4.21)
This is different from the ηEF we have defined in the text as this is an actual ratio of carriers, rather
than the exciton formation efficiency. Additionally, let n+ pol = ne + nh be the polaron population
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density. With these definitions, the terms for polaron loss to exciton formation of Equations 4.14
and 4.13 can be summed as:
[
dnpol
dt
]
formation
= −2kF n2polα(1− α) (4.22)
Figure 4.10: The quantity α(1 − α) is plotted as a
function of the polaron composition, α and the elec-
tron to hole ratio.
In the case of perfect balance, the expres-
sion α(1 − α) = 1/4 and agrees with Equation
4.3. The variation in α(1 − α) as a function of
α can be seen in Figure 4.10. With charge ra-
tios up to 1:3, there is less than a 20% error in
this expression. The high efficiency devices ex-
amined in this work are expected to operate in
this regime, and the value of α(1−α should not
change the value of kF significantly.
4.8 Conclusion
A universal dynamics model has been success-
fully implemented that allows the fitting of
the transient and steady-state EL behavior of
OLEDs using Ir(ppy)3 as an emitter. This
model relies upon the previously studied parameters τ , kTT , and kTP as well as introducing polaron
dynamics in the form of an exciton formation rate, kF and polaron leakage time τl. This model
has been used to deconstruct all features of the transient EL over three decades of decay. The fit
parameters τ , kTT , and kTP have all been verified independently using PL studies in agreement with
the proposed model. The steady-state efficiency has been fully characterized using quenching and
charge leakage through the device. The behavior of the investigated devices suggests that charge
leakage through the emissive layer dominates the roll-up in efficiency, while bimolecular quenching
is responsible for the majority of the roll-off in efficiency.
This model has successfully been able to model all of the device physics present in the EL
behavior. However, one of the initial goals of this project was to be able to quantify the bimolecular
rate constants more effectively within a device. In this regard, the model is not useful as kTT and
kTP are codependent and their relative values are still unknown.
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In future chapters, the use of charge balance as an exciton formation efficiency, ηEF , will continue
to be used in aiding the understanding of device behavior.
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Chapter 5
Decoupling Degradation Mechanisms
- Methodology and Experimental
Design
This is a summary and extension of published works entitled “Decoupling degradation in exciton
formation and recombination during lifetime testing of organic light-emitting devices”153 as well
as some error analysis from “Isolating Degradation Mechanisms in Mixed Emissive Layer Organic
Light-Emitting Devices”154.
As OLEDs become fully a fully commercialized technology, several challenges still exist that
need to be overcome to realize full potential. Chief among these is the operational lifetime, which
has been a key focus of recent studies.93,162,192–194 Lifetime is typically characterized at constant
current density, recording the luminance loss and voltage as a function of time. The lifetime is then
reported as the time to reach some arbitrary fraction of the initial luminance. Unlike the steady-
state efficiency, it is difficult to optimize a device lifetime by brute force. Due to the long lifetime of
devices, even under accelerated aging, it takes a substantial amount of time to characterize devices
and iteratively improve a design. This reality makes it essential to have a deeper insight into the
processes that are limiting lifetime.
While this simple lifetime characterization is effective for device to device comparison, further in-
sight into the mechanism is found wanting. Modeling techniques are used extensively for degradation
characterization, using the mechanisms outlined in Chapter 3.8.1.83,139,221 While these techniques
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are able to reproduce the decay characteristics with a root in physical mechanisms, they suffer from
over-parameterization and introduce parameters that cannot be experimentally confirmed. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 3.8.3, a variety of chemical, structural, and spectroscopic techniques are often
employed to gain further insight into the physical processes.93,172,192,193,222 These techniques can be
insightful, but are difficult to apply on a large scale due to the additional processing time. Post-
degradation analysis does not provide a temporal characterization of degradation without processing
individual devices at several decay points, which can be extremely time consuming. Additionally,
it may be helpful to categorize luminance loss into different luminance loss pathways, which few of
these techniques are able to do. It would be beneficial to have a technique that is able to provide
more information during the degradation, without increasing experimental time, as well as provide a
way to decouple loss pathways. In this chapter, this goal is realized by introducing an optical pump
to independently measure ηPL as a function of time. While previous works have measured PL during
lifetime,189,223,224 none have attempted to decouple the total loss into ηPL and ηEF losses. This
chapter demonstrates a method for decoupling the device photoluminescence loss from the exciton
formation losses during operational lifetime testing.
5.1 Luminance as Efficiency Loss
When OLEDs are degraded at constant current density, luminance loss is observed. As discussed
in Chapter 3.3.2, quantum efficiency is the ratio of photons leaving the device per electron input.
Therefore, at constant current density (or constant electron flux), luminance loss is actually an effi-
ciency loss. Chapter 4 extensively discussed a revised formalism for understanding OLED efficiency.
In particular, we will take advantage of the formalism of exciton formation efficiency. For decou-
pling luminance loss pathways, a categorical expression for ηEQE is desired, rather than the dynamics
approach taken in Equation 4.7, therefore Equation 4.6 is modified to include a quenching term,
yielding
ηEQE = ηPL ηOC χηEF ητ (5.1)
where ητ is the fraction of excitons that relax via the natural exciton lifetime, τ . This term is
current-density dependent and captures the quenching events discussed in Chapter 4. It is also im-
portant to note that during degradation, ηEF captures not only the previously discussed polaron loss
due to leakage events, but also the formation of non-radiative recombination centers (NRRCs).185,189
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The interpretation of ηEF as the exciton formation efficiency needs to be clarified to be the efficiency
of exciton formation on the emissive molecule, but remains otherwise unchanged.
During degradation, to categorize efficiency loss, each term in Equation 5.1 could be considered
to be time dependent. However, it is reasonable to assume that some of these terms are unchanged,
or have minimal impact. The exciton radiative spin fraction, χ is a quantum mechanical property
of the emissive molecule. Therefore, without changes in the emissive molecule, this term should
remain constant. If emission from another state was observed spectrally, this would indicate a need
to adapt Equation 5.1 for multiple emissive states, greatly complicating this process.
The out-coupling efficiency, ηOC , is a property dependent on the layer optical constants and
thicknesses. Without significant changes in molecular composition and morphology, it is unlikely that
ηOC should change. The most likely was to create these changes would be through crystallization.
For these devices, no changes in morphology were seen in cross-polarized optical microscopy, a
common technique for observing crystallization.92 It is also important to note that ηOC depends on
the emitter distribution within the device, and thus the recombination zone. If there is a shift in
RZ, out-coupling is likely to change. It is difficult to assess recombination zone and unprecedented
to measure as a function of degradation. However, this problem is minimized in thin emissive layers,
so studies should attempt to focus on thinner EML devices to reduce error.
Lastly, ητ is assumed to be constant during degradation. An approximation of the impacts of
this term are discussed in Section 5.2.4
With the other terms assumed to be constant, ηPL and ηEF are the only time-dependent quantities,
and the time-dependent version of Equation 5.1 can be written as
ηEQE (t)
ηEQE
0
=
ηPL (t)
ηPL
0
ηEF (t)
ηEF
0
(5.2)
where X0 is the initial value of the parameter before degradation. Since ηEQE (t) is the luminance
loss as a function of time, an independent measurement of ηPL would allow a full decoupling of
ηEQE into ηPL and ηEF . In other works, this separates ηEQE into the ability of excitons to form (ηEF )
and the ability of excitons to radiate (ηPL ).
5.2 Photoluminescence Characterization
In order to independently measure ηPL during degradation, intermittent optical excitation is done
using a laser, as shown in Figure 5.1a. The laser active area is a 1mm diameter circular spot on the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental configuration for the measurement of electro- (EL) and photoluminescence
(PL) during OLED degradation. Laser excitation is incident on a subsection of the device area. The laser is
aligned so that neither the incident nor reflected beam strikes the detector. Stray laser light is removed by
a λ=475 nm dielectric long pass filter. (b) Excitation scheme. EL and PL signals are probed independently
with no temporal overlap.
active device area. The photoluminescence loss observed from this measurement can be related to
the photoluminescence efficiency loss by
ηPL(t)
η0PL
=
LPL(t)
L0PL
I0
I(t)
α0
α(t)
(5.3)
Figure 5.2: Lifetime obtained under a constant driv-
ing current is shown in red solid line. Lifetime under
the same conditions but with PL measurement breaks
is shown in open squares. Strong agreement is ob-
served.
where LPL is the experimentally measured
luminance, I is the pump intensity, and α is the
film absorption. The pump intensity, I, can be
measured and is observed to remain constant
within error during the degradation. The ab-
sorption, α, has also been measured before and
after degradation, and is found to be constant
within error. However, the sensitivity of the ab-
sorption measurement may not reflect the sen-
sitivity of the ηPL measurement. An alternative
method to verifying the ηPL measurement is pre-
sented in Section 5.2.5.
In traditional lifetime measurements, con-
stant current density excitation is used. In order to measure ηPL as well, the current is paused
every 10 minutes long enough to stabilize the laser and take a measurement, before the current is
resumed. This takes on the order of 20 seconds, and is shown in Figure 5.1b. To make these mea-
surements comparable with traditional lifetimes, time is reported as the elapsed time under electrical
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current, with the laser breaks subtracted. This method has been shown to accurately match the
traditional lifetime measurements, without additional degradation due to the PL measurement or
relaxation from the breaks in current, as shown in Figure 5.2.
The accuracy of this measurement technique relies heavily on several testing considerations and
assumptions. Important considerations of testing conditions and sources of error are discussed in
the following sections.
5.2.1 Light Selection
Light sources for optical pumping are required to be powerful enough to pump the emitter sufficiently
for measurement, stable enough to maintain output power for lifetimes over 100 hours, and long lived.
Ideal candidates are lasers and high power lamps, though lamps often have a long warm up time,
which is not ideal for the short on time needed for this experiment. Lamps do have the advantage
that they can pump all of the device active area, getting a better sample of the behavior, though
lasers can be expanded for the same effect.
Figure 5.3: Extinction coefficients shown for the
green emitter Ir(ppy)3 and blue emitter FIrpic as well
as a few host materials.
During the optical pumping, it is important
to only pump the emissive layer, and for the
most direct measurement of ηPL , only the emit-
ter molecule. To accomplish this, careful selec-
tion of wavelength must occur. Figure 5.3 shows
the optical extinction coefficient for several ma-
terials. Ideally, the pump wavelength should be
selected so that the emitter molecule has signif-
icant absorption, but the host does not. This
is relatively easy for the green emitter, Ir(ppy)3
where a wide range of pumps would work between 375 and 500 nm. However, This becomes ex-
tremely difficult for blue emitters such as FIrpic, where hosts are more resonant with the emitter.
In this case, the host may have to be pumped and exciton transfer from the host to the guest will
be included in the measurement. Even with this, the transport layers would have to have higher
triplet energies than the emitter.
Due to these limitations, lasers are ideal light sources for green emitters, since they are easily
manipulated optically to pump multiple devices. Here, the limitations of available laser wavelengths
are less important due to the wide pumping window. However, for blue emitters, a lamp may be a
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more viable option as it would allow filtering or monochromation to be more selective of wavelength.
5.2.2 Absorption - Recombination Overlap
For the measurement of ηPL to accurately reflect the useful degradation of the emissive layer, it is
important for the optical pump absorption to agree with the recombination zone within the device.
To illustrate this, Figure 5.4 shows a device where there is disagreement between the absorption
and the recombination zone. Assuming an exciton driven process, defect formation and degradation
will focus around the recombination zone. However, the optical probe is weighted away from the
electrically generated defects. This leads to a systematic underestimate of the actual ηPL degradation
within the device.
Figure 5.4: Exciton recombination zone (RZ) and
pump intensity |E|2 for a hypothetical thick EML de-
vice are shown. Figure produced by John Bangsund.
To quantify this error for a particular device,
a degradation and defect generation model must
be employed in order to quantify the degra-
dation profile within the device. Additionally,
the absorption profile and recombination zone
must be known (or estimated). The absorption
profile can be calculated using a transfer ma-
trix formalism.225 The code used to calculate
this is provided in Appendix F.2. The recom-
bination zone can be measured using sensitizer
molecules using the method outlined in Chap-
ter 3.6. An excellent example of executing this
analysis demonstrated by Bangsund et al. [154]
5.2.3 Contact Degradation
Figure 5.5: Dark spot formation on a device after
exposure to a 405 nm laser.
Exposure to UV light has been shown to en-
hance photodegradation of the organic/LiF/Al
interface within devices.200,222 This has been
shown to be due to the dissociation and diffu-
sion of positive ions from this interface, likely
due to LiF. This becomes problematic in this
measurement during the ηPL measurement, as
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illustrated in Figure 5.5. Here, the optical pump
has formed a dark spot on the active area of the device and accelerated degradation.
To minimize this behavior, the laser intensity incident on the device must be kept low. We have
found that incident powers below 10 mW/cm2 for a 405 nm laser do not exhibit dark spot formation.
Devices can be inspected after lifetime testing to ensure that no visible degradation occurred. We
have also observed that for longer wavelengths, the damage power threshold increases and higher
power can be used.
5.2.4 Quenching Changes During Degradation
Equation 5.1 introduces a quenching term, ητ , into ηEQE . This term captures bimolecular quenching
losses which occur at high current and exciton densities. During lifetime measurements, the exciton
density decreases as the efficiency reduces, which will change ητ . To quantify this, the model
presented in Chapter 4 can be used. Using this dynamics formalism, we can define ητ as
ητ =
1/τ
1/τ + 12kTT nex + kTP npol
. (5.4)
To find ητ at the end of degradation, the change in nex, npol, and τ must be known. The change
in τ is known from ηPL . as discussed in Section 5.2.5. The exciton population, nex, is known
from luminance as discussed in Chapter 4 and the temporal dependence follows the luminance loss
assuming the radiative rate remains constant (which we assume). The polaron population likely
increases to account for the decrease in our exciton density, but is difficult to quantify. Therefore,
for this argument, we will assume it remains constant, though it will likely counteract some of the
error that this method will estimate. With the temporal dependence of these quantities known, the
time dependence of Equation 5.4 can be written as
ητ (t)
η0τ
=
1/τ
1/τ + 12kTT nex + kTP npol
1/(RPL(t)τ) +
1
2kTT (RELnex) + kTP npol
1/(RPL(t)τ)
(5.5)
where RX is the degradation ratio of that term. Since degradation decoupling results are pre-
sented assuming ητ (t) = C, the presented out-coupling results can be corrected using η0τ/ητ (t) as a
multiplicative correction factor, presented in Figure 5.6. In this figure, minimal correction is needed
for low exciton and polaron populations. This only becomes important in regimes where bimolecular
quenching are strong. Again, it is important to note that if changes in the polaron population are
accounted for, this correction factor would be further reduced.
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Figure 5.6: Multiplicative correction factor for exciton formation efficiency due to changes in quenching
during lifetime. Shown as a function of polaron and exciton density as well as luminance, assuming a 10 nm
emissive layer.
5.2.5 Exciton Lifetime Verification
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Architecture of devices measured in (b) Exciton lifetime ratio extracted from transient
PL measurements on degraded and undegraded devices as a function of PL degradation for several emissive
layer thickness.
Alternative to the method for establishing the accuracy of the ηPL degradation presented in
Equation 5.3, the exciton lifetime can be used. From photophysics, we have
ηPL =
kr
kr + knr
τ =
1
kr + knr
(5.6)
where kr and knr are the radiative and non-radiative decay rates, respectively. From these
equations, it is apparent that if kr remains constant during the degradation,
τ(t)
τ0
=
ηPL (t)
ηPL
0
(5.7)
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Therefore, if the exciton lifetime, τ is measured as a function of decay, it should have a 1-to-1
correlation with the observed PL loss if an accurate measure of ηPL is being conducted. In order
to check this relationship, τ is measured from the transient photoluminescence decay at low pump
intensity so that minimal triplet-triplet annihilation is observed. This is done on a 337 nm pulsed
nitrogen laser, recorded with a fast photodiode connected to an oscilloscope. The result is shown
in Figure 5.7b for the devices discussed in Chapter 6.1. The 1:1 relationship suggests that we are
accurately measuring ηPL for this device. The large amount of scatter observed in the 10 nm EML
results are believed to be due to the thin EML and small amount of material, producing low signal.
It is important to note that this confirmation of ηPL only demonstrates that no absorption or
pump intensity deviations are causing error in the measurement. Since the transient photolumi-
nescence and photoluminescence degradation are both pumped optically, both are subject to the
recombination zone and absorption mismatch problem discussed in Section 5.2.2.
5.3 Experimental Implementation
5.3.1 Evolution of Experimental Approach
Figure 5.8: Initial Attempts at measuring ηPL during
degradation using individual devices and fluorescence
measurements.
The conceptual idea of decoupling ηEF and
ηPL during degradation was first investigated
without specialized equipment. Devices were
fabricated and aged to varying degrees in the
same method as traditional lifetime measure-
ments. After degradation, the device fluores-
cence was measured using a Photon Technolo-
gies International (PTI) fluorometer and com-
pared to an undegraded device. In this way, the
dependence of ηPL on time can be constructed,
as shown in Figure 5.8. Though a proof of con-
cept, this method suffers from experimental challenges. First off, experimental throughput is ex-
tremely low, since producing any ηPL curve requires separate aging of a device for every desired
point. Even for the 5 point curves shown, this is extremely equipment heavy. Additionally, every
point must be individually measured on the PTI, requiring substantial active lab time from the ex-
perimenter, as well as machine time. The second and more restricting problem with this technique is
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the large error bars. As shown in Figure 5.8, with error bars of ±10%, it is impossible to differentiate
between devices. These large error bars for any individual point are caused by differences in sample
loading into the fluorimeter. Furthermore, this method has no way of eliminating sample-to-sample
variation from the ηPL curve without reproduction of all experimental points, requiring dramatic
increase in machine time. Because of this, only speculation as to the accuracy of the curvature and
validity of any data point can be made. Comparison between devices, especially in the temporal
behavior becomes impractical due to the experimental time and uncertainty.
These initial experimental techniques demonstrated the need for a new testing method. Ideally,
this method would automatically measure ηPL on the same sample, dramatically reducing experi-
mental time and throughput limitations. This automatic measurement can have the added benefit
of reducing measurement error by holding the sample fixed throughout the decay and ensuring align-
ment. While sample-to-sample variation may still be an issue, it is no longer a problem in collecting
a full dataset.
5.3.2 Development
In order to accomplish this automated measurement, the ηPL measurement needed to be conducted
under computer control. A light source capable of producing a constant illumination source over the
course of hundreds of hours was needed. A lamp source, such as the PTI was initially considered,
but found to have lifetimes similar to the OLED lifetimes. The lamp would not be able to be turned
on and off throughout the test since lamps require substantial warm up time to achieve steady-state.
Instead, a laser was used since they can be rapidly turned on and off, eliminating any need for
blocking the light source during EL measurement. To account for any fluctuations in laser power
over time, the power can be measured as a function of time and corrected for if needed.
The first generation implementation of this setup is shown in Figure 5.9. This was a single
channel apparatus with the laser and splitter shown in the Figure 5.9a on the left and the device
and photodiode collection shown on the right. Laser power detection relied on the split signal into
the photodiode. Home-built electronics, shown in Figure 5.9b, control the laser, current source and
voltage measurements, and photodiode measurements. The laser was controlled by switching the
interlock using an Arduino (red PCB). A constant current source was implemented, with the current
being set using the potentiometer on the front of the box. This had to be set and measured manually
and was only recorded in the software, not set. Photodiode signals were converted to voltages using
the green PCB and recorded using the Arduino. The software, shown in Figure 5.9d recorded all
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Figure 5.9: First generation lifetime box setup. (a) Box layout (b) Electronics (c) Dark enclosure (card-
board box) (d) Software interface
measurements and controlled the current, laser, and measurement timings. This was implemented in
Python, using the Tk graphics library to create the GUI. At this initial stage, the software only had
to interface with the Arduino, and did so using the Serial library. The Arduino was programmed to
accept commands to turn on and off the laser and current, or report measurement values for voltage
and the signals from either photodiode.
Soon after development, the limited resolution of the photodiode measurements, as well as the
limitations of the manual current source were realized. In conventional measurements of lifetime, a
Keithley 26XX source meter was used for sourcing current and measuring signals. This Keithley was
rapidly integrated into the system to allow better measurements and more accurate current control.
The laser was upgraded to realize brighter and more stable power, as well as programmatic control.
After this early development and hardware changes, little has changed about general workflow of
this experiment. However, rather than individual boxes for each experiment, a single laser has been
multiplexed to excite up to six different devices, dramatically cutting costs. Each experimental setup
consisting of a single laser and multiple testing devices is termed a b¨ox¨, with each device residing
in a c¨ompartment¨. A summary of all hardware and software connections and control is shown
in Figure 5.10. There are two different hardware configurations shown, interfacing with different
source-meters. In the top configuration, each compartment is controlled by an individual Keithley
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Figure 5.10: Box workflow summary. (Top) The operation of Boxes 1 and 2, (Bottom) Box 3.
source-meter. In the bottom configuration, to cut costs, a Keysight source-meter is used to supply
current. The photodiodes in each box are measured by a single Keithley, switching between each
compartment using an Arduino relay circuit. This allows a dramatic reduction in hardware and
costs.
The next two sections go into detail regarding the implementation of of the hardware and software
setups.
5.3.3 Hardware Setup
Figure 5.11: Source-Measure hardware and laser controller
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Hardware for this setup requires control of current sources, voltage measurement, light source,
as well as light measurements. Currently, there are four operational testing setups, termed “boxes”,
with varying hardware configurations. Several boxes are multiplexed to allow multiple measurements
from the multiple compartments. Source units for providing current and voltage measurements have
used either the Keithley 26xx or Keysight u2722a source meters.
Figure 5.12: Device contacting, measurement, and
optical hardware. Version 3 of the hardware is shown.
Controlling hardware is shown in Fig. 5.11
The Keithley 26xx units are a two channel,
low noise, high precision unit. The Keysight
u2722a provides three channels with higher
noise and lower precision at a lower price point
per channel. Light sources for all boxes are con-
ducted using Coherent OBIS lasers, with wave-
lengths of either 405 nm or 473 nm. Light
measurements are conducted using the Keith-
ley 26xx for all boxes, connected to a Hama-
matsu S2281 photodiode. Figure 5.11a shows
the electronic hardware setup for a box utiliz-
ing Keysights for source units and a Keithley for measurement. To reduce measurement units, the
photodiodes in each compartment can be switched between using an Arduino relay system shown
in Figure 5.11b. All of these pieces of hardware are compatible with the National Instrument VISA
command library for control.
Each device is held by a custom 3D printed vertical mount. The photodiode is wired into this
mount with enough space for the laser to avoid the diode. A long pass filter is provided to minimize
stray laser signal. The laser is optically split into six paths using beam splitters and neutral density
filters are used where necessary to normalize laser power on each device.
5.3.4 Software Development
Software to control this measurements is implemented in Python and outlined in Appendix G.
The code is able to control the hardware to run constant current, intermittent laser integrated PL
measurements, optical degradation, as well as optical degradation with current break degradations.
The frequency of laser breaks and laser power can be controlled on a whole box level. Laser emission
can be turned on for alignment. The software is able to be configured to the number of channels
available depending on the hardware. Each channel can be individually controlled for current, stop,
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Figure 5.13: 6 channel software controller. Selection of test type, laser control for alignment, and global
settings are accessible on the top of the interface. Individual channel settings are grouped on the bottom.
and labeling.
Figure 5.14: Test information for database import interface. The top left panel collects information about
the specific device and lifetime. The right panel connects the device to a particular growth and architecture.
The bottom panel confirms the architecture.
To organize collected data, a database for all lab data has been developed and is discussed in
Chapter 9. Lifetimes integrate with this system when lifetimes are started, using the interface shown
in Figure 5.14. Here, a lifetime test is connected to a particular growth, as well as the individual
substrate and device pixel. Information about the lifetime is also connected. The lifetime operating
current can be determined for a desired luminance by utilizing the current-voltage-luminance curve
for the exact device within this interface. Additional notes and information are also able to be
stored.
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5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined a system for decoupling degradation during operational lifetimes. Exten-
sive care has been taken to outline the assumptions and assess error within the extracted parameters.
Many of these assumptions need to be assessed for any device system to be tested to ensure accuracy.
Applying this method to lifetime decoupling in device systems is the subject of Chapter 6.
The additional information offered by the decoupling technique described in Chapter 5 is di-
rected at improving the screening of active materials and device architectures for the realization of
long-lived OLEDs. Device degradation that is dominated by a loss in either ηEF or ηPL implies a
dominant rate process and an opportunity for improvement of materials or architecture. In systems
using a relatively stable emitter with demonstrated long optical and electrical lifetimes, such as
Ir(ppy)3 ,93 losses in the exciton formation efficiency are expected to represent the majority fraction
of degradation. However, for novel molecules, limiting processes are largely unknown and would
benefit from the separation of emitter and exciton formation efficiency loss. PL degradation could
become increasingly important for blue-emitting species where the high exciton energies could con-
tribute to material degradation.93,155,226–229 This screening process would be dramatically improved
if ηEF and ηPL can be mechanistically modeled. With additional datasets, modeling and understand-
ing of degradation mechanisms can be improved and help to identify limiting processes. The model
presented in Giebink et al. [83] could easily be adapted to separate losses that would be captured
by ηPL and ηEF , and would provide further checks to this over-parameterized model.
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Chapter 6
Decoupling Degradation Mechanisms
- Application to OLEDs
Chapter 5 discussed a novel approach for decoupling lifetime. The studies in this chapter use this
technique and exploit this additional information to better understand device behavior. This includes
discussions of Hershey et al. [153] in Section 6.1, Bangsund et al. [154] in Section 6.2, as well as
unpublished work in Section 6.3. The work presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with
John Bangsund and Gang Qian. This chapter is organized into three sections, for these different
works.
6.1 Ambipolar Host EML Thickness Dependence
6.1.1 Motivation and Experimental
Carbazole materials are archetypical hosts for phosphorescent devices, most common among them
being 4,4’-Bis(N-carbazolyly)-1,1’-biphenyl (CBP).61,126,202,230–234 These devices have a large range
in device lifetime with architecture, and were a prime candidate for investigation with the decoupling
method for isolating these lifetime sensitivities. Devices consisted of a 40-nm-thick hole-injection
layer of Plexcore AQ1200 spun-cast on a glass substrate coated with a 150-nm-thick layer of indium-
tin-oxide (ITO), followed by a 30-nm-thick hole-transport layer of N,N’ -Bis(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’
-bis(phenyl)-benzidine (NPD), and an EML of 4,4’-Bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1’-biphenyl (CBP) doped at
6 vol. All devices were fabricated according to the processes outlined in Chapter 3.2. The structure
shown in Figure 6.1a was used with EML thicknesses of X=10, 20, and 30 nm. The ηEQE for all three
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: a. Device architecture, featuring EML thicknesses of X=10,20, and 30 nm. b. External
Quantum Efficiency (ηEQE) for the three architectures. Operational points for lifetime are shown in symbols.
EML thicknesses, shown in Figure 6.1b, shows maximum efficiencies of 15.7%, 15.3%, and 15.7%
for EML thicknesses of 10, 20, 30 nm, respectively. Though similar in peak value, as thicknesses
increases, the peak ηEQE shifts to higher current. This is indicative of a shift in the charge dynamics
and possible location of the recombination zone (RZ). Recombination zone has been previously linked
with lifetime, with a longer lifetime expected for thicker RZ.171,174–182 For a well balanced device,
one would expect that expanding the EML would result in a wider RZ and thus longer lifetime.
6.1.2 Device Stability
Figure 6.2: Device decay curves for multiple values of the initial luminance as a function of emissive layer
thickness. Loss in (a) electroluminescence (EL) and (b) photoluminescence (PL) are shown and decrease
monotonically with increasing luminance. For devices with a 10-nm-thick emissive layer, initial luminance
values are 1000 cd/m2, 5000 cd/m2, and 7000 cd/m2. For devices with a 20-nm- or 30-nm-thick emissive
layer, initial luminance values are 1000 cd/m2, 5000 cd/m2, and 7100 cd/m2.
Figure 6.2a shows the conventional EL lifetimes of these devices, and indeed the 30 nm EML
shows a longer lifetime than the 10 and 20 nm. In Figure 6.2b, the intermittent ηPL measurements
can be seen, discussed in Chapter 5, showing the advantage of this technique and the large amount
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of additional data that is available. The operational conditions of each device is shown in Table 6.1.
Similar currents are used across EML thicknesses, but voltage increases slightly with thickness, as
might be expected. No birefringence was seen under cross polarization after degradation, and no
new emission features were observed with degradation, verifying that ηOC and χ remain unchanged
during degradation, as discussed in Chapter 5.
dEML (nm) L0 (cd/m2) J (mA/cm2) V0 (V) t50 (hours)
1000 2.2 4.2 139.0
3000 7.2 5.1 39.9
10 5000 13.6 5.4 15.8
7000 14.4 6.2 6.9
9000 28.0 6.3 5.3
1000 2.2 5.4 141.1
3000 7.2 6.0 33.1
20 5000 12.4 7.2 17.2
7100 19.2 7.3 10.0
9000 24.0 7.5 8.0
1000 2.2 5.9 474
30 5000 13.6 7.3 74.4
7100 19.6 7.6 46
8000 22.4 7.7 38.1
Table 6.1: Summary of device lifetimes. For each device, the starting
luminance (L0), current density (J), starting voltage (V0) and time at which
50% of the initial luminance is reached (t50) are reported.
The lifetime decreases
with luminance for all ar-
chitectures. While a reduc-
tion in the EL lifetime is
observed in Figures 6.2 and
6.3 in reducing device thick-
ness from 30 nm to 20 nm,
little difference is seen be-
tween devices having EML
thicknesses of 20 nm and 10
nm. The degradation in the
PL intensity does not ap-
pear to be a strong function
of EML thickness. Indeed,
comparing the EL and PL
lifetimes with the extracted
degradation in exciton for-
mation shows that the EL
decay is dominated by a loss in the efficiency of exciton formation with ηEF reaching 60% of its
initial value by the time EL has reached 50%. A substantial component of this decay is likely due
to non-radiative recombination center formation.185,189 Over this same period, the PL intensity has
only degraded by 10% of its initial value.
The similarity in PL degradation observed across all EML thicknesses suggests that the exciton
and polaron densities are similar between these devices,83,139,140 and that they have similar exciton
recombination zone widths. The accelerated degradation in the exciton formation efficiency (ηEF )
observed for devices with EML thicknesses of 10 nm and 20 nm suggests that the recombination
zone samples the EML/TPBi interface, which has been previously shown to cause degradation.52,198
This change in recombination zone location is also suggested by the ηEQE behavior shifting peak
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location, shown in Figure 6.1b To validate this suggestion, the position of the recombination zone
was assessed in the devices with EML thickness of 20 and 30 nm devices using a quenching TPTBP
sensitizer. The position of the recombination zone can be inferred by the corresponding reduc-
tion in device ηEQE due to quenching by TPTBP,138 as discussed in Chapter 3.6. The sensitized
30-nm-thick EML devices showed no quenching, suggesting no recombination near the interface,
while devices with a 20-nm-thick EML showed quenching only at the EML/TPBi interface, con-
firming the position of the recombination zone at that interface. Devices with a 10-nm-thick EML
exhibited changing current-voltage behavior when sensitized with TPTBP, and thus PtTPTBP,
an emissive sensitizer with a peak wavelength of 770 nm, was used in 2-nm-thick strips on ei-
ther side of the EML at 0.5 vol. %. This configuration was able to match the current-voltage
behavior of the control device while permitting the measurement of emission from PtTPTBP.
Figure 6.3: Extracted lifetimes for all 3 architectures
as a function of luminance. (a) EL t50 (b) PL t90 and
(c) ηEF t60.
For devices with a 10-nm-thick EML, strong
emission from PtTPTBP is observed from the
EML/TPBi interface and weak emission seen
from the EML/NPD interface. These quench-
ing experiments are shown in Figure 6.4. These
results suggest that for devices with an EML
thickness of 10 nm or 20 nm, the recombination
zone samples the EML/TPBi interface, accel-
erating exciton formation loss. While detailed
analysis of the relevant degradation mechanism
is the subject of future work, previous work has
suggested a role played by exciton-polaron interactions.83,172,185,189,197
6.1.3 Conclusion
In summary, this work presents a method for decoupling optical and electrical losses during OLED
operational decay by attributing the overall reduction in electroluminescence to a loss in ηPL or the
exciton formation efficiency through ηEF . Model devices are shown as a function of luminance,
with a loss in ηEF shown to be the limiting factor for the short-lived devices. By measuring the RZ,
these devices are shown to be subject to interfacial degradation, only seen in narrow EML devices.
Contrary to the expectation, the RZ is not found to expand with the EML thickness, but rather to
shift within the device.
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Figure 6.4: (a) ηEQE as a function of current denisty for TPTBP quenched 30 nm devices. No quenching is
observed in the peak ηEQE . (b) ηEQE as a function of current density for TPTBP quenched 20 nm devices.
Quenching is observed for the ETL side quencher, and minimally for the HTL side. (c) EL spectra for
PtTPTBP quenched 10 nm EML devices. Emission from the sensitizer only at the ETL. (d) Summary of
recombination zone measurements. The 30 nm device shows an RZ that is centered, while the 20 and 10 nm
devices have an RZ peaked at the TPBi interface.
The behavior of ηEF and ηPL with thickness depends on the architecture system. In fact, the
remaining sections of this chapter will offer alternative cases, showing differing behavior.
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6.2 Mixed Host OLED Luminance Scaling
6.2.1 Motivation
Figure 6.5: (a) Current Density and (b)
Luminance as a function of Voltage. (c)
ηEQE for all three EML thicknesses. Inset
is M-EML device architecture.
As discussed in Section 6.1, RZ width has been extensively
connected with lifetime, mediated by the exciton and po-
laron populations.83,93,152,171–173,175,177,235 However, de-
spite this observed trend with RZ thickness, the specific
role of the RZ in degradation kinetics is still an active area
of investigation. Using a mixed emissive layer (M-EML)
architecture, the work described in this section seeks to
provide a more concrete connection between the RZ and
degradation within the same system.
6.2.2 Experimental
Devices consisted of a 60-nm-thick hole injection layer
(HIL) of poly(thiophene-3-[2[(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-
2,5-diyl)(AQ1200, Sigma Aldrich), a 4,4’,4"-tris(N-
carbazolyl) triphenylamine (TCTA, TCI America) hole-
transport layer (HTL), a mixed-host emissive layer
(M-EML) consisting of a 47.5 vol.% TCTA, 47.5
vol.% 2,2’,2”(1,3,5-benzenetriyl) tris-(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole)
(TPBi, Lumtec) and 5 vol.% of the green phosphorescent
emitter, Ir(ppy)3 , a TPBi electron-transport layer (ETL),
and a LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) cathode. All layers were deposited according to the procedures out-
lined in Section 3.2. When varying the M-EML thickness (10 nm, 30 nm, 60 nm), the HTL and
ETL thicknesses are varied equally to maintain a total device thickness of 100 nm. Device charac-
teristics are shown in Figure 6.5, with the efficiency increasing slightly from 17% to 19% as the EML
thickness increases from 10 to 60 nm.
This device architecture system, shown in the inset of Figure 6.5, was chosen because of its broad
RZ, which spans the entire EML.138 Because of this property, the M-EML thicknes, dEML can be
taken as a proxy for the RZ width, and the exciton density can be controlled by modifying the EML.
The increase in RZ thickness is evidenced by the change in onset of the roll-off with increasing RZ
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width, seen in Figure 6.5c.
Figure 6.6: (a) Raw spectra of sensi-
tized devices. (b) Out-coupling efficiency
for Ir(ppy)3 and PtTPTBP across the EML
as well as electric field profile. (c) RZ as a
function of current density. For all currents,
the RZ is found to span the entire EML.
To experimentally confirm the RZ breadth, the 60 nm
EML architecture was investigated using PtTPTBP as a
sensitizer, using the methodology outlined in Chapter 3.6.
The exciton density is found to remain above 60% of the
peak across the entire 60 nm M-EML at a current density
of 10 mA/cm2, shown in Figure 6.6. As current density
increases from 0.1 mA/cm2 to 10 mA/cm2, the peak of the
RZ migrates from the ETL side to the HTL side of the
M-EML. These findings are consistent with other reports
for similar device architectures,138 and confirm that dEM
is a good proxy for RZ width. The 60 nm EML is the
thickest investigated EML thickness and should be subject
to the most variation in RZ intensity accross the EML.
Therefore, thinner EML devices are also assumed to have
a RZ spanning the EML.
6.2.3 Device Stability
The degradation of these devices at a initial lumi-
nance of L0=3,000 cd/m2 is shown in Figure 6.7a.
The EL lifetime increases by approximately a fac-
tor of 3 in increasing the thickness from 10 nm to 60 nm, and nearly all this en-
hancement can be attributed to a reduced rate of PL degradation, shown in Figure 6.7b.
No trend with thickness is apparent in the ηEF decays, which are all within typical device-to-device
variation. In contrast, the PL decays show a dramatic separation with thickness. We also note
that a reduction in ηEF dominates the overall degradation rate in the 30 nm and 60 nm thick M-
EML devices, but is comparable to PL losses in the 10 nm M-EML device. These results suggest
that reduced degradation in emissive layer PL efficiency may be the primary reason for enhanced
stability in M-EML architectures, as compared to with their single-host counterparts. Moreover,
the combination of improved efficiency roll-off and PL lifetime with an increased RZ width, and
thus decreased exciton density, provides further evidence of a link between bimolecular annihilation
events and the degradation of PL efficiency.235 Losses in ηEF , however, appear to be relatively
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insensitive to exciton density.
Figure 6.7: (a) EL lifetime at 3,000
cd/m2 for EML thicknesses of 10,30,60
nm. (b) The corresponding ηPL and
ηEF degradation.
To show that exciton density and PL loss are inti-
mately related, the exciton density was matched between
architectures by scaling the luminance to the EML thick-
ness ratio. The 10, 30, and 60 nm EML devices were
operated at initial luminances of 1,000, 3,000, and 6,000
cd/m2, respectively. The results of this aging are shown
in Figure 6.8. PL degradation is nearly identical for 10,
30, and 60 nm M-EML devices operated at luminances
of 1,000, 3,000, and 6,000 cd/m2, respectively. Exciton
formation efficiency losses, in contrast, are rapidly accel-
erated as luminance is increased. At long times, the PL
degradation slows slightly with increasing M-EML thick-
ness, and this is attributed to large differences in exci-
ton formation efficiency losses. The exciton density does
not remain matched over the course of the entire test due
to differences in ηEF losses, and consequently the forma-
tion rate for exciton quenchers is reduced at long times in
thicker M-EML devices. This observation of matched PL losses under scaled luminance has been
reproduced under a range of scaled luminances from 330 cd/m2 to 15,000 cd/m2, showing the same
trend. Despite comparable exciton densities in the emissive layer, exciton formation efficiency losses
differ substantially, and appear to scale with increased luminance and current density. Increased
current density would result in a larger polaron density in the transport layers and could lead to an
increase in the rate of defect formation mediated by unstable cationic or anionic molecules. Alter-
natively, the trend with luminance could be explained as an increase in interfacial photodegradation
of the cathode or anode due to device electroluminescence.200,236
An alternative approach to investigating this connection is to look at the scaling relationships
with luminance and exciton density. OLED lifetime has been widely observed to follow a 1/Ln0
relationship,42 where L0 is the initial luminance, and n is a device specific parameter typically
between 1-2. For these devices, n = 1.8 ± 0.1 for the t50 of EL and is independent of M-EML
thickness. As shown in Figure 6.9a, the degradation in ηPL and ηEF for a 60 nm M-EML show
similar acceleration behavior as a function of luminance, with n = 1.8 and n = 1.75, respectively.
Comparable slopes are seen for 10 nm and 30 nm M-EML devices.
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Figure 6.8: Lifetimes of devices with lu-
minance scaled to match the EML thick-
ness. PL collapses due to matched exciton
density.
However, when scaled by 1/dEML, as displayed in
Figure 6.9b, ηEF and ηPL show distinct scaling behavior.
While PL t85 shows a slope of n = 1.9± 0.3, almost iden-
tical to the slope under luminance acceleration, ηEF t85
shows a much shallower slope of n = 0.5± 0.2 (decreasing
to n = 0.3 ± 0.3 at 10,000 cd/m2). This raises several
important implications. First, the identical slopes for PL
provide further evidence that PL losses in this system are
determined by the exciton density and the width of the
RZ, and imply that there is a direct scaling law between
RZ width and PL lifetime. While polaron density can play
a role in PL degradation as well, it is unlikely that polaron
density scales identically with both luminance and dEML, implying that a single exciton driven or
an exciton-exciton annihilation driven degradation mechanism is dominant in this system.
Figure 6.9: Scaling behavior of ηPL and ηEF as a function of (a)
luminance and (b) exciton density.
Second, the shallow dependence of
ηEF t85 on RZ width (and hence exci-
ton density) shown in Figure 6.9b sug-
gests that excitons play a lesser role in
ηEF degradation. Notably, the differ-
ence in scaling with L0 and dEML for
ηEF t85 suggests that multiple degra-
dation mechanisms comprise the to-
tal ηEF loss. Exciton formation loss
is often attributed to the accumulation of non-radiative recombination centers in the emissive
layer,185,189 and has been linked to exciton-polaron interactions.237 The shallow dependence on
RZ width (and hence exciton density) shown in Figure 6.9b suggests that the dEML-dependent
increase in ηEF degradation to reflects the generation of non-radiative recombination centers by an
exciton-mediated process, consistent with these reports. However, this mechanism alone cannot fully
account for degradation in ηEF , as the slope against initial luminancescaling with L0 is much steeper
(Figure 6.9a). This contrasting behavior suggests that a second mechanism which is independent
of emissive layer exciton density governs ηEF losses. This behavior is consistent with degradation
mediated primarily by polarons or photodegradation of the cathode or anode interface, and may
originate outside of the emissive layer.200,236
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These findings have implications for efforts in modeling OLED lifetime. Most modeling ap-
proaches assume that the same defect population responsible for exciton quenching was also re-
sponsible for non-radiative recombination of charge carriers. This immplies that the quenching
population resides entirely in the emissive layer.83,174 Defect populations external to the emissive
layer have been considered, but only for the purposes of fitting voltage rise.140 In all cases, the
generation of defects is proposed to proceed via bimolecular quenching processes. While these treat-
ments have yielded reasonable fits of the overall degradation behavior, they are unable to capture
the behavior observed here. Exciton formation and PL degradation would be expected to trend
together within these formalisms, whereas Figure 6.9 shows clearly distinct scaling behavior. Our
results thus show that losses to ηPL and ηEF likely originate from kinetically distinct mechanisms.
Moreover, the weak dependence of ηEF on exciton density indicates and that degradation defects ex-
ternal to the emissive layer may play an important role in luminance loss, and should be considered
in future modeling attempts. Non-radiative recombination centers could have suitable energetics to
serve as exciton quenchers, and vice versa. However, because losses in ηEF and ηPL show different
dependences with initial luminance and M-EML thickness, the exciton quenchers formed in the EML
are likely inefficient non-radiative recombination centers for charge carriers.
6.2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we find that broadening the RZ sharply reduces the rate of PL degradation, showing
a similar scaling relationship as with initial luminance variation. This confirms that PL degradation
is strongly dependent on exciton density and has minimal dependence on changes in the polaron
density as driven by the RZ. However, losses in the exciton formation efficiency (ηEF ) show a weaker
dependence on RZ width, suggesting that ηEF losses are less sensitive to exciton density and may
partly originate outside of the M-EML in this system. Notably, the different dependences of PL
and exciton formation efficiency loss on RZ width provide clear evidence that kinetically distinct
pathways drive OLED degradation, and that a single degradation mechanism cannot be assumed
when attempting to model device lifetime. These results highlight the capability of decoupled
measurements of ηPL and ηEF losses to yield useful diagnostic insight into the source of device
instability and shed light on the kinetics of degradation and the nature of defects.
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6.3 Application to Commercial Co-Host System
6.3.1 Motivation
In addition to my collaborator John Bangsund, I would also like to acknowledge contributions from
from authors at The Dow Chemical Company, Dominea Rathwell, Peter Trefonas, Hong-Yeop Na,
and Jeong-HwanJeon.
The previous two sections present two alternaitive machanisms for the dominant degradation
pathway within devices, being interfacial and exciton density driven degradation. Both of these
mechanisms are common explanations for device behavior in the literature. The rate of OLED
degradation is widely regarded to depend strongly on the exciton density via exciton-exciton and
exciton-polaron processes.83,93,154,173,182,238 The width of the RZ determines the exciton density for
a given luminance, and hence sets the rate of emissive layer degradation.154,171,174,175 In other works,
the absolute position of the RZ is shown to be significant, as proximity to a transport layer interface
can exacerbate degradation,52,153,239 or can influence exciton confinement and charge balance.139,155
In studies showing interfacial degradation, the RZ is typically heavily pinned at the degrading
interface. These two mechanisms are often view as seperate issues: for devices with pinned RZs,
interfacial degradation is assumed dominant, but for well distributed RZs, broader is viewed as
better.
This study presents a unique counter example, in which for commercial materials, both types
of degradation are shown to be influential as a function of host material concentration. Using a
co-host system, we find that lifetime can be significantly improved compared to single-host devices
despite a reduction in RZ width. Most other works on mixed host emissive layers have employed
exciplex-forming pairs which jointly show more balanced electron and hole mobilities than either
host alone, leading to a broad RZ which spans the majority of the EML.157,171,240,241 In this work,
an ambipolar host, which features a broad RZ, and a wide energy gap host are used. Measurements
of the RZ confirm that the mixed host decreases the RZ width and shifts the RZ away from the hole
transport layer (HTL). The increased degradation rate due to a higher exciton density is offset by
reduced degradation at the HTL/emissive layer (EML) interface, leading to an overall enhancement
in device lifetime.
6.3.2 Experimental
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Figure 6.10: (a) ηEQE for selected host compositions. (b) Peak efficiency and turn on voltage as a function
of host composition (% B). (c) and (d) show current density and luminance as a function of voltage. (e)
Material energetics and layer thicknesses.
Figure 6.11: (a) Fluorescence and low temperature (10 K)
Phosphorescence for both hosts. (b) Optical constant k for both
hosts.
Two proprietary host materials, des-
ignated Host A and Host B, were pro-
vided by The Dow Chemical Com-
pany. In commercial devices, a mix-
ture of these hosts was found to yield
improved lifetimes up to =8.6 hrs at
15,000 cd/m2 compared to 1.3 hrs and
4.2 hrs for Hosts A and B, respec-
tively, where t90 is the time to degrade to 90% of the initial luminance. A hole-injection layer
of poly(thiophene-3-[2[(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-2,5-diyl) (AQ1250) was spin-cast on the ITO an-
ode, followed by a hole-transport layer (HTL) of 4,4’,4"-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA).
The emissive layer (EML) consists of Host A, Host B, or a mixture of the two hosts, and a constant
emitter doping concentration of 15 vol. % fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3 ). The
Host A and Host B mixture was varied with compositions of 0%, 5%, 15%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 85%,
and 100% Host B. An electron-transport layer (ETL) of tris-(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole) (TPBi) is
deposited over the EML, followed by a LiF/Al cathode.
The external quantum efficiency with varying host composition is shown in Figure 6.10a-b, with
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devices with less than 30% Host B showing a reduced efficiency and the remaining devices exhibiting
efficiencies between 18% and 19%. The turn-on voltage to achieve 1 cd/m2, shown in Figure 6.10c,
is reduced by over one volt when increasing Host B concentration from 0 to 30%, then remains
constant. This behavior is attributed to a change in the injection barrier for electrons into the EML.
Figure 6.12: (a) Overal EL and PL loss for selected
architectures. (b) Extracted lifetimes as a function of
concentration.
Figure 6.10c shows molecular energy levels
of interest for this work, with HOMO levels
for Host A and Host B calculated from DFT,
band gaps extracted from optical constants ob-
tained by ellipsometry, and triplet energies ob-
tained from low temperature phosphorescence.
The measurement of triplet energies is further
discussed in Appendix B. Host B is a material
with a relatively narrow optical bandgap of 2.9
eV, a calculated HOMO of 5.3 eV, and a mea-
sured triplet energy of 2.6 eV. Host A as an op-
tical gap of 3.4 eV, a calculate HOMO of 5.7 eV,
and a measured triplet energy of 2.6 eV. Despite
having a difference in energy gap and fluores-
cence energy, Host A and Host B have similar
triplet energies as extracted from phosphores-
cence, shown in Figure 6.11. It is worth noting
that the energy levels of Host B reside entirely
within those of Host A, and Host A and B do
not form an exciplex, as confirmed from mea-
surements of PL on a mixed film and of electroluminescence of a simple bilayer device (ITO/Host
A/Host B/LiF/Al), in contrast to the majority of reported co-host architectures.
6.3.3 Results
Figure 6.12 demonstrates that the mixed host architectures show the longest lifetimes. Host A has the
shortest lifetime ( hours), with lifetime rapidly increasing with the addition of small concentrations of
Host B. A maximum lifetime is seen for 30% Host B in Host A, after which a steady decline in lifetime
is seen as concentration is increased to pure Host B ( hours). The simultaneous photoluminescence
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(PL) lifetimes of these devices is reported in Figure 6.12. Interestingly, the PL stability increases
monotonically as percentage of Host B increases. This inverse trend between the PL and EL lifetimes
was not observed in the data of Sections 6.1 or 6.2and suggests that RZ width is maximized at pure
Host B, but that maximizing RZ width does not optimize lifetime.
Figure 6.13: (a) Hole and electron only devices featuring hosts A and B, as well as a 1:1 mixture. The
related architectures are shown in (c) and (d) for holes and electrons, respectively. (b) Measured RZs at 2
mA/cm2.
In conventional mixed host architectures, hole- and electron-transporting hosts are blended to
improve the balance of electron and hole mobilities, resulting in a broadened RZ and reduced exciton
density.138,171,178,242 To investigate how mixing Host A and Host B impacts charge transport, single-
carrier devices were fabricated for emissive layers containing 0%, 50%, and 100% Host B. The
current-voltage characteristics for HOD and EOD are shown in Figure 6.13a-b, along with the device
architectures. For both holes and electrons, Host B is found to be a more conductive host than Host
A. The 50% Host B mixture shows intermediate hole conductivity relative to pure materials. For
electrons, at low voltage, the properties are similar to Host A, but transition to be Host B at high
voltage. Thus, unlike conventional mixed EMLs where hole- and electron-transporting materials are
blended to form a composite layer with overall improved charge transport, here Host B and the
phosphorescent guest are likely responsible for both hole and electron transport. Thus, the addition
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of Host A to Host B to form the mixture favorably adjusts the transport properties of the EML for
increased operational lifetime. Given the differences in architecture between the HODs and EODs,
the relative mobility of electrons and holes cannot be quantitatively assessed. How these charge
transport and injection properties translate to the exciton spatial profiles is most straightforwardly
addressed by direct measurement of RZ.
Figure 6.14: Raw spectral data for RZ measurements
for hosts A, B and a 1:1 mixture
The RZs of devices with 0%, 50%, and 100%
Host B were measured using a doped sensi-
tizer approach, discussed in Chapter 3.6.154 The
area-normalized exciton population map result-
ing from this measurement for each architecture
is shown in Figure 3c (EL spectra from which
these profiles are extracted are included in the
supporting information). Host A is shown to
have the highest exciton density of all three ar-
chitectures, peaked at the ETL interface. Host
B has the widest RZ, with a nearly flat exciton
density across the EML. The 50% Host B mix-
ture shows an intermediate behavior with a nar-
rower RZ than Host B that is also shifted away
from the HTL/EML interface. This indicates
that the EL lifetime improvement observed for
the 50% mixture compared to pure Host B can-
not be attributed to a reduction in exciton density, as is the case in most mixed host EML OLEDs.
The photoluminescence degradation behavior shown in Figure 6.12b becomes more stable with
increasing composition of Host B, following the measured increase in RZ width decreased exciton
density. This is consistent with our previous studies on the dependence of PL on RZ width in mixed
host architectures and expectations based on exciton-induced-degradation kinetics.83,154 Considering
device degradation by bimolecular processes, devices with high concentration of Host A might be
expected to exhibit a shorter lifetime than those based on Host B. However, the total degradation,
shown in Figure 6.12a shows a reduction in overall EL stability at concentrations above 30% Host
B, indicating a competing mechanism that does not affect the PL stability. Host B has the highest
exciton population at the HTL interface, suggesting there may be an interfacial degradation process
at play, creating a shorter lifetime.52,153 We hypothesize that as Host A is added to Host B, the RZ
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is shifted away from the HTL interface, causing less interfacial degradation and increasing the total
lifetime, despite reductions in PL lifetime as the RZ narrows. However, the benefits of added Host
A fall off rapidly below 15% Host B as the injection barrier lowering provided by Host B are lost
and significant narrowing of the RZ is observed.
Figure 6.15: ηEQE for the 10 nm EML devices.
To minimize differences in RZ width and
normalize the effect of the HTL interface on
degradation, devices were fabricated with EMLs
of only 10 nm, with efficiencies shown in Figure
6.15. This thin emissive layer ensures that exci-
tons are present throughout the entire EML and
RZ is minimally different between the devices.
For these devices, the ETL thickness was set to
50 nm to center the electric field profile of the
λ=473 nm pump laser in the EML. The peak
external quantum efficiency of these devices was
found to be 14 ± 1% for all three architectures.
The EL and PL lifetimes can be seen in Figure
6.16a and b, respectively. The 50% and 100% Host B are found to have the identical lifetimes for
both EL and PL, = (22 ± 1) hr for EL, and = (16 ± 1) hr for PL.
Figure 6.16: (a) EL and (b) PL lifetimes for the 10
nm EML devices.
This identical behavior in both EL and
PL degradation suggests that the kinetics and
mechanism of degradation are the same for de-
vices based on Host B and the 50:50 mixture.
Host A shows a shorter lifetime in both EL and
PL, likely due to its narrow RZ which is heav-
ily peaked at the ETL interface (Figure 6.13c).
Given this identical degradation behavior for a
thin emissive layer, it is unlikely that the mixed
host devices are longer lived due to enhanced
morphological stability. Using a wide energy
gap host along with an ambipolar host in this architecture has allowed tuning of the RZ away
from the HTL interface. While successful in this device, it can be difficult to understand a priori
how a wide energy gap material will shift the charge transport characteristics of the ambipolar host.
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This could make designing a co-host system around this type of material combination a challenge.
However, when investigating material systems where transport properties are unknown, this type of
interaction may be encountered. This system is also an important counterexample to the assumption
that reducing charge transport is always detrimental to device behavior. In fact, device lifetime can
be a much more subtle and intricate design system than the simple maximization of RZ width.
6.3.4 Conclusion
In this work, a unique co-host architecture is demonstrated using a wide energy gap host and an
ambipolar host. Interestingly, despite a reduction in RZ width, an increase in device lifetime is
observed. This increase in lifetime is demonstrated to be due to exciton formation at an unstable
interface, known to accelerate degradation. This conclusion is contrary to the typical design rule
that an increased RZ width is always beneficial to device lifetime. Rather, a balance of RZ width
and position needs to be established, especially with regard to recombination at interfaces. This
result provides an example of the blend of the two mechanisms demonstrated in Sections 6.1 and
6.2.
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Chapter 7
Novel Blue Emitter Development
This chapter is a summary of work done in collaboration with Professor Thomas Hoye in the De-
partmeent of Chemistry at the University of Minnesota and his student Dr. Feng Xu who performed
all chemical design and synthesis. This collaborative work is published in Xu et al. [226].
Despite extensive research and the transition of commercial red and green devices to phospho-
rescent materials, blue devices often utilize fluorescent emitters since phosphorescent emitters have
a lower lifetime.93 Because of the reduced efficiency, a larger blue fluorescent pixel is used than the
corresponding red and green, in order to operate at a similar luminance point.243 Though from an
efficiency standpoint, a phosphorescent or TADF solution is the long term goal, there is still interest
in developing high efficiency deep blue fluorescent emitters.149,229,244–246 This is especially true if
novel chemistry can be used, producing entirely new classes of molecules. Any new chemical under-
standing uncovered in fluorescent molecules may also be able to be transferred to phosphorescent
molecules.
In this work, novel fluorescent emitter molecules were developed exhibiting deep blue emis-
sion. Three distinct chemical families are investigated, all of which rely on synthesis through a
hexadehydro-Diels-Alder (HDDA) cycloisomerization reaction. The first set of these molecules fo-
cused around alkynyl substituted naphthalenes, work that was published in Xu et al. [226]. The
second set features bis(arylethynyl) benzene derivatives.. The third presented set, though the first
investigated, studies an arylethynyl fluorene.
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7.1 Hexadehydro-Diels-Alder Reactions
The hexadehydro-Diels-Alder (HDDA) reaction is a method for producing aromatic compounds via
cycloaddition. Specifically, HDDA uses an alkyne (unsaturated hydrocarbon containing a carbon-
carbon triple bond) and a diyne (system containing two alkyne groups) in order to form a reactive
benzyne. This benzene reacts with a trapping agent to form a substituted aromatic product.247,248
Figure 7.1: Preparation of benzenes through tradi-
tional Diels-Alder reaction (a) and an HDDA thermal
cycloisomerization (b). HDDA provides easy incorpo-
ration of substitutes at the A,B,C, Y and Z cites, along
with the reactant (7). Figure reproduced from Xu et
al. [226]
Unlike conventional methods of preparation of
benzenes, HDDA easily incorporates structural
variations and substituents.249–251 This makes
HDDA a promising chemical method to pro-
duce conjugated, pi-bond-rich molecules. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, conjugated molecules are
of great interest as organic semiconductors.
A schematic illustrating the advantages of
HDDA reactions is shown in Figure 7.1. Figure
7.1a shows a traditional method of production
for naphthalene derivatives, starting from a ben-
zenoid precursor (1). Removing the X and Y substituents from (1), 2 can then be reacted with
tetraphenylcyclopentadienone (TPCP) (3) via a Diels-Alder reaction. After the thermal extrusion
of carbon monoxide, naphthalene derivatives are formed (4). In this process, it is difficult to incor-
porate substituents into the final product. This is in contrast to the HDDA process shown in Figure
7.1b. Through HDDA thermal cycloisomerization of 5 into 6, benzenes with complex substituents
can be created. Then through trapping with dienes like 7, more complicated conjugated products
can be realized.
7.2 Naphthalene Derivatives
7.2.1 Synthesis
The first molecular system studied used the reaction pathway shown in Figure 7.2. Reactions between
the tetraynes (9) and TPCP (3) via HDDA proceed through intermediates 11 and 12 before ejecting
a carbon monoxide to form the fluorophores (10).252–256 This HDDA cascade proceeded cleanly at 80
◦C over the course of 12 hours and produced a yield of 82% following three recrystallizations of the
naphthalene adduct 10. An added advantage of using a tetrayne substrate is that the intermediate
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benzene, here 11, and, consequently, the naphthalene formed following CO extrusion from 12, bears
an arylethynyl substituent. The product 10a, the first produced, showed strong emissive properties
that were blue to the eye.
In light of these promising properties, the effect of the electronic character of the aryl substituents
was probed. Two additional analogs in which the phenyl ring was modified by the presence of a
pair of electron-donating (10b) as well as electron-withdrawing (10c) groups were prepared. These
analogs were readily prepared by an entirely parallel and equally efficient sequence of reactions.
Figure 7.2: HDDA reactions between 9 and 3 pro-
ceed through 11 and 12, resulting in the products
(10). Figure reproduced from Xu et al. [226]
Upon realization of fluorescence in the solid
state, solutions were prepared in THF, to in-
vestigate their optical properties. Absorption
at 10−5M and photoluminescence at 10−6M are
shown in Figure 7.3. A slight red shift in emis-
sion is seen for 10c compared with 10a and
10b. The PL quantum yield of each compound
is summarized in Table 7.1 Given the promis-
ing solution PL efficiencies, the emissive prop-
erties of all three compounds were investigated
in thin films to explore their possible utility as
emissive species in blue organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs).
To probe thin film PL, each compound was examined both as a pure film (100%) as well as in
a host-guest arrangement with the wide energy gap material 1,4-bis(triphenylsilyl)benzene (UGH2)
serving as host. Thin films were deposited on cleaned quartz substrates by high vacuum thermal
evaporation (10−7 Torr). Films composed of host and guest (UGH2 and 10) in the ratios of 96:4,
80:20, and 0:100 (i.e., 4%, 20%, and 100% loading, respectively) were studied. The thin film PL
spectra of the 20% samples of each of 10a-c are shown in Figure 7.3a. The solution and film emission
maxima (Figures 7.3 and 7.3b) are similar, suggesting that the excitonic state is unimolecular, with-
out significant charge transfer states. The twisted nature of the five aryl substituents on the central
naphthalene ring as well as the quasi-orthogonal orientation of the pair of malonate carbomethoxy
groups may be responsible for preventing close association between molecules of 10 in films. These
features can be seen in the single crystal X-ray crystallographic structure shown in Figure 7.3b.
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Emitter ηPL (%)
10a 11.0± 2.6
10b 4.9± 1.3
10b 56± 8
Table 7.1: PL quantum yield (ηPL )
The PL emission spectra of all three compounds showed a red
shift of between 10 and 20 nm across the extreme concentra-
tions of 4% vs 100% content of 10. This could be a result
of at least some degree of aggregation with increasing concen-
tration in the film, a response to a change in bulk dielectric
properties or to differing intermolecular restraints that change
the geometry of the excited states. DFT calculations (M06-2X/6-31G(d)) of the optimized lowest
energy conformer for each of 10a-c showed both the twisted the ethynyl linker, quite similar to
those features seen for the single crystal, shown in the SI of Xu et al. [226].
7.2.2 Performance Optimization
Figure 7.4: (a) OLED architecture. (b) EL spectra
for 10a. (c) EL spectra for 10b. (d) EL spectra for
10c. Figure reproduced from Xu et al. [226]
OLEDs using each of 10a-c as the emissive
layer were constructed by high vacuum ther-
mal evaporation. Devices (Figures 7.4a-c)
were fabricated in accordance with our stan-
dard protocol. The device architecture con-
sisted of a 30 nm-thick hole transport layer
(HTL) of 4,4’- cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-
methylphenyl)benzenamine] (TAPC), a 20 nm-
thick emissive layer of 10a, 10b,or 10c doped
into the wide energy gap host UGH2 at a con-
centration of 4, 20, or 100% of the emitter,
and a 30 nm-thick electron transport layer of
Figure 7.3: (a).Solution absorption (dashed lines) and emission (solid) pumped at 350 nm with concentra-
tions of 10−5 M and 10−6 M, respectively, in THF. (b) Thin film PL from an 80/20 mixture of UGH2 and
the emitter. (c) Single crystal X-ray structure of 10b showing the relative orientation in the solid state of
all aryl substituents with respect to the core naphthalene ring. Figure reproduced from Xu et al. [226]
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tris(2,4,6-trimethyl-3-(pyridin-3-yl)phenyl)- borane (3TPYMB). All devices were capped with an
electron- injecting cathode comprising a 0.5 nm-thick layer of LiF and a 100 nm-thick layer of Al.
Electroluminescence (EL) intensity spectra collected for devices containing 20% loading are shown
in Figure 7.4d. Data for devices containing a neat emissive layer of 10c (Figure 7.4d) show a signif-
icant red shift compared to the PL spectrum. We speculate that this emission may originate from
an interfacial exciplex in this particular device. Upon doping with the UGH2 host, this effect is
eliminated for the devices containing the 20% and 4% films.
To evaluate spectral compatibility with display applications, the coordinate system describing the
color gamut developed by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) is used. Deep blue
emission is required to reproduce fully the visible color spectrum for displays as well as to achieve true
white colors.
CIE
Emitter Conc. ηEQE ηPL VTO x y
10a 4 1.4 93.3 3.6 0.18 0.10
20 3.0 42.9 3.5 0.15 0.09
100 1.6 34.8 3.3 0.15 0.13
10b 4 0.9 51.1 3.8 0.18 0.11
20 1.9 46.2 3.5 0.15 0.08
100 1.9 43.0 3.1 0.15 0.10
10c 4 0.7 73.9 4.6 0.18 0.14
20 0.9 56.6 3.6 0.15 0.17
100 0.4 30.2 3.1 0.23 0.43
Table 7.2: Summary of OLED device performance.
For application in television displays,
desirable deep blue emission has CIE
coordinates of x = 0.131, y = 0.04614a
or x = 0.14, y = 0.08. The coordinates
observed for the above devices based
on 10a-c are reported in Table 1 (and
graphically in Figure 7.5). All but the
last (100% 10c) emit in the deep blue.
Current density-voltage and brightness-
voltage characteristics were also mea-
sured for devices based on each emit-
ter. From these measurements, the
external quantum efficiency (ηEQE )
was calculated. Device performance for all emitter species and concentrations are shown in Ta-
ble 7.2. The highest performance device overall was found to be 10a doped into UGH2 at 20%
with an ηEQE of 3%. It is worth noting that for simple fluorescent emitters, a maximum theoretical
efficiency of 5% is expected.119,257 Peak ηEQE values for all three compounds are realized for devices
having an emissive layer composition of 20% of 10. This does not correlate directly with the PL
efficiency ηPL , which increases monotonically with dilution, likely reflecting a role played by the
emitter in charge transport. The wide energy gap of UGH2 (HOMO = 7.2 eV; LUMO = 2.8 eV)258
forces charge transport to occur in part via the emissive guest molecule, especially for holes. This is
supported by the observed increase in turn-on voltage (VTO) with decreasing concentration. These
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devices could likely be further optimized by using a charge transporting host and a lower guest
concentration, capitalizing on the improved PL efficiency observed for more dilute films.
Figure 7.5: CIE coordinates of OLEDs. Circles, squares, and triangles are 4, 20 and 100%, respectively.
Closed, open, and plus represent 10a, 10b, and 10c, respectively. Figure reproduced from Xu et al. [226]
7.2.3 Electrical Lifetime
Figure 7.6: Spectral degradation of 10b under ap-
plied current. Spectra were taken in the order of the
legend.
With reasonable device efficiencies, the primary
motivation for fluorescent emitter development
is to enhance lifetime. It is notable that follow-
ing deposition of each of the naphthalenes 10a-
c, there was virtually no residue remaining in
the heating crucible, suggesting little if any ther-
mal degradation of these compounds. In fact,
this point could be preliminarily established for
samples of 10a-c by observing (i) their subli-
mation in common laboratory apparatus with
essentially no decomposition and (ii) their ro-
bust nature when held open in the air at a temperature of ≤300 ◦C, where they showed slight
colorization but no sign of any significant decomposition. Finally, examination by differential scan-
ning calorimetry again gave no indication of decomposition (exotherm) below 300 ◦C (for 10a and
10b) or 310 ◦C (for 10c), and thermogravimetric analysis showed mass loss of greater than 5% only
at temperatures >336-357 ◦C (see SI of Xu et al. [226]).
Despite these positive signs of thermal stability, devices showed a significant spectral shift under
applied current. Figure 7.6 shows the degradation of 10b as a function of increasing current. As
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the current increases above 1 mA/cm2, an additional spectral feature at 575 nm is seen developing.
The intensity of the feature increases with current density. This behavior is not reversible, and the
intensity remains high even when returning to low current. Given the wide energy band of the host,
it is unlikely that this is an exciplex with the host, though cannot be verified without knowing the
energy levels of the guest. Additionally, since this is non-reversible, this is most likely a degradation
state of the emitter.
Figure 7.7: Lifetime of molecule 10c.
With these positive indications from a molecular
standpoint, lifetimes were investigated using NPD as an
HTL and AlQ3 as an ETL. These materials were used to
show higher stability, along with a neat EML of 10c to
avoid the instability of UGH2. Unfortunately, the life-
times shown in Figure 7.7 is very short at 4.7 hours, only
operating at 7 cd/m2. This is an unusable lifetime for de-
vice applications. Further optimization was not performed
to improve lifetime.
7.2.4 Solution Molecular Aggregation
Figure 7.8: ηPL as a function of concentration THF
in water. Figure reproduced from Xu et al. [226]
Surprisingly, the napthalene-based compounds
also showed a behavior typical of aggregation-
induced emission (AIE). Namely, as the strong
solvent THF was exchanged for increasing
amounts of the non-solvent water, the effi-
ciency of blue emission grew (see SI). How-
ever, given the array of five orthogonal aryl sub-
stituents, one would not expect that two (or
more) molecules of 10 would be able to reside
close enough to show substantial excimeric be-
havior. Perhaps the planar (arylethynyl)- naph-
thalene portion of the molecule provides enough of a footprint for close association of molecular
orbitals from two molecules. We do note that a topologically related compound, 1- methyl-1,2,3,4,5-
pentaphenylsilole, also shows significantly enhanced emission when placed under aggregate-inducing
conditions. This aggregation may be partially responsible for the shifting spectrum shown in Figure
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7.4
7.3 Bis(arylethynyl) benzene Derivatives
Figure 7.9: Synthesis pathway. Precursors b1
and b2 undergo a HDDA reaction to form b3,
and with the addition of the additional alkynyl,
forms the product b4. Substituent variants R
are shown.
A second molecular series was investigated, consist-
ing of 1,4-bis(arylethynyl) benzene derivatives. The
synthesis for this series is depicted in Figure 7.9. An
HDDA reaction occurs between b1 and a concentra-
tion of b2 in excess of 3:1, resulting in b3. With the
further addition of another alkynyl group, the final
products, b4a and b4b are formed.
The solution absorption and photoluminescence
spectra of these compounds is shown in Figure 7.10.
The quantum yields of b4a and b4b were found to
be ηPL = 75.7% and ηPL = 81.2%, respectively.
Despite the high quantum yield in comparison to the
molecules discussed in Section 7.2, the emission spec-
tra is found to be limiting to applications. Since the emission peak is below 400 nm for both materials,
most emission is in the UV and would provide minimal visible output. This would result in an ex-
tremely low luminous power efficiency. These materials were not further pursued in devices, but
may be of interest for UV led applications.
Figure 7.10: Photoluminescence spectra of compounds b4a and b4b shown in solid lines. Dashed lines
show corresponding absorption spectra.
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Molecule λpeak (nm) ηPL (%)
OH (neat) 415 37
OMe (neat) 430 17
OMe (20% in UGH2) 400 30
COOMe (neat) 500 33
Table 7.3: Photoluminescence summary for the emitter molecules of Figure 7.11
7.4 Arylethynylfluorene
Figure 7.11: The thermal HDDA reaction of
tetrayne (1) affords the arylethynyldibenzofuran (5).
The reaction proceeds through three reactive interme-
diates: benzene (2), zwitterion (3), and oxonium ion
(4). Credit to Xiao Xiao for reaction diagram.
Molecules for this study were formed using the
reaction shown in Figure 7.11. Three differ-
ent R species were used, being OH, OMe, and
COOMe. The photoluminescence peak wave-
length and efficiency can be found in Table 7.3.
Interestingly, in films and solution, the OMe
molecule showed significant spectral changes
based on the environment. This seems to in-
dicate that there is a large interaction between
molecules, most likely due to the large planar
conjugated system. The OH molecule was ex-
pected to show similar behavior. The COOMe
system showed greed emission, and was not further investigated.
In order to be useful, control over the emission wavelength needs to be obtained. Devices utilizing
OMe were further investigated to try to optimize spectral purity and device efficiency. Four architec-
tures were investigated, shown in Figure 7.12I with the corresponding spectra shown in Figure 7.12II.
The spectral feature at 375 nm closely reflects the dilute solution spectra for this molecule. The
feature at 675 nm is a degradation product that increases in intensity after testing at high current.
It is unclear if this is a radiative degradation product or an exciplex formed with a degraded and
undegraded molecule. For both A and C, a broad aggregate emission state is seen at 430 nm. Due
to the lack of understanding of this emission state and wide variability in behavior, this molecular
system was not deemed of further interest. The large planar conjugated state is thought to be the
cause of this aggregate state emission, something which is avoided in the molecules discussed in
Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
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Figure 7.12: (a) Architectures used for EL spectra optimization. (b) El spectra for all devices reported at
2 mA/cm2.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter outlined progress on three families of emitter molecules for blue fluorescent OLEDs.
Promising efficiency results were seen for the naphthalene derivatives, though the lifetime was found
to be extremely short. Without a promising lifetime, further development was not pursued. A
solution based molecular stability test was pursued in Section C.
The remaining two molecular families were eliminated from further investigation in the initial
screening of photoluminescence. It is very important for OLED device design to have a reliable
emission state that can be confined. This was found to be challenging due to molecular aggregation
and charge-transfer states in Section 7.4. The molecules in Section 7.3 emitted in the UV and were
of minimal interest for OLED devices.
For further development of these emitters, it would be useful to employ the decoupled degradation
technique developed in Chapter 5. This would allow for isolation of the problems with device stability.
This could also help to provide information about the differences between green and blue emitters,
as well as fluorescent and phosphorescent emitters during degradation decoupling.
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Chapter 8
Establishing Emissive Layer Host
Design Rules for Stable OLEDs
Figure 8.1: Host molecules used in this study.
Design rules for understanding the degradation
behavior of OLED materials are not well under-
stood. It can be difficult to isolate molecular
property differences in devices, when changes
in a molecule can affect many different de-
vice parameters, such as energy levels, mo-
bilities, morphology, and the optical proper-
ties. It is therefore imperative to investigate
closely related molecules and examine the af-
fects on device performance. This provides the most isolation of device parameters and al-
lows the most fundamental study of stability of the molecules. One of the most widely studies
host molecule families is the carbazoles, with 4,4’-Bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1’-biphenyl (CBP) and 1,3-
Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) being extremely popular hosts for green and blue devices, re-
spectively.61,73,117,120,151,189,206,207,220,221,259–267 A series of closely related molecules is also readily
available, including 2,2’-Bis(4-(carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)-biphenyl (BCBP) and 4,4’-Bis(9-carbazolyl)-
2,2’-dimethylbiphenyl (CDBP). These molecules, all shown in Figure 8.1 provide a testing ground
for investigating a molecular host family in a device system. This chapter seeks to compare the
behavior of devices utilizing these hosts and understand their relative behavior from a molecular
level.
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8.1 Electrical Characterization
Figure 8.2: (a) ηEQE as a function of current density for devices based on each host. Similar peak efficiencies
are observed. (b) Conventional EL lifetime for devices based on each host.
Devices were prepared consisting of an ITO patterned substrate followed by 40 nm of TCTA.
The EML of all devices was 20 nm thick with the host doped with 5% Ir(ppy)3 . A 40 nm thick
TPBi ETL with an LiF/Al cathode finished off the devices.
The dependence of device ηEQE on current density is shown Figure 8.2a, as was similar between
all devices. All devices showed a slow rise in efficiency, peaked between 10−1 − 100 mA/cm2. The
electrical lifetimes were characterized for these devices at 1000 cd/m2, and are shown in Figure
8.2b. Here, CBP shows the peak lifetime, though is comparable to mCP. BCBP shows a significant
reduction in lifetime, with CDBP being the lowest performing device.
Figure 8.3: Energy levels for all materials used in devices. Triplet energies for the hosts are measured by
low temperature phosphorescence, described in Appendix B. Remaining energy levels are obtained from the
manufacturer.
Energy levels for all of these materials are shown in Figure 8.3. Triplet energies are extracted
from low temperature phosphorescence, discussed in Appendix B.
From the EL lifetimes, there is no apparent trend with obvious device parameters, such as
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efficiency or driving voltage, or with semiconductor properties such as energy levels or triplet energies.
This lack of dependence can be seen in Figure 8.4. Without a clear explanation for this trend from the
bulk and device properties, this suggests an explanation for device stability from a more fundamental
level, possibly intrinsic to the molecule.
Figure 8.4: Extracted EL and PL lifetimes as a function of Triplet Energy (Top Left), Peak EQE (Top
Right), Initial Driving Voltage (Bottom Left), and LUMO (Bottom Right). No universal trend is observed.
8.2 Optical Characterization
Without an explanation for the observed electrical behavior, the photostability of each host was
investigated to remove carrier-driven degradation processes from the analysis. Section 8.2.1 describes
the optical characterization of the various hosts and the development of the optical degradation
technique, while Section 8.2.2 compares the data collected on each host.
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8.2.1 Optical Design
Figure 8.5: Extinction coefficients for each host and
the emissive phosphor Ir(ppy)3 . The extinction coef-
ficient for Ir(ppy)3 is weighted by the 5% doping con-
centration to indicate relative absorption. All host
materials show a turn-on in absorption between 340-
350 nm.
In ultimately considering degradation under op-
tical excitation, there are two pumping schemes
to consider: pumping the host with transfer to
the emitter, or pumping the emitter directly.
These two schemes offer different dynamics with
regard to the degradation behavior.
When pumping the host, host molecules are
energetically stressed, potentially enabling bi-
molecular events that can lead to degradation.
The transfer event of the exciton to the emitter
molecule will have a rate, kT that may be com-
petitive with non-radiative decay on the host,
knr. The efficiency of this transfer even can be
expressed as
ηT =
kT
kT + knr
. (8.1)
When pumping the host during degradation, any loss in ηT during degradation will be convoluted
with PL loss from the emitter, ηPL . In addition to the stress on the host, the energy transfer of
the exciton from the host to the guest is exothermic, due to the lower triplet energy of the guest.
This results in additional heat being released into the system, with the potential to accelerate
degradation. Another issue is that the guest molecule can still absorb directly, so guest degradation
may be convoluted into the interpretation of this data. It should be noted that based on the
absorption strength weighted to molecular density, shown in Figure 8.5, Ir(ppy)3 is still absorbing,
though most absorption events below 350 nm will be on the host.
Alternatively, the guest may be pumped directly, by pumping above the absorption band edge of
the host, which for these molecules is between 340-350 nm, as shown in Figure 8.5. This is a simpler
measurement and provides a more direct measurement of the stability of excitons on the decaying
guest molecule. Which technique is more representative of the behavior in devices could be debated
depending on the exciton formation mechanism within the device, and if excitons are formed on the
host during EL. Given the low HOMO level of Ir(ppy)3 relative to the hosts, it is likely that Ir(ppy)3
serves as a hole trap in devices and is responsible for some of the hole transport, and is unlikely that
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excitons form exclusively on the host.
Figure 8.6: PL degradation setup. Silver box in the bottom is the white light source, and has attached
lens tube containing collimation lenses. This is followed by a primitive cardboard iris, then a servo motor
controlled mechanical shutter. This is followed by a wavelength filter, before reaching the sample mount in
the top left, with collection diode at a 45◦ angle. The laser beam path follows the top of the box, with the
laser on the top right.
To optically degrade devices, the setup shown in Figure 8.6 has been developed. This box features
a 405 nm laser, as well as a white light source (LDLS, Energetiq) for pumping PL of devices, and
can measure PL intensity of the device during degradation. The LDLS is a relatively flat spectral
white light source, and can be filtered to provide pumping at various wavelength ranges. With the
combination of these two light sources, both pumping regimes (host or guest) can be accessed within
the same measurement.
Figure 8.7: Available lamp spectra for photo degra-
dation. Blue is the 405 nm laser, green is a 350 nm
bandpass with 40 nm FWHM, yellow is a 350 nm
bandpass with a 10 nm FWHM, purple is a 325 long
pass in combination with a 400 nm shortpass, and red
is a 300 nm bandpass with 10 nm FWHM.
Filtered pump spectra relevant to this study
are shown in Figure 8.7. While there are a va-
riety of pumping schemes available to this type
of measurement, all data presented here uses ei-
ther the 405 nm laser, or the 350 nm 40 nm
FWHM filter, shown in Figure 8.7 in blue and
green, respectively. The 350 nm and 405 nm
pumps allow excitation of the host and guest,
respectively. In addition to single wavelength
degradation, the relative loss in ηT can be as-
sessed by pumping with 350 nm light with a low
duty cycle excitation from the 405 nm light to
probe the guest directly. This is implemented
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by temporarily shuttering the LDLS lamp using a servo motor shutter. The 405 nm laser can be
turned on and off with reliable power quickly, as previously shown in Chapter 5. Using this method,
problems with the host energy transfer can be separated from the guest stability.
8.2.2 Photostability
For preliminary investigation into the optical stability of these hosts, the 350 nm lamp was used with
an intermittent probe from the 405 nm laser. Films for this degradation consisted of the full device
stack including cathode, but excluding the planarizing layer at the ITO (AQ1250) and excluding
LiF at the cathode. LiF has been shown to dissociate under strong optical excitation.222 The full
stack with cathode was used because rapid degradation was seen even when encapsulated without
the cathode, hinting at oxygen quenching of the film. At 350 nm, TCTA is being excited as well as
the host, but shows much a bluer emission spectra, and is filtered from the collected signal by a 450
nm long pass filter on the detector.
Figure 8.8: Photodegradation at 350 nm, with inter-
mittent (10 s every 10 min) probe at 405 nm for all
hosts.
Host stability can be seen in Figure 8.8 with
the 350 nm and 405 nm signal shown in (a) and
(b) respectively. This optical degradation shows
the same trend with host as the electrical degra-
dation, further evidencing that the stability in
devices is due to the intrinsic stability of the
host material, rather than an effect of the man-
ufactured device. The signal at 405 nm also fol-
lows the same trend, but with much less degra-
dation than the 350 nm pump. This suggests
that the majority of the degradation seen is in
ηT or in the host absorption.
With these results, it was hypothesized that
the degradation in the 350 nm signal was due
to loss in ηT and degradation of the host. The
loss in 405 nm signal could be due to quenching
of Ir(ppy)3 by the degradation products of the
host molecule. Under this assumption, if the
host is not pumped, identical behavior between the four devices would be observed.
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Therefore, the same devices were degraded under a 405 nm pump only, as shown in Figure 8.9.
Contrary to the hypothesis, the behavior differed between hosts, rather than being identical. This is
interesting because if the host is not being excited, this would suggest that simply the environment
around the guest exciton on neighboring molecules is accelerating degradation. This could be due
to a morphological effect, or a change in non-radiative pathways of the guest exciton.
Figure 8.9: Photodegradation at 405 nm.
Alternatively, it is possible that under high
exciton density, bimolecular quenching is trans-
ferring excitons onto the host. Though these
excitons would be short lived when compared
to the guest excitons, they would be high en-
ergy and relax quickly, similar to bimolecular
degradation mechanisms suggested for EL life-
times.83,154 This situation is difficult to avoid
absolutely. While moving to lower emitter con-
centration to try to spatially separate the emit-
ter and pumping at lower flux may increase the exciton spacing on average, high exciton density
regions would still exist and it is plausible that the observed degradation is caused by these rare, but
still active pathways. Additionally, if any sort of aggregation is observed with the emitter, and has
been observed for some devices, then bimolecular quenching is always possible, regardless of doping
concentration.134
Despite these hesitations, if low doping concentration does show the same decay behavior, this
would indicate host excitons. Devices were tested with 1% Ir(ppy)3 , shown in Figure 8.10. Interest-
ingly, a difference is still observed, but CDBP shows higher stability than BCBP in this measurement.
This is in contrast to the stability trend seen in all other degradations.
8.3 Ongoing Research
The working hypothesis for these devices is still that host excitons are being formed through bi-
molecular processes. To prove this hypothesis, it must be shown that guest excitons are still being
excited. This could be done through an excited state absorption measurement.268,269 Excitons on
the host would have a separate signature than excitons on the guest. While emission is not seen from
host excitons because they transfer to the guest, the host excitons would still have absorption. One
problem with this technique is that the host exciton population would be very low when compared
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Figure 8.10: Photodegradation at 405 nm for architectures using 1% doping of Ir(ppy)3 in the hosts.
Higher stability is seen from CDBP compared to BCBP.
with the excited guest, and the host exciton absorption could be lost in the noise.
An alternative explanation for the observed behavior is morphological differences with regards
to the Ir(ppy)3 molecules. Ir(ppy)3 has been previously shown to aggregate in dilute thin films.134
If differences in the aggregation of Ir(ppy)3 occur between the hosts, this could influence the degra-
dation. To investigate this, ηPL is being investigated as a function of concentration and host to see
if differences in aggregation are observed. For more aggregated Ir(ppy)3 , one would expect a lower
ηPL , and possible a change in the relative ηPL with doping concentration between hosts due to a
critical doping concentration to enable aggregation. Great care must be taken in the doping con-
centrations of these measurements to ensure that observed differences in ηPL are due to differences
between the hosts, and not error in the doping concentration. If a difference in ηPL is observed, then
TEM imaging will be used to see clusters of Iridium in the films. We expect that larger clusters
would correspond to lower ηPL , and may correlate with the observed trend in lifetime.
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Chapter 9
Data Management for Devices
9.1 Motivation
Within laboratory research, storage and organization of experimental data is a constant challenge.
Any experiment can generate a large quantity of data in a variety of formats from various instru-
ments. This data is typically delivered in unlabeled files, with only the name to convey all experi-
mental information. Further details are left to a lab journal or formal write up, where researchers
outline the experimental procedures and analyze results. Experimental details and data labeling
in this manner is designed to help an active researcher with working knowledge of the experiments
understand what has been done. However, as anyone who has worked in a lab can sympathize with,
revisiting work, even your own, after the course of only a few months can often be incomplete, if
not enigmatic. Given these challenges, researchers can often find themselves weighing the benefits
of repeating experiments versus finding and attempting to comprehend previous results.
This frustration can be broken into two separate problem statements. First, experimental details
and data are not intimately connected or collected by default when output from testing equipment.
To find results, often experiments have to be searched for in a lab notebook, then cross referenced
with electronic files. This relies on the searcher paging through notebooks, interpreting scribbled
notes that were made, and hoping that whatever title was chosen for the days experiment to obviously
identify what they are looking for. Then, assuming at best that this researcher provided a full
filepath to experimental data on a computer that doesn’t exist in your lab anymore, you have the
task of searching through poorly labeled folders on a backup drive somewhere to find the data. As
a researcher, it is nearly impossible to make this foolproof for later use, especially in an academic
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setting, since these is no standardization of storage location or note taking applications. Corporate
research facilities often use electronic lab notebooks and project archives to help have collected
digital archives to mitigate this problem.
The second issue is the exclusion of critical information. In any experiment, there are numerous
experimental parameters and details that need to be recorded. It can be easy to dismiss details
as obvious or commit to memory for the purpose of analysis, then omitting this from the written
information. However, when revisiting the experiment, these details are rarely obvious. An example
out of this in our lab, is the planarizing layer in devices for lifetime testing. For large area patterned
devices, we always use a planarizing layer, and for almost two years, that was always PEDOT-PSS.
With this the case, it was considered almost a part of the substrate, and could be excluded from
experimental details as it was implied. However, over time, we transitioned to using Plexcore AQ-
1200, and then to AQ-1250 when AQ-1200 was discontinued. This easy and obvious case rapidly
turned into a complex history, which could not have been predicted. The simple answer to this is to
record every experimental parameter, but this is not logistically possible. Often it is even difficult
to assess what is a constant and what will change.
While it can be easy to dismiss these issues as a problem for individual researchers, it is important
to acknowledge that these are systematic issues and it should be a collective goal to minimize these
issues. Every researcher attempts to provide clarity in this messy system, but the truth is that
organizing and collecting data well using this system takes valuable time and effort that is hard
to allocate and is not often appreciated until much later. Proposed methods for addressing these
issues have to combat workflow inertia, and the resistance to change. Ideally, solutions will not
interfere were current methods, and will make work easier in the active workflow as well as in
archive searching.
Figure 9.1: Dependence of ηEQE (red) and lifetime
(black) on the driving voltage for various ETL con-
figurations, sharing same HTL and EML. Reproduced
from Böhm et al. [270].
Commercially, this issue of keeping track of
experimental data is largely resolved. This is
due to an ability to mandate research stan-
dards and organization required at this higher
throughput scale. While the methods are not
published, an example of commercial data man-
agement is shown from Merck & Company, Inc.
in Figure 9.1. This figure references hundreds
of efficiencies and lifetimes with extracted peak
ηEQE characteristics and operating conditions.
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Without data management, figures and conclusions like this would not be possible to make.
Within our lab, I have made an effort to address these issues using a relational database. This
collects all data and connects with experimental details, and allows for easy search and manipulation
of data in a standardized format. The details of implementation and usage examples are provided
in this Chapter.
9.2 Overview
The first issue addressed above is the separation of experimental details from the actual collected
data. This is almost universally resolved using relational databases. In a relational database, a
series of records are stored with a list of attributes and values. Individual records can be looked at
and all of the information is well organized. However, this system becomes increasingly valuable if
records share a list of attributes, where the records can be searched based on the values of certain
attributes.
Relational database systems are largely categorized into SQL and non-SQL systems. In SQL, all
data is organized into tables, providing a relatively rigid structure. If values are not single valued, it
is often necessary to create additional tables. Without going into further detail, non-SQL database
systems are more ideal for laboratory data, as they have better support for list form values. With this
in mind, I have developed this data collection system using MongoDB, a widely accepted non-SQL
database. MongoDB supports interfacing directly as well as multiple other programming languages,
including Python, the language I have utilized.
To facilitate this discussion, a few terms need to be defined. In the world of MongoDB, a
"Document" is a single entry of data with many keys (attributes) and values, equivalent to a record
in SQL. An example of this is:
1 {
2 Name : Kyle Hershey ,
3 Occupation : Researcher ,
4 Lab : 421 ,
5 Locat ion : Minnesota
6 }
Here, several pieces of connected information are collected, creating a document. In this example,
"Name" is a key, while "Kyle Hershey" is the associated value. Every document stored in MongoDB
also has a unique ID, that can be used to reference it. Several Documents sharing the same type of
information are organized into a "Collection". A Collection of Documents like the one above would
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serve as a sort of directory of people. In MongoDB, not all Documents in a Collection are required to
share the same list of keys. For example, other Documents may add a "Phone Number" or exclude
the "Lab". However, Collections are intended to provide Documents with common information. A
"Database" is a series of Collections that have related in formation and interact with each other.
For example, a separate Collection in the same Database may store information about every lab.
1 {% Database
2 {% Co l l e c t i o n : People
3 {% Document
4 Name : Kyle Hershey ,
5 Occupation : Researcher ,
6 Lab : 421 ,
7 Locat ion : Minnesota
8 }
9 {% Document
10 Name : Rus s e l l Holmes ,
11 Occupation : Pro f e s so r ,
12 Locat ion : Minnesota
13 }
14 }
15
16 {% Co l l e c t i o n : Labs
17 {% Document
18 Lab : 421 ,
19 Function : OLED depos i t i on ,
20 PI : Rus s e l l Holmes
21 }
22 }
23 }
This would then be able to be cross-referenced between the Collections for further information.
If a value referencing another collection is not unique to a single document, the Document ID can
be used.
9.3 Organization
As mentioned previously, databases require consistency of documents within the collection. This can
be difficult to do effectively within a research environment where experimental design can change
frequently. Within our lab, I have capitalized on the workflow of our experiments in order to organize
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the collections. The four primary collections for daily workflow are materials, architectures,
growths, and lifetimes. A full list of keys and datatype expectations can be found on the wiki
page at https://github.umn.edu/HolmesGroup/lifetimeTesting/wiki, as well as in Appendix
F.
At the most basic level, any film or device consists of a series of materials that are utilized for
their physical properties. The materials collection seeks to keep track of all materials used in our
lab and their various properties. Most notably, this includes energy levels, differing names, the CAS
number, melting temperature and glass transition temperature (Tg). The other collections in the
database utilize the material ID from this collection to uniquely identify materials for searchability
and cross-referencing purposes.
The architectures collection captures the information required to describe what is grown. This
includes the materialID (from the materials collection) and thickness for all substrate and de-
posited layers. Additionally, standard information like the EML thickness, doping concentration,
and architecture type are stored for easy lookup.
For a planned experiment, once an architecture is decided upon, the experiment needs to be
executed. An individual object in the growth collection consists of a single device architecture and
the characterization data associated with the set. Characterization data includes all steady-state,
standard characterization measurements, including spectrums, ηEQE , power efficiency, and current-
voltage-luminance characteristics, among others. All data is stored for every device pixel, and is
labeled by substrate and pixel number. Additional data about the experiment including the date,
last chamber clean, grower name, and additional notes and reference tags is also collected.
Frequently in my work, in addition to steady state measurements, the operational lifetime is
characterized. The lifetimes collection stores all information about lifetime measurements. This
includes operating conditions, the associated growth and architecture, performance as a function
of time, as well as any additional notes. Lifetimes are connected to the individual pixels from a
growth.
This hierarchy creates lifetime objects which stems from a single growth, stemming from a single
architecture. However, an architecture can be the base of multiple growths, which can each have
multiple lifetimes.
Various spectral characterizations are stored in separate collections. These include photolumi-
nescence, absorption, and excitation spectra, as well as optical constants. Each of these collections
stores a layer structure, relevant illumination and testing conditions, tester name and date, as well
as other test information.
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9.4 Applications
Using this organizational framework for our data, I wanted to make sure all test information was
recorded in this format to ensure utilization. In order to do this, I thought it was important to
minimize the energy barrier for usage, and integrate usage of the database into the daily workflow.
Since implementation, the database is now a critical part of data collection and analysis for OLED
characterization in our lab, even offering new features that were not possible before. This section
seeks to outline some of the key areas of use and capabilities of this database system.
9.4.1 Growth Characterization
After a growth is completed, spectral and current voltage characterization needs to be done. All
of this data collection is done on a laboratory computer. Previously, generated datafiles would be
transferred using a flash drive to the researcher’s computer, where they would be organized and
analyzed.
Figure 9.2: Graphical Interface for uploading test data into the database.
I developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI), shown in Figure 9.2, in order to collect all of
the test information into the database. In the top left panel of Figure 9.2, basic test information
can be entered. The top left allows selection of the architecture that was grown, or creation of a
new architecture. Once loaded, the layer stack of the selected architecture will be displayed in the
bottom panel of the interface. Spectral data can be input in the middle left panel, with current
and integration time automatically extracted from the filename. Current-voltage characteristics can
be selected using the middle right panel, with the substrate and device number extracted from the
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filename.
Once completed, this form can be submitted and the information will be entered into the
database. Before submission, the entered data is analyzed, and the ηEQE , luminance, power ef-
ficiency, as well as numerous other calculations are performed and stored along with the raw data.
This reduces the workload of the researcher because they no longer have to do the analysis or transfer
the files manually. Plotting the calculated data is the only task remaining for the user.
Two primary workflows have been developed for plotting and comparison of test data. For
publication quality figures, our group historically has used Origin. To implement this, I developed
another interface, shown in Figure 9.3. This interface allows easy selection of datasets either by
growth or architecture. Once the data sets are selected, the desired plots are selected and the data
is sent to origin where polished plots and worksheets are created.
Figure 9.3: Graphical Interface for selecting data to send to Origin.
Within the database, representative IV scans can be identified by editing the trust key. The
Origin plotter will not plot scans with a low trust factor, but will import the worksheet. This makes
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it easy to compare datasets without having to first remove bad scans.
This GUI is useful as it fully replaces the previous behavior of manual file transfer and analysis,
but adds on the ability of being able to easily access and compare any previous datasets. This
selection process is efficient for standard characterization and processing, but is not very flexible
when it comes to non-standard analysis or more intricate data selection.
Given the advanced sorting and organizational possibilities of the database, it is easy to select
different data based off of criteria that the interface shown in Figure 9.3 does not allow. For
example, what if we wanted to know to compare devices that used the material TCTA and had an
EML thickness of 30 nm? This can be trivially done in python using the following command:
1 {
2 s e l e c t e dA r ch i t e c t u r e s=db . a r c h i t e c t u r e s . f i nd ({ ’ eml_thickness ’ : 3 0 , ’ l a y e r s_ l i s t .
mater ia l ’ : ’ tcta ’ })
3 }
With this ease of selecting data, a flexible plotting solution is needed to accommodate analysis or
the resulting data. Primarily, we have settled on using Python in Jupyter Notebooks with Matplotlib
for plotting. This allows for easy data selection, programmatic analysis, and plotting, all in a well
organized notebook-like format.
(a)
(b)
Figure 9.4: a. Peak EQE as a function of EML thickness b. CIE coordinates of every device collected
during my thesis.
The first example, shown in Figure 9.4a, investigates the overall behavior of ηEQE as a function
of the EML thickness for various device types. This was obtained using the following segment of
code:
1 {
2 growths=db . growths . f i nd ({ , { ’ a rch i t ec ture ID ’ : 1 , ’ d ev i c e s . peakEQE ’ : 1 , ’ d ev i c e s . t rus t
’ : 1 } )
3 c o l o r s ={’MEML’ : ’ blue ’ , ’AEML’ : ’ purple ’ , ’SEML’ : ’ red ’ , ’DEML’ : ’ orange ’ , ’GEML’ : ’
green ’ }
4 f o r growth in growths :
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5 arch=db . a r c h i t e c t u r e s . f ind_one ({ ’_id ’ : growth [ ’ a r ch i t ec ture ID ’ ] } )
6 nm=arch [ ’ eml_thickness ’ ]
7 c o l o r=c o l o r s [ arch [ ’ device_type ’ ] ]
8 f o r dev i c e in growth [ ’ dev ices ’ ] :
9 i f dev i c e [ ’ t rus t ’ ] >1 :
10 p l t . s c a t t e r (nm, dev i ce [ ’ peakEQE ’ ] , l a b e l=arch [ ’ device_type ’ ] , c=
co l o r )
11 p l t . l egend ( )
12 p l t . show ( )
13 }
This search accesses a variety of information about almost 200 growths over the last 5 years. This
plot consists of thousands of reference points, which are all easily organized due to the database.
It is also important to note that further analysis can be conducted after data selection, as well
as plotting. A good example of this is shown in Figure 9.4b. This figure shows every device spectra
that I have collected during this thesis, with CIE color coordinates calculated for every spectra.
These examples are not included for interest in the data itself, but for the ease of comparison
and compilation. Without the database, organizing these datasets would be a nightmare of digging
through lab notebooks and computer files, followed by a painful graphing process with dozens of
files. The energy barrier of compiling this data would be enough to deter most researchers from even
attempting to look for trends like this.
9.4.2 Lifetime Characterization
After devices are grown and characterized, they are immediately entered into the database. The
lifetime testing setup capitalizes on this and connects the lifetime test data to the growth on startup.
After hitting start on a lifetime test, the interface shown in Figure 9.5 must be filled out before the
test will start. The test automatically populates the testing conditions, and the user is able to add
additional information. The menu in the top left allows easy selection of a growth to connect to. If
a luminance is entered here, the current can be calculated for operation based off of the IV scan for
the exact device being tested. This eliminates a loading step of having to measure the luminance
again with a luminance scope. Since this menu is part of the user experience of loading lifetimes, all
lifetimes are seamlessly logged.
As the test is running, data is actively uploaded to the database, rather than waiting for the
end of the test. A Jupyter notebook interface has been developed to plot all actively running tests.
This allows remote monitoring of all running lifetime tests distributing between the four lifetime
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Figure 9.5: Graphical Interface for importing lifetime to database.
testing platforms in our labs. Upon test completion, the user gets an email alert that the test has
completed, along with a graph of the lifetime results.
Figure 9.6: Device lifetime for a particular set of
devices as a function of EML thickness. All lifetimes
scaled to 3000 cd/m2, with scaled lifetimes shown in
red.
Similar to the growth collection capabili-
ties, the lifetime collection allows unique filter-
ing and analysis capabilities. A practical ap-
plication example is from the work in Chap-
ter 6.2. In this work, a relation is shown be-
tween the exciton density and the device life-
time. The exciton density can be manipulated
using the EML thickness. In this system, the
scaling function of lifetime as a function of lu-
minance is known. Looking at all devices using
a TCTA:TPBi MEML structure with 5% dop-
ing and scaling all lifetimes to 3000 cd/m2, a
relationship is seen between dEML and the device lifetime, as shown in Figure 9.6. In fact, a scaling
relation can be extracted, similar to the one shown for luminance. Prior to the completion of the
dataset, we had hypothesized that this relationship existed. By utilizing these capabilities of the
database, we were able to observe this relationship, further motivating the completion of a constant
luminance dataset, which is shown in the final work.
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9.4.3 Materials Properties
The Growth and Lifetime collections offer a lot of features that are useful for device fabrication and
characterization. The materials and spectral collections help in providing a well organized collection
of materials characteristics. The simplest example of this would be a list of all known energy levels
of materials, as shown in Figure 9.7. This dataset is actually much more rich than it first may
appear. For a given material, multiple values can be stored, along with their literature reference.
An accepted value can be identified as well.
Figure 9.7: Energy levels of materials in database, sorted by HOMO value.
Spectral data can also be very important in material analysis. I have collected a large num-
ber of spectra recorded from the fluorimeter and UV-Vis, to populate the plSpectra, absSpec-
tra, and excitaionSpectra collections. These collections can be easily search by material name
and spectra type, using the Jupyter Notebook available at http://holmes-carl.cems.umn.edu:
8888/notebooks/databaseNotebooks/Spectra%20-%20Search%20.ipynb. This notebook plots all
spectra for the selected material, allowing variation and average features to be seen.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.8: (a) All collected spectra for Alq3. (b) All collected spectra for SubPc.
Example output of this utility program can be seen in Figures 9.8a and 9.8b. For Alq3 in Figure
9.8a, very consistent emission is seen, representing an efficient, well behaved emitter. However, Figure
9.8b shows the spectra for SubPc, a weak emitter that has been problematic in our group in that
different batches and processing conditions can show varying spectral behavior. Two clear spectral
features are shown as the most dominant, though they vary dramatically in intensity. Previous efforts
to understand the changing spectra have relied on lab notebook notes and memory to understand
differences between the spectra, and have been largely unsuccessful. Hopefully, with improved
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recording of parameters using the database for future tests, a more complete understanding can be
obtained.
Our group does a large amount of optical field modeling for layer stacks that relies upon optical
constants obtained by the group. Standard procedure for management of these optical constants
has been to share an excel document with obtained constants to new students, and selectively
distribute new measurements as needed. This has resulted and every researcher having a differing
set of constants and often various files with incomplete sets. Additionally, no experimental details
are included, other than the results, making the history and validity of constants always being a
problem.
With optical constants being included in the database, a central repository of constants has been
developed, that can include all relevant test information for the curious researcher to use as needed.
Developed by my colleague John S. Bangsund, a Transfer Matrix simulation package is now available
to the group at https://github.umn.edu/HolmesGroup/holmesPackage. This package is capable
of doing most Transfer Matrix calculations while fetching all necessary optical constants from the
database. This eliminates any need for individual collections and makes any new data instantly
available to the whole group.
9.4.4 Available Programs
In developing a workflow around using this database for data collection and analysis, John S. Bang-
sund and I have created several useful programs utilizing database features. These are available in-
ternally within the UMN at http://holmes-carl.cems.umn.edu:8888/tree/databaseNotebooks.
A brief summary of useful programs is provided below.
• Daily Analysis: Allows selection of growth and plots all related IV, ηEQE , and lifetime plots.
Serves as a template for analysis of a growth.
• Database Query Examples: A guide for building queries to find tests.
• Energy Level Diagrams: Constructs an energy level diagram that can be downloaded as an
image. Energy levels are obtained from the materials collection. Diagrams can be constructed
from a selected architecture, or from a custom list of materials.
• EQEtrustAssess: Allows selection of representative ηEQE scans for a growth.
• lifetimeTrustAsses: Sets the validity of lifetimes connected to a growth or architecture.
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• plotCurrentLifetimes: Plots all actively running lifetimes in all boxes.
• plotRecentLifetimes: Plots lifetimes run recently. Date range is selectable.
• Spectra - Search: Advanced search tool for various spectral characterizations.
• Tooling Factors: Allows plotting of tracked tooling factors over time and as a function of
deposition rate.
• Importers (Folder): Import functions for spectra into the database.
9.5 Future
The usage of a database system for organizing laboratory results for OLEDs have dramatically
changed our workflow for the better. Data is easily and permanently logged in a format that is
easily searchable and programmatically accessible. This has provided multiple capabilities that we
did not previously have. Implementing this system to the point it is today has required significant
investment of time and energy without generating immediate forward research progress. This has
included thousands of lines of code and over 350 versions of the front-end software.
Thankfully, our team of OLED researchers has found this investment to be very useful and
we have fully committed to using this system. All aspects of growth, materials analysis, lifetime
and steady-state characterization are recorded and analyzed using this system. These analyses are
standard procedures for our lab and invariant with time, providing consistent data compatible with
a research database.
We have found that there are some experiments where the database system is not advantageous.
For this system to be useful, a standard data structure is needed to provide easy searching and
extraction of data. Often, for one time, novel experiments, there is minimal overlap with other tests.
In these cases, logging experiments into the database does not fit the structure of other documents,
and trying to force compliance into this system is not worth the effort. An example of this is
optical degradation, where currently, no standard procedure has been developed. In these cases,
it is difficult to identify important test parameters to record, and often results are not comparable
even if they were recorded. In these cases, experimental methods need to develop sufficiently before
logging into the database becomes useful. Moving forward for OLED research, it will be important to
identify where this system can provide utility, and where it may not be worth the effort. Additionally,
recognizing when new experiments have reached sufficient maturity to be worth archiving will require
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active dialogue. However, given the value that this database archive has provided, I have confidence
that it will continue to be used and expanded.
9.5.1 Machine Learning
Having a well populated dataset such as this also opens up the possibility for use of machine learning
algorithms. Machine learning uses a large dataset to train an algorithm which in turn will predict
outcomes of future data into either categorical or numerical output. With enough examples that
have all input variables, the algorithm can predict many different behaviors. Due to the complexity
of OLED design, and number of unknown variables, predicting ηEQE or lifetime from material infor-
mation is unrealistic. However, less complex problems are solvable and can offer insight and utility
into the manufacturing of devices. Here, I will outline three ventures into this space that I have
conducted initial attempts to aid in research.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 9.9: (a) Machine learning to spectrally identify Ir(ppy)3. Spectra shown in red are identified by
the program as containing Ir(ppy)3. (b) Identifying and removing bad ηEQE scans. Spectra shown in red are
identified as not representative and bad. (c) Predicting concentration base on spectra.
The first application is in predicting the emissive molecule from a PL spectra. Initial attempts at
this involved identifying Ir(ppy)3 emission, shown in Figure 9.9a. In this figure, the Ir(ppy)3 feature is
successfully identified, and depending on the algorithm training, can be taught to include or exclude
the devices featuring the PtTPTBP sensitizer, whose emission is seen at 780 nm. While identifying
the most recognizable emission feature from our lab is not very useful, this type of training could be
useful for identifying unrecognized features. For example, if an impurity is seen in emission, it may be
from a more exotic molecule. By having a trained algorithm to identify the emission, the researcher
could be saved from having to look through spectra from every molecule. This identification could
be done using a categorical algorithm. The implementation of a full identifier that can recognize all
molecules has been hindered by the lack of spectral data for some molecules. The ability to predict
output depends heavily on the size of the training set, so it is important to have a large number
of example spectra. As more data is uploaded from the group, the resolution of this program will
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improve.
The second example is to identify bad IV scans, shown in Figure 9.9b. This was an attempt to
identify features of good ηEQE scans, using all devices in the database as a reference. However, this
study found that given that all devices are not ideal, representative “good” behavior is not consistent
between devices. Therefore, the ability to recognize characteristic behavior for all devices is variable.
While the example in Figure 9.9a shows reasonable separation, there are other device sets that
predict that all devices are bad. For better results, identified good and bad devices from the same
architecture should be used. An interesting application of this would be to store trained algorithms
for each architecture within the database, providing much better categorization. Then, when a new
stack is grown for an existing architecture, the algorithm could identify scans immediately upon
upload. Given the variety of devices we tend to grow, this would not be useful for most cases, but
might be for benchmark devices.
The third application is an attempt to spectrally identify the Ir(ppy)3 concentration. This
algorithm takes in the device spectra and predicts the Ir(ppy)3 concentration. Figure 9.9c compares
the intended and predicted concentration, and surprisingly shows a reasonable correlation. The
astute reader would note that the emission should also be a function of the emitter distance from
the metal interface. However, further attempts at improving this algorithm are mostly limited by
knowledge of the actual variation in the intended concentration. Since the reference value has a
relatively large error bar, the accuracy of the training set is relatively low and limits the ability to
resolve concentration differences.
These examples do not represent the full capabilities of machine learning, but offer some ideas
as to useful information that it may provide. Given the amount of data that is being generated
and input, it is important to think of applications for machine learning to help improve and provide
feedback that will help the researcher. Abilities of this setup, especially with regards to spectra
characterization, will greatly improve if a larger portion of the group begins to utilize the capabilities
of the database.
9.5.2 Extension to Solar Cells
Given the success and utility of this database for OLEDs, an obvious extension in our group is the
application to solar cells. Solar cells share much of the same data format to OLEDs: Materials are
characterized in the same way, architectures and growths are conducted in the same manner with
the same equipment, and characterization shares many similarities. Minimal modification of current
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analysis and plotting scripts is needed to start collecting solar cell research data into a similar system.
Despite the advantages and currently developed code base, a solar cell research database has yet
to be utilized within our group. This has largely been due to resistance to a change in workflow.
Most data analysis within the solar cell research in our group is done within Matlab, with test data
loaded from files. MongoDB does not have a Matlab driver, and for OLEDs, we have developed our
scripts in Python. For established researchers, transitioning existing workflow and learning a new
programming language is seen to outweigh the advantages of the database system. In order for the
database to be utilized, new students will have to develop the analysis workflow to help establish
this technique for solar cells.
9.5.3 Perovskite Film Growth
While vacuum-deposited solar cells share many similarities to OLEDs and the existing data, per-
ovskites offer unique challenges to organization. For vacuum deposited OLEDs with reproducible
growths, the discussed data structure allows for easy comparison against architectures, and growths
should be relatively consistent. However perovskite growth is currently less reproducible and the-
oretical architecture may not translate to a consistent growth characteristics. In trying to extend
this data structure to perovskite growths, less emphasis needs to be placed on the architecture, and
more on the individual growth, due to reproducibility. This will require a different type of data
structure, focused around the growth as a key construct. The beginnings of this organization and
use for perovskite growth has been started. My colleague, Catherine Clark, has been using this
database for recording her perovskite growth results for films from the perovskite vapor deposition
system. As this expands into device fabrication, the structure of growth documents will need to be
established.
All of these future applications will require development of new analysis functions and a shift
away from programming in Matlab to a more functional programming language, such as Python.
It is important that new students in the group realize the capabilities that this database provides
and buy into the importance of its usage. With more group members actively using the database,
the features and capabilities will greatly expand. If new students start using the features of this
database, I think it will provide a valuable tool with capabilities not realized within more research
groups.
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Chapter 10
Future Research
10.1 Summary of This Work
This thesis has sought to increase the understanding of OLED device behavior from a fundamental
physics standpoint. This has focused on three main topics, being device dynamics modeling, device
lifetime decoupling, and attempting to develop molecular design rules. Rather than focusing on
offering peak device performance, these studies have tried to present techniques for better under-
standing device behavior, allowing more informed optimization of peak devices. These research areas
reflect the state of the field and limitations of further commercialization. The unique capabilities
this previous research has developed within our group has enabled several potential future research
directions.
In Chapter 4 an existing model for exciton dynamics within an OLED was extended to include
polaron dynamics, allowing the fitting of transient and steady-state dynamics using the same fitting
constants. This additionally allowed for the extraction of the charge balance factor, and quantifica-
tion of these dynamics as the exciton formation efficiency. While attempts to utilize this improved
dynamics model to quantify material differences have not been done extensively, the better under-
standing of polaron dynamics and exciton formation has triggered a different mindset for dissecting
device behavior and analyzing results in both the steady-state, and lifetime.
In Chapters 5 and 6 an approach for decoupling lifetime into component efficiencies was de-
veloped. Taking the understanding of device operation developed in Chapter 4, intrinsic device
degradation can be thought of as a combination of ηPL and ηOC loss over time. This has proven to
be a very useful tool for understanding lifetime behavior. Chapter 6 talks about three studies where
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this technique has provided valuable information, specifically in regard to the recombination zone
width and position dependence. One limitation of this technique is that the degradation products
are not known, only how it is affecting the device performance. This can make it difficult to attribute
degradation problems to an individual molecule directly. However, this is still more information than
just looking at the EL decay, so provides more information.
An understanding of design rules for OLED molecules was also considered. In Chapter 7, devel-
opment of blue fluorescent emitters was considered along with device performance, while Chapter 8
took an alternative approach and investigated host material performance in device and optical degra-
dation. In Chapter 7, devices were able to be fabricated with promising efficiency, but lifetimes were
extremely unstable. Investigation of the mechanism for this degradation were not investigated at the
time. Chapter 8 investigated EL lifetimes as well as the photostability to get a more fundamental
look at degradation and try to attribute aspects of the EL lifetime to individual molecules.
In this chapter, potential future projects are discussed, mostly revolving around lifetime. Ther-
mally Activated Delayed Fluorescence (TADF) molecules are a recent hot topic in OLEDs, and
are a prime candidate for lifetime studies, and could benefit from investigation with our decoupling
technique. During the lifetime decoupling of a device, accuracy of the measurement of ηPL relies on a
constant ηOC . It is therefore important that the RZ of the device does not move during degradation,
a claim that is largely uninvestigated, and could use further investigation. All of these topics are
discussed in detail in this chapter.
10.2 TADF Lifetime Decoupling
Thermally Activated Delayed Fluorescence (TADF) is a promising OLED technology that has yet to
see large commercial usage.69–71,73,116 In TADF molecules, the energy difference between the singlet
and triplet is similar to the thermal energy at room temperature. This allows triplet molecules to
transfer back into the emissive singlet, providing an alternative method to achieve χ = 1 without
phosphorescence and the use of rare earth heavy metals. In addition to the potentially cheaper
synthesis, TADF materials have been shown to improve exciton transport,75 as well as a reduced
efficiency roll-off68,117 and promising preliminary lifetimes.59,126 These features allow a potential
alternative to Metal Ligan Charge Transfer (MLCT) molecules for commercial devices.125
With a large amount if interest, it is important to investigate device lifetimes. Promising initial
results have shown operational t90 > 200 hours for a green emitter at 1000 cd/m2.126 This is not
sufficient for commercial devices, but needs further development and optimization. With TADF
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only being realized in the last half decade, this technology does not share the same long history of
development of fluorescent and phosphorescent emitters.94,95,103,109,202 Therefore, it does not share
in the long history of brute-force optimization and understanding of limiting processes for lifetime
through experience. Using the lifetime decoupling technique described in Chapter 5 could help to
rapidly improved the understanding of TADF device operation.
One of the key parameters of a TADF emitter is the reverse intersystem crossing rate, kRISC .69,73,75,120,122
The population rate equations for singlets and triplets in a TADF system can be described as75
dnS
dt
= −nS(kR,S + kNR,S + kISC) + nT kRISC +G (10.1)
dnT
dt
= −nT (kNR,T + kRISC) + nSkISC (10.2)
where nS and nT are the singlet and triplet densities, respectively, kR,S and kNR,S are the radia-
tive and non-radiative singlet rates, kNR,T is the non-radiative triplet rate, kISC is the intersystem
crossing rate, and G is the singlet generation rate. In this equation, excitons are freely allowed to
transfer between the two states via kISC and kRISC , but to observe significant delayed phosphores-
cence, kRISC must be faster than kNR,T and kISC must be rapid. The transient photoluminescence
of such a system is shown in Figure 10.1. Here, a prompt decay is seen on the order of nanoseconds
corresponding to rapid decay of the generated singlet population via kR,S . After the prompt com-
ponent, the remaining excitons undergo ISC and are then limited by kRISC , determining the rate of
the delayed fluorescence component.
The efficiencies of prompt and delayed fluorescence can be written as
ηPL,D =
∑∞
k=1(ΦISCΦRISC)
kηPL,P (10.3)
ηPL,P =
kR,S
kR,S+kNR,S+kISC
(10.4)
where ΦISC and ΦRISC are the efficiencies of ISC and RISC in Equations 10.1 and 10.2, respec-
tively.
During lifetime testing, it is not known what happens to PL degradation. It is possible that non-
radiative rates change, as is the case for phosphorescent emitters, but is also possible that a change
in kRISC could occur. In phosphorescent emitters, kNR is highly influenced by degradation in the
surrounding environment.153,154,271 However, a change in kRISC would likely indicate a change in
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the emitter molecule, or its configuration. These may have different implications on how to resolve
the problem.
Figure 10.1: Transient PL lifetime of 4CzIPN, a
TADF emitter, as a function of (a) Concentration in
UGH2 and (b) Temperature. A short and long lifetime
component are observed with lifetimes ≈ 1 ns and
≈ 1 µs. Figure reproduced from Menke and Holmes
[75].
To measure kRISC and kNR, the transient
PL would need to be measured. This has been
done in Chapter 5 before and after degradation
for phosphorescent emitters, trying to separate
absorption losses from changes in kNR. This
same technique of measuring transients on de-
graded and undegraded devices could be used
as an initial probe to see if any change in kRISC
is observed. If there is a change, transient
PL should be incorporated into the degradation
setup. This could replace the steady-state PL
measurement, as the steady-state PL informa-
tion can also be extracted from the transient.
The transient PL integration would require a pulsed laser source into the box, as well as integration
of a fast photodiode and oscilloscope. Alternatively, an approach where multiple degradation points
are investigated on different devices could be conducted. However, this technique utilizing different
devices has been previously shown to show a large degree of sensitivity to optical alignment and
device-to-device degradation. This could result in data with too much scatter to resolve the changes
in rate constants.
Overall, probing TADF using a decoupled lifetime technique could result in rapid development
of understanding of the degradation mechanisms. This could be of significant interest if a better
understanding of kRISC loss over time is developed. Such information would enable better device
optimization, and may inform design rules for better molecular stability of TADF materials.
10.3 Recombination Zone Movement During Lifetime Testing
During device operation, modeling attempts and most device understanding of degradation relies on
a fixed recombination zone profile.83,93,152,221 Results from our research group on decoupled device
degradation show that charge balance is degrading.153,154,271 With changes in the charge balance,
it is unlikely that the RZ is entirely constant. A changing recombination zone during degradation
would result in a change in the out-coupling efficiency, ηOC , as a function of time. In simple EL
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degradation, this could result in a misattribuation of degradation to physical degradation, which
may just be an optical effect. During a decoupled lifetime measurement, a move in the RZ would
change the degree of overlap between the EL RZ and the PL absorption, as discussed in Bangsund
et al. [154]. Additionally, a change in RZ could result in a change in degradation mechanisms as a
function of time, a prospect which is too daunting to have been considered in previous literature.
To address these issues, it would be informative to track changes in the RZ during degradation.
Chapter 3.6 discussed measurement of the recombination zone in the steady-state undegraded
case using a red sensitizer molecule. This technique used an out-coupling corrected relative peak
intensity for a locally sensitized red emitter to indicate RZ presence. In a series of devices, the
RZ can be mapped as a function of position of the red sensitizer.153,154 One method of tracking the
recombination zone during degradation is to use this same technique as a function of time. This would
require spectral collection as a function of time, rather than the power measurement that is currently
employed. However, some groups already collect spectral data during lifetime testing.199,237,272 In
fact, red sensitizers have already been used in lifetime testing devices for tracking exciton confinement
to the emissive layer.139
Despite some precedent of similar techniques, great care has to be taken to ensure accuracy of
this technique. First of all, degradation of the red sensitizer must be able to be controlled and
isolated. Ideally, there would be no quenching of the red sensitizer, but it is likely that states that
are able to quench the emission of Ir(ppy)3 would be able to quench the sensitizer state. This makes
it extremely difficult to separate movements of the RZ from degradation of the sensitizer. To control
for this, one might create devices featuring extremely narrow and confined RZs where the RZ is not
able to move. This would create a reference for how quickly the sensitizer degrades without allowing
movement of the RZ. An additional problem is in assuring that the sensitizer is not influencing
the lifetime it is probing. Since the red sensitizer is energetically nested within the emitter and
host materials, it serves as a deep trap state, which are known to influence device performance. To
counteract this, a low doping concentration would have to be used, and comparison to an undoped
control would have to show no changes in the lifetime. While the testing of this concern is simple,
developing a doping scheme that satisfies this condition could be challenging.
If these conditions are met, a significant improvement in degradation mechanics could be enabled.
In our recent study, Bangsund et al. [271], competing mechanisms of bulk exciton density induced
degradation and interfacial degradation were found to be influential. This was able to be optimized in
devices that moved the RZ away from the interface of the HTL. In a system such as this, degradation
could easily be a function of both mechanisms, the ratio of which may depend on the RZ position
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during degradation. To be effectively modeled and understood, the RZ must be known throughout
the degradation. In addition to the understanding of particular device systems, this technique would
offer great insight in understanding the nature of ηEF degradation. In our previous studies,153,154,271
degradation has been decoupled into a ηPL and ηEF components. However, exciton formation losses
are not further understood in regards to which carrier is suffering a reduction, or where non-radiative
recombination centers are forming. This technique would offer a further handle on understanding
this behavior and what is happening to charges as fewer excitons are formed.
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Appendix B
Measuring Triplet Energies
Figure B.1: Fluorescence (a) and Phosphorescence
(b) spectra for several materials obtained from this
system.
As discussed in Chapter 2.3, singlet excitons
are typically responsible for molecular emission
because the triplet state is quantum mechan-
ically forbidden in the first order approxima-
tion.45 Emission from the triplet state is allowed
with the addition of spin-orbit coupling.95 For
applications including OLEDs, solar cells, and
organic lasers, spectroscopic characterization of
the triplet state is needed, often for molecules
where the spin-orbit coupling is weak.62,273–275
Most measurements of the triplet energy are
conducted via optical pumping.45,61,62,64 How-
ever, triplet populations are not generated opti-
cally in most materials.45 In order for a triplet
population to be established, kISC must be greater than 0. Additionally, the radiative rate, kr
must be at least competitive with knr. Since the triplet state is quantum mechanically disallowed
without spin-orbit coupling, the radiative rate is typically low compared to the singlet, on the order
of 106s−1. At room temperature, knr is often seen be be 102 − 106s−1.65 In order to reduce knr,
cryogenic temperatures are often employed, though room-temperature techniques do exist.65
In our lab, I have utilized Janis liquid helium cryogenic optical system to measure triplets. This
takes the temperature to 10K and severely reduces knr Samples are prepared on Silicon to take
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advantage of the strong thermal conductivity compared to glass. If the total emission is collected,
the singlet still is far more emissive than the triplet. However, the difference in their lifetimes
can be utilized to separate them. Using a pulsed nitrogen laser, the exciton population is excited.
The singlet population decays quickly, within a few nanoseconds. However, the triplet lifetime at
low temperatures is much longer. A triggered spectrometer can be used to measure the delayed
phosphorescence, and thus measure the triplet emission only. I have done this with a Princeton
Instruments Fergie spectrometer, with a delay of 5ms from the laser pulse. The setup for this can
be seen in Figure B.2.
Figure B.2: Equipment used in this experiment. (a) Optics line for this setup. The flip mirror in the down
position allows laser emission to travel to the two mirror system before entering the quartz window. (b) The
emission window of the cryostat. A beam collimator is used to couple emission into the fiber of the Fergie
spectrometer. (c) Temperature controller for the cryostat. (d) Helium compressor for the cryostat.
This system has been used to measure triplet spectra for a variety of materials, shown in Figure
B.1. To extract triplet energies, the short wavelength turn on of the triplet spectra can be used. This
is the highest energy, which seems counter intuitive, but the observed spectra is a decay from T1 to
vibrational states of the ground state, S0. The triplet energy is defined as the difference between the
lowest vibronic of T1 to the lowest vibronic of S0, which is the highest energy transition observed in
the spectra. These spectra show different behavior for sharpness of the leading edge, but a 20% of
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the maximum intensity is chosen as the threshold for defining the triplet energy.
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Appendix C
Molecular Lifetime Screening
Design rules for stable emitters are not well developed, so it is possible that closely related molecules
could have a significant change in stability. A rapid screening technique is needed to brute force
optimize emitter molecules for lifetime since the stability cannot be predicted a priori. Ideally, this
technique would probe the intrinsic stability of the emitter, rather than the stability of an OLED
device, as device manufacturing requires optimization of its own. The most isolated molecular
properties can be probed in solution, where molecules are not in contact with each other. Solution
has the added advantage of easy processing, further enabling rapid screening.
Figure C.1: (a) Solution degradation setup for molecular screening with 1. Nitrogen purge line 2. LED
intensity measurement 3. Sample chamber 4. LED input 5. PL measurement. (b) Schematic of the sample
chamber for solution degradation. 1. Fiber coupled incoming light. 2. Beam Collimator. 3. Dark enclosure
with nitrogen purge. 4. Expanded beam covering sample. 5. Cuvette. 6. 3x10 mm solution well. 7. Long
pass filter to remove scattered laser light. 8. Photodiode. 9. Light from sample.
To investigate molecular lifetime, the solution photoluminescence degradation apparatus shown
in Figure C.1 was developed. This setup uses a 375 nm fiber coupled LED as a pump, powered
by a Keithley 26XX source meter. When operated at the high luminance needed for a pump, UV
LEDs suffer from low stability (interestingly, a related problem to the one we are trying to solve).
In order to operate at a constant pump dose during the test and between samples, a feedback loop
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is implemented using a split fiber. This fiber (blue in Figure C.1) has two cores, a large 1 mm
diameter, as well as a 50 µm diameter. The small core is used for the feedback loop to the power
supply, adjusting the optical power every 5 minutes during the lifetime. The large fiber is used to
support the high light intensity needed to degrade the sample.
The sample is contained in the black box of Figure C.1, which supports a 1 cm by 1cm base
dimensioned cuvette. During this measurement, it is important to evenly degrade the molecules in
the solution. In an unstirred cuvette, it is likely that diffusion of molecules is slower than degradation,
so it is important that the excitation condition is evenly applied. Several steps were implemented
to ensure this was true in the testing configuration. Firstly, as the light passes through the sample,
a Beer’s law absorption profile creates a difference in the absorbed does between the incident and
exiting plane. Dilute solutions used for this study typically have low absorption, but to minimize
this effect, a short light path length is preferred. This is implemented by using a cuvette with inner
dimensions of 10 mm by 3 mm, with the 3 mm to minimize the path length, as shown in Figure C.1.
To minimize intensity differences across the face of the cuvette, an expanding beam collimator is
used on fiber input. This takes the small area fiber input and collimates the beam over a diameter
of ≈ 1 cm, spreading the beam across the full width of the cuvette. The beam likely has spatial
non-uniformity, but exciting the full width of the cuvette was deemed adequate. Additionally, the
cuvette is only filled partially, to ensure that all of the solution is in the beam.
Figure C.2: Scatter in signal when stirring. Despite
the noise, notice the constant baseline.
The tested molecules require highly volatile
solvents, so a screw top cuvette is used to
minimize evaporation of the solvent. Emit-
ters are frequently sensitive to oxygen quench-
ing, increasing non-radiative relaxation pro-
cesses.94,275,276 To avoid this, in addition to the
sealed cap with sample preparation in a nitro-
gen glovebox, the sample chamber is kept un-
der a positive nitrogen pressure using a constant
purge, shown as the white plastic line coming
into the sample chamber in Figure C.1.
Initial tests using this setup showed loss in the photoluminescence that was reversible by physical
agitation of the sample. This suggested that the molecule is precipitating out of the solution, though
no precipitate was visible due to the dilute loading (10−6 M). Because of this, stirring needed to be
added to the solution, and was done by adding a spherical stir ball and placing the apparatus on a
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stir plate. However, the addition of the stir bar added significant noise to the measured PL signal,
shown in Figure C.2. It was found that the movement of the stir bar caused significant scattering of
the light and was impacting the measurement. In addressing this problem, points were taken every
5 ms to observe the scatter. It was found that a minimum signal was reliably achieved every 300
measurements. This is believed to be a period where the stir bar is out of the light path and not
scattering light. To eliminate the noise, 300 points are taken at 5 ms intervals, and the minimum is
taken as the solution signal.
This method has been developed and is able to produce reliable results on the same solution.
Test results have started using FIr(pic) as an emitter. Molecular screening has yet to be done using
this technique.
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Appendix D
Single Carrier Device Modeling
Figure D.1: Circuit used for measuring polaron density. Voltage readings are taken at 1-4 overs a 1MΩ
termination.
When trying to understand device behavior, it is often important to investigate single carrier
devices to understand one charge species at a time or isolate dynamic processes. An example of
this is measurement of the triplet-polaron quenching rate constant, demonstrated in Chapter 4.5.
Determination of the polaron density is often critical in order to quantify these results. This is
often done by assuming the device is operating within the space charge limit, in which charges
have overcome injection barrier limits and transport through the bulk of the material is the limiting
process.46,53 In the space-charge limit, current is most simply described using the Mott-Gurney Law,
and can be modified to include various trap states to adapt to different semiconductor properties.38
However, space-charge limited current is really only accurate for device behavior at high voltages for
thick devices. Often, organic layer stacks of interest feature relatively thin layers, and voltages close
to the injection limits. It can be difficult to identify when a device is operating in the space-charge
limit.
In order to reduce some of the uncertainty associated with determining polaron density, a differ-
ential current measurement can be conducted. For a single carrier device, only one type of carrier
is injected. As charge is being injected into the device and a steady-state polaron density is being
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achieved, the current on the side of the device where charges are injected should be greater than
on the other side. This can be seen in Figure D.1, where for a hole only device, the current over
R12 should be greater than the current over R34. All of these signals can be measured using an
oscilloscope. Once steady-state is achieved, the currents should be equal. The polaron population
injected into the device can be calculated using the following equation
Npol =
∫
fracJ1−2 − J3−4edt (D.1)
Figure D.2: Differential currents for a hole only device. Currents on either side of the device are shown in
a. While the difference between them is shown in b.
where J is the current and 1-4 are labeled in Figure D.1. When voltage is removed from the
device, the currents will diverge and the polaron density will be drained from the device. This is
demonstrated in Figure D.2, with the currents on either side of the device and the differential current
shown in D.2a and D.2b, respectively. Notice the positive differential when current is applied and
polarons enter the device, and negative when they are removed.
(a) (b)
Figure D.3: a. Hole only device architectures. b. Current Voltage characteristics for the devices shown in
a. Steady-state sweeps as well as current measured from the differential technique are shown.
While this technique is able to accurately tell the injected polaron population, the distribution
of that population is still unknown. This technique does provide the advantage that with the total
polaron population known, the current or voltage dependence of the population can be compared to
different models to further validate the operational regime. Then, a model can be applied to show
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the spatial dependence of charge.38,43,97 This technique has the advantage that only the spatial
dependence is needed, rather than having to estimate the total charge population, and is more
accurate than previous methods relying on solely modeling.
Figure D.4: Polaron population as a function of cur-
rent for the devices in Figure D.3a
Ideally the polaron population can be re-
stricted to a small area of the device to mini-
mize the extent of the spatial distribution. To
achieve this, the devices shown in Figure D.3a
were investigated. The region of interest is the
mixed doped layer in the right hand device.
This doped region should show a greater ability
to facilitate trapped charge and show a larger
polaron population. The current-voltage profile
of these devices is shown in Figure D.3b where
the doped devices show a stronger diode behavior. The currents obtained from the displacement
current measurements show agreement with the steady state current.
The polaron population as a function of current is shown for these devices in Figure D.4. Unfor-
tunately, polaron populations for both devices are almost identical and the hypothesis of increased
trapping in the doped region is not correct. This means that charges are not confined and there is
likely a wide distribution of the polaron density. Despite these drawbacks, the polaron population
is still obtained and can be compared to space-charge limited current models.
D.1 Future Work
This technique is useful for a variety of techniques where polaron population needs to be known
precisely. One ready application of this technique is for triplet-polaron quenching measurements.
As discussed in Chapter 4.5, measurement of kTP relies on optically pumping a single carrier device
under an applied current. To accurately determine the constant, the polaron density must be known
precisely. The differential current technique would be useful for comparing different materials and
their values of kTP . Another application with similar motivations would be the optical degradation
of single carrier devices.
Differential current analysis of single carrier devices provides a straight forward way of deter-
mining the polaron population within a single carrier device. While the spatial distribution of the
polaron population may not be known, this can be easily modeled with the current dependence of
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the polaron population available for validation of the model. Though so far unused in a relevant
application, this technique allows more sophisticated comparison of devices when matched polaron
population is important.
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Appendix E
Modeling Out-Coupling
The out-coupling efficiency, ηOC is the efficiency of generated photons within an OLED device to exit
the device in the forward viewing direction. Typically, ηOC is the limiting component of ηEQE , and
ranges from 20-30%. It is therefore important to understand this quantity and it’s dependence on
the device geometry. It is not possible to physically measure this quantity, but extensive modeling
has been done to calculate it’s value.54,96,277,278 This chapter will outline the theory that goes into
modeling ηOC , then proceed into applications for using the model output.
E.1 Theory
Code used for implementation of this theory is provided in Appendix F.2 The implemented model
is based off of the models developed in Furno et al. [96] and Neyts [278].
A dipole in a planar layer stack can radiate power in any direction. If we assume the in plane
dimensions to be infinite, this system will be radiatively symmetric, and directions can be represented
in terms of a unit normalized in-plane wave vector, u. The total power radiated by such a dipole
can be expressed as
F =
∫ ∞
0
K(u)du. (E.1)
Here, F is the total radiated power, and K is the power density per unit du. It should be noted
that propagating waves are represented by 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. However, u > 1 represent evanescent wave
modes. In this model, there will be a critical value of u = uc that will allow light to escape into the
substrate in the forward direction. This power fraction radiated into the substrate can be expressed
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as
ηOC =
∫ uc
0
K(u)du∫∞
0
K(u)du
. (E.2)
Different polarizations and orientations have different reflection conditions, so must be treated
separately. An emitting dipole in a thin film layer stack can be considered as a superposition of a
horizontal (h) dipole, oriented perpendicular to the planar system, and vertical (v) dipole, oriented
within the plane. These different orientations can be summed as
Figure E.1: Representation of model quantities. The positive z axis is shown, along with the wave vector,
k, the normalized in-plane wave vector, u, and the out of plane wave vector, kz. The positive and negative
reflection directions, r+ and r−, respectively. ne and ns are the emitter and substrate indices of refraction,
as well as the positive and negative layer stack indices. z+ and z− are the distances to the next interface of
the emissive layer.
K =
1
3
KTMv +
2
3
(KTMh +KTEh . (E.3)
Where TM represents the transverse magnetic modes and TE is the transverse electric modes.
The power density for these different modes can calculated as
KTMv =
3
2Re
[
u3√
1−u2
(1+a+TM )(1+a
−
TM )
1−aTM
]
(E.4)
KTMh =
3
4Re
[
u√
1−u2
(1−a+TM )(1−a−TM )
1−aTM
]
(E.5)
KTEh =
3
4Re
[
u
√
1− u2 (1+a
+
TE)(1+a
−
TE)
1−aTE
]
(E.6)
Here Re is the real component of the enclosed quantity. Additionally, a+,−TM,TE can be calculated
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as
a+TM,TE = r
+
TM,TEexp(2jkz,ez
+) (E.7)
a−TM,TE = r
−
TM,TEexp(2jkz,ez
−) (E.8)
Figure E.2: Power Density as a function of u for all three polarizations and orientations. Image taken
from Furno et al. [96].
Here, r is the reflection coefficient for waves traveling in the specified direction, with + oriented
from the EML towards the cathode, kz,e is the out of plane component of the photon wave vector
in the emitting material, and j =
√−1. The distance of the dipole from interface is represented as
z+,−. These quantities can be seen schematically in Figure E.1. The reflection coefficients r can be
calculated for arbitrary wave stacks using the transfer matrix model.225 These power densities are
used to calculate the total radiated power distribution, shown in Figure E.2. In this figure, the loss
modes division of u is done using a simple Snell’s law calculation. For coupling into the far field,
u < n0(λ)/ne(λ). For coupling into the substrate, u < ns(λ)/ne(λ). If u > 1, this indicates an
evanescent mode, with the large peak resulting from the cathode surface plasmon. The unaccounted
for range in u is waveguided in the layer stack.
E.1.1 Far Field
The total radiated power density, K(u, λ), is useful for calculating where losses occur within the layer
stack. However, for far field transmission and the calculation of ηOC , a slight modification is needed.
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For calculated out-coupled power, the power radiated into the substrate is calculated separately then
the substrate transmission is calculated assuming an incoherent material. The component powers
radiated into the substrate is calculated as
K ′TMv =
3
8
u2√
1−u2
|1+a−TM |2
|1−aTM |2 T
+
TM (E.9)
K ′TMh =
3
16
√
1− u2 |1−a
−
TM |2
|1−aTM |2 T
+
TM (E.10)
K ′TEh =
3
16
1√
1−u2
|1+a−TE|2
|1−aTE |2 T
+
TE (E.11)
and can be summed as before with
K ′ =
1
3
K ′TMv +
2
3
(K ′TMh +K
′
TEh
. (E.12)
The factors T+TM,TE are
T+X = |t+X |2
ns
ne
kz,s
kz,e
(E.13)
with t+TM,TE being the transmission coefficient from transfer matrix calculations, ns and ne being
the optical constants for the substrate and emissive layer respectively, and kz is the out of plane
wave vector component. The power radiated out of the substrate can then be calculated with
Kout = K
′
out
Ts,o
1−Rs,oRc (E.14)
The total out-coupled power can then be integrated using
U(λ) =
∫ ucrit(λ)
0
Kout(λ, u)du
2 (E.15)
with the critical dipole orientation obtained from Snell’s law by ucrit(λ) = n0(λ)/ne(λ). Thus,
the efficiency of generated photons can be calculated as
ηOC =
U(λ)
F (λ)
(E.16)
This can be thought of as an integration of the far field portion of Figure E.2 compared to the
integration of the whole, with a modification for the transmission through the incoherent substrate.
These calculations allow direct calculation of ηOC for a single dipole location and emitter wave-
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length. To be accurate for devices, a weighted average of these calculations must be done over the
spectral features of the emitter, as well as weighting for the exciton distribution of the recombination
zone within the device.
E.2 Applications
E.2.1 Gradient EML Recombination Profile Dependence
Out-coupling efficiency can be an important consideration when designing a high efficiency device.
Even if operating at 100% internal quantum efficiency, a low ηOC can lead to poor device per-
formance.95 For extremely wide recombination zone profiles in devices, there can be a significant
change in ηOC throughout the device, potentially negating the benefits of the wide recombination
zone. A prime candidate for ηOC investigation is the gradient EML (GEML) device, since the RZ
can potentially span the majority of the device thickness.53
Figure E.3: (a) ηOC as a function of normalized device thickness. (b) The non weighted average of the left
panel as a function of gradient thickness.
A GEML device consisting of TCTA as an HTL and BPhen as an ETL with 5% doping of
Ir(ppy)3 throughout was investigated. These device uses a 1:1 gradient profile, meaning that a ramp
in the rate of TCTA from 4 to 0 Å/s and BPhen ramps from 0 to 4 Å/s in the same time period
with the rate of Ir(ppy)3 held constant. This results in a 50:50 blend of the HTL and ETL at the
midpoint of the device. The spatial dependence of ηOC can be seen in Figure E.3a at λ = 512 nm.
Some common features of ηOC profiles should be discussed here. First off, notice that a near
zero boundary condition is observed as the emission dipole nears the cathode interface at 100% on
these profiles. This is a common feature of ηOC profiles in devices and is due to increased coupling
to the surface plasmon mode of the cathode. In organic layer stacks, little change in the index of
refraction is seen throughout the stack, and devices often behave similar to a single organic layer.
Going through thick layer stacks, a cyclical peaking of ηOC is seen as can be seen in the 175 and 200
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nm simulations. The periodicity of this cycling is a function of wavelength. Though difficult to see
on this normalized axis, for green light, the first peak of this cycle is typically around 40 nm from
the cathode. Most devices are on the order of 100 nm thick, and optimize around the first peak,
resulting in ETL thicknesses around 30-40 nm, positioning the EML in this peak.
In Figure E.3b, the non-weighted average of ηOC as a function of gradient thickness is shown. To
be representative of a device, the spatial ηOC should be weighted by the RZ profile, but since GEML
devices show very broad RZs, this can be a good indicator of device behavior. It is of note that
a significant roll-off in ηOC is seen with increasing gradient thickness. This is an important design
rule, which we noted in Chapter 4, for increasing gradient thickness. Gradients offer a unique ability
to distribute the exciton population throughout a device, and were predicted to improve roll-off
behavior due to a reduction in bimolecular quenching. However, as shown by this calculation, the
reduction in roll-off is in direct competition with a reduction in peak efficiency due to ηOC . This
puts a limit on the amount exciton distribution that is useful for devices.
Figure E.4: Average ηOC for a 100 nm GEML device,
weighted to Gaussian recombination zones centered at
25, 50, and 75 nm as a function of the Gaussian width.
The spatial profile of the exciton density is
also important in calculating of ηOC for a de-
vice. GEML devices have broad, featureless RZ
profiles, which for the purposes of this model-
ing, we will assume are Gaussian.53. Figure E.4
captures dependence of average ηOC on the peak
position and width of the recombination zone
profile. Three center wavelengths for the RZ
profile are shown as a function of the Gaussian
width. The spatial dependence of ηOC is shown
as the black curve in Figure E.3a. In Figure E.4,
the RZ profiles centered at 25 and 50 take advantage of the broad peak in ηOC peaked at 35 nm,
with the RZ centered at 50 nm showing a closer alignment and thus higher average ηOC at sharp
RZ profiles near σ = 0. The RZ profile centered at 75 nm is too near the cathode and shows a
significantly reduced efficiency. As the RZ profiles broaden, we approach the unweighted behavior,
seen as limσ→∞ ηOC (σ). Again, it is interesting to note that there is a limit in most devices at which
broadening the RZ could be detrimental to device behavior due to a reduction in ηOC .
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E.2.2 Exciton Formation Efficiency Extraction
In Chapter 4, a method for extracting the exciton formation efficiency using a model for the tran-
sient and steady-state electrical regime was discussed. In Equation 4.7, ηOC is needed to normalize
the resulting modeled behavior for the internal quantum efficiency ηIQE . Since a mean field ap-
proximation model is being used for this approach, only the average ηOC is needed. However, the
recombination zone profile of this device is not known. Luckily, only a 10 nm EML is used, and
there is minimal change in the ηOC as a function of thickness, resulting in reduced error.
E.2.3 Recombination Zone Measurement
Figure E.5: (a) Raw electroluminescence spectra of
devices with PtTPTBP sensitizer. (b) simulated elec-
tric field profile and out-coupling factors at 512 nm
and 770 nm. (c) Out-coupling corrected RZ profile.
Reproduced from Bangsund et al. [154].
The calculation of the spatial distribution of
out-coupling has also been useful for extract-
ing the RZ profile of devices.154 One technique
for measuring the recombination zone is to use
an emissive sensitizer, that emits spectrally sep-
arated from the target emitter, as discussed in
Chapter 3.6. In this case, we used PtTPTBP
(λmax = 770nm) as a sensitizer for Ir(ppy)3
(λmax = 512nm), with spectra shown in Figure
E.5a. The simulated ηOC , spectrally weighted
for the emission of these two emitters is pre-
sented in Figure E.5b. Note the significantly dif-
ferent shape, a result of the significantly longer
wavelength of PtTPTBP moving the peak in
ηOC further from the cathode. For calculating
the RZ shape, without accounting for ηOC , one
would simply plot the intensity of the 770 nm
peak as a function of emitter position. In Figure
E.5a, we can see that this would result in a sig-
nificant drop off in the RZ intensity as the ETL
side interface is approached. However, from the
calculation of ηOC , we see that the efficiency
is going down in this region. The corrected RZ
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profile is shown in Figure E.5c, and the actual
shape can be seen, with a flat recombination
zone profile in this region. This correction for ηOC is easy in this method of recombination zone
measurement due to the clearly defined emitter position for PtTPTBP.
An alternative approach to measuring the recombination zone is in using a quenching sensitizer
which does not emit light.53 In this technique, a reduction in the Ir(ppy)3 peak is observed, which
corresponds to RZ intensity at that point in space. The remaining intensity is a function of both the
RZ profile and ηOC . Since we are trying to measure the RZ, we cannot use it to correct the data.
This causes a problem for trying to correct the quenching measurement data. This is somewhat
minimized by still seeing emission from a majority of the EML, averaging out the loss, but still
presents a problem.
E.2.4 PL Accuracy During Decoupled Lifetime Testing
When decoupling lifetime as discussed in Chapter 5, it is important that the EL and PL signals
originate from the same position within the device. This can be assessed by comparing the electric
field profile within the device with the measured RZ profile.154 If these are perfectly overlapped, there
is no need to consider ηOC , but that is likely not the absolute case. In a more general consideration,
The electric field and RZ profiles must be considered for their overlap with the ηOC profile. Analysis
of this error is assessed for a particular device system in the Supplementary Material for Bangsund
et al. [154], but is found to be < 5% for wide recombination zone devices where strong overlap
between these quantities is observed.
During lifetime, an additional out-coupling discrepancy is seen between the EL and PL mea-
surement due to changes in the RZ position as a function of degradation. If charge transport is
degrading, it is very likely that the RZ is moving as the device degrades, though is very difficult to
characterize. If this occurs, the accuracy of the PL measurement changes as a function of degrada-
tion due to the overlap of the region probed during EL and PL changing. Again, investigation of a
specific device is discussed in Bangsund et al. [154], and is found to increase in importance as the
RZ narrows.
E.3 Conclusion
This section discussed the theory and application of an out-coupling efficiency (ηOC ) model developed
for use with our group. The careful consideration of ηOC is essential to any optical investigation of
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devices due to the highly variant spatial dependence. This model has been used for calculations in
the steady state behavior as well as lifetime applications. For lifetimes, broad recombination zones
are found to minimize the influence of ηOC on the measurements.
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Appendix F
Code
F.1 Transfer Matrix Model
The following is code to implement a transfer matrix model for calculating absorption and electric
field profile within a thin film stack, as described by Pettersson.225
transfer.m
1 f unc t i on t r a n s f e r
2
3 g l oba l q
4 g l oba l d
5 g l oba l n
6
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 %
9 % Model Setup
10 %
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12
13 % Layers . Must match names in lookup tab l e
14 l a y e r s = { ’ SiO2 ’ ’ ITOsorizon ’ ’PEDOT’ ’P3HTPCBMBlendDCB ’ ’Ca ’ ’ Al ’ } ;
15
16
17
18 % laye r t h i c kn e s s e s . F i r s t va lue i s unused
19 % but p l a c eho lde r so i n d i c e s match
20 d = [
21 0
188
22 110
23 35
24 220
25 7
26 200
27 ] ;
28
29 % angle o f i n c i d enc e
30 phi_0 = 0 ;
31
32 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
33 %
34 % Test Parameters
35 %
36 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
37
38 % re s o l u t i o n in nm
39 r e s = 1 ;
40 %%% note : You should try to make t h i s an even d i v i s i o n o f the l ay e r
41 %%% th i c kn e s s e s . I f not , the f i r s t output w i l l always be at the l e f t edge
42 %%% of the layer , sampling at each r e s s tep . This could r e s u l t in an uneven
43 %%% spac ing between the l a s t sample o f j and the f i r s t o f j +1.
44
45 % Wavelengths to t e s t
46 waves = [ 4 0 0 ] ;
47
48
49 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
50 %
51 % Generation
52 %
53 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
54
55 % % Load in index o f r e f r a c t i o n f o r each mate r i a l and each wavelength
56 ntab le = ze ro s ( s i z e ( l aye r s , 2 ) , s i z e (waves , 2 ) ) ;
57 f o r index = 1 : s i z e ( l aye r s , 2 )
58 ntab le ( index , : ) = LoadRefrIndex ( l a y e r s { index } , waves ) ;
59 end
60
61
62
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63 % ca l c u l a t i n g array s i z e f o r p r e a l l o c a t i o n
64 numSteps=0;
65 x = [ ] ;
66 depth = 0 ;
67 f o r l = 1 : l ength (d)−1
68 numSteps=numSteps+( c e i l (d ( l +1)/ r e s )−1)∗ r e s +1;
69 s t ep s = 0 : r e s : ( c e i l (d ( l +1)/ r e s )−1)∗ r e s ;
70 x = [ x ( s t ep s+depth ) ] ;
71 depth = depth + d( l +1) ;
72 end
73 spec s = ze ro s ( numSteps , s i z e (waves , 2 ) ) ;
74
75 % hard work beg ins
76 f o r i t e r = 1 : s i z e (waves , 2 )
77 lambda = waves ( i t e r ) ;
78 n=ntab le ( : , i t e r ) ;
79 q = (n.^2−n (1) ^2∗( s i n ( phi_0 ) ) ^2) .^(1/2) ;
80 % ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
81 % T_glass=abs (4∗1∗n (1) ./(1+n (1) ) .^2) ;
82 R_glass=abs ((1−n (1) ) ./(1+n (1) ) ) . ^ 2 ;
83 S=s c a t t e r i n g (1 , lambda ) ;
84 R=abs (S (2 , 1 ) /S (1 , 1 ) ) ^2; %JAP Vol 86 p .487 Eq 9 Power Re f l e c t i o n from l a y e r s other
than subs t r a t e
85 T=abs (2/(1+n (1) ) ) / sq r t (1−R_glass∗R) ; %Transmiss ion o f f i e l d through g l a s s
sub s t r a t e G r i f f i t h s Electrodynamics 9 .85 + mul t ip l e r e f l e c t i o n geometr ic s e r i e s
86 % ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
87
88 spec = [ ] ;
89
90
91 f o r l = 1 : l ength (d)−1
92 s t ep s = 0 : r e s : ( c e i l (d ( l +1)/ r e s )−1)∗ r e s ; % th i s i s i n e f f i c i e n t
93 % x = [ x ( s t ep s+depth ) ] ;
94 spec = [ spec pstm( steps , l , lambda ) ] ;
95 % depth = depth + d( l +1) ;
96 end
97
98 % ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
99 spec = T ∗ spec ;
100 % ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
101
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102 spec s ( : , i t e r )=spec ;
103 end
104
105 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
106 %
107 % Plo t t i ng
108 %
109 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
110 spec s=(abs ( spec s ) ) . ^ 2 ;
111 p lo t (x , spec s ( : , 1 ) )
112 hold a l l
113 f o r i t e r = 2 : s i z e (waves , 2 )
114 p lo t (x , spec s ( : , i t e r ) )
115 end
116 t i t l e ( ’PEDOT / P3HTPCBM Device ’ )
117 x l ab e l ( ’ depth (nm) ’ )
118 y l ab e l ( ’ |E|^2 ’ )
119 l egend ( s t r t r im ( c e l l s t r ( num2str (waves ’ ) ) ’ ) )
120
121 % v e r t i c a l l i n e s f o r l a y e r s
122 a x i s l im i t 1=ax i s ;
123 f o r matindex=2: l ength (d)
124 l i n e ( [ sum(d ( 1 : matindex ) ) sum(d ( 1 : matindex ) ) ] , [ 0 a x i s l im i t 1 (4 ) ] ) ;
125 end
126
127 hold o f f
128
129
130 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
131 %
132 % Helper Functions
133 %
134 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
135
136 % laye r matrix
137 f unc t i on [L ] = l ay e r ( l , lambda ) % i nd i c e s match paper
138 g l oba l q
139 g l oba l d
140 x i = (2∗ pi /lambda ) ∗ q ( l +1) ;
141
142 L = [ exp(−1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l +1) ) 0 ; 0 exp (1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l +1) ) ] ;
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143
144 % in t e r f a c e matrix
145 f unc t i on [ I ] = i n t e r f a c e ( l , k ) % i nd i c e s match paper
146 g l oba l q
147 r_TE = (q ( l +1)−q (k+1) ) /(q ( l +1)+q(k+1) ) ;
148 t_TE = (2∗q ( l +1) ) /(q ( l +1)+q(k+1) ) ;
149 % switch to these f o r TM transmi s s i on
150 % r_TM = (−n(k+1)^2∗q ( j +1)+n( j +1)^2∗q (k+1) ) /(n(k+1)^2∗q ( j +1)+n( j +1)^2∗q (k+1) ) ;
151 % t_TM = (2∗n( j +1)∗n(k+1)∗q ( j +1) ) /(n(k+1)^2∗q ( j +1)+n( j +1)^2∗q (k+1) ) ;
152
153 I = 1/t_TE∗ [ 1 r_TE ; r_TE 1 ] ;
154
155 % sc a t t e r i n g matr i ce s
156 f unc t i on [ S_jp , S_jpp ] = s c a t t e r i n g ( l , lambda )
157 g l oba l d
158 S_jp = eye (2 ) ;
159 f o r v = 1 : ( l −1)
160 S_jp = S_jp ∗ i n t e r f a c e (v−1,v ) ∗ l a y e r (v , lambda ) ;
161 end
162 S_jp= S_jp ∗ i n t e r f a c e ( l −1, l ) ;
163
164 S_jpp = eye (2 ) ;
165 f o r v = ( l +1) : ( l ength (d)−1) %%
166 S_jpp = S_jpp ∗ i n t e r f a c e (v−1,v ) ∗ l a y e r (v , lambda ) ;
167 end
168 %S_jpp= S_jpp ∗ i n t e r f a c e ( l ength (d)−2, l ength (d)−1) ; %%
169
170 % pa r t i a l system t r a n s f e r matrix . E(x ) f o r s i n g l e l a y e r
171 f unc t i on [ tm ] = pstm(x , l , lambda )
172 g l oba l q
173 g l oba l d
174 [ s_jp , s_jpp ] = s c a t t e r i n g ( l , lambda ) ;
175
176 x i = 2∗ pi /lambda ∗ q ( l +1) ;
177
178 tm = ( s_jpp (1 , 1 ) ∗exp(−1 i ∗ x i ∗(d( l +1)−x ) )+s_jpp (2 , 1 ) ∗exp (1 i ∗ x i ∗(d( l +1)−x ) ) ) . / . . .
179 ( s_jp (1 , 1 ) ∗ s_jpp (1 , 1 ) ∗exp(−1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l +1) )+s_jp (1 , 2 ) ∗ s_jpp (2 , 1 ) ∗exp (1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l
+1) ) ) ;
180
181
182
192
183 f unc t i on n to t a l = LoadRefrIndex (name , wavelengths )
184 %Data in IndRefr , Column names in IndRefr_names
185 [ IndRefr , IndRefr_names ]= x l s r e ad ( ’ Index_of_Refract ion_l ibrary . x l s ’ ) ;
186
187 % Load index o f r e f r a c t i o n data in spread sheet , w i l l c rash i f m i s sp e l l e d
188 % f i l e_wave l engths=IndRefr ( : , strmatch ( ’Wavelength ’ , IndRefr_names ) ) ;
189 f i l e_wave l engths=IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( ’Wavelength ’ , IndRefr_names , 1 0 ) ) ;
190 % n=IndRefr ( : , strmatch ( s t r c a t (name , ’_n’ ) , IndRefr_names ) ) ;
191 n=IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( s t r c a t (name , ’_n ’ ) , IndRefr_names , l ength (name)+2) ) ;
192 % k=IndRefr ( : , strmatch ( s t r c a t (name , ’_k ’ ) , IndRefr_names ) ) ;
193 k=IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( s t r c a t (name , ’_k ’ ) , IndRefr_names , l ength (name)+2) ) ;
194
195 % In t e r p o l a t e /Extrapo late data l i n e a r l y to de s i r ed wavelengths
196 n_interp=in t e rp1 ( f i l e_wave lengths , n , wavelengths , ’ l i n e a r ’ , ’ extrap ’ ) ;
197 k_interp=in t e rp1 ( f i l e_wave lengths , k , wavelengths , ’ l i n e a r ’ , ’ extrap ’ ) ;
198
199 %Return i n t e r p o l a t ed complex index o f r e f r a c t i o n data
200 nto t a l = n_interp+1 i ∗k_interp ;
F.2 Out-Coupling (Power Dissipation)
The following model implements an out-coupling calculation by calculating the power dissipation
as a function of the normalized in-plane wavevector, u. This is an implementation of the method
outlined by Furno et al..54,96
PowerDissipationModel.m
1
2 f unc t i on [ ] = PowerDiss ipationModel
3 %TE=s
4 %TM=p
5 c l e a r
6
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
9 % Model Parameters %%
10 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12
13
14 % Layers . Must match names in lookup tab l e
193
15 mate r i a l s = { ’ SiO2 ’ ’ ITOsorizon ’ ’TCTA’ ’Bphen ’ ’ Irppy ’ ’ Al ’ ’ Air ’ } ;
16
17 % Wavelengths to t e s t
18 waves = 1E−9∗510; % f r e e s pa c e wavelengths
19
20 %% s t a r t u i n i t i a t i o n and n r e f t a b l e f e t c h i n g
21 %##########################################################################
22 % Dipole inp lane wave ve c t o r s %#
23 u_range = cat ( 2 , 0 : . 0 0 5 : . 9 9 9 , 1 . 0 0 1 : . 0 0 5 : p i /2) ; %#
24 %#
25 % Load in index o f r e f r a c t i o n f o r each mate r i a l and each wavelength %#
26 n r e f t a b l e = ze ro s ( s i z e ( mater ia l s , 2 ) , s i z e (waves , 2 ) ) ; %#
27 f o r index = 1 : s i z e ( mater ia l s , 2 ) %#
28 n r e f t a b l e ( index , : ) = LoadRefrIndex ( mat e r i a l s { index } , waves∗1E9) ; %#
29 end %#
30 %##########################################################################
31 %% end u i n i t i a t i o n and n r e f t a b l e f e t c h i n g
32
33 % Save u
34 % u_r = u_range ’ ;
35 % save ( ’ u . txt ’ , ’ u_r ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ )
36
37 %cons t ruc t l a y e r matrix
38 ntab le ( 1 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 1 , : ) ; % g l a s s
39 ntab le ( 2 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 2 , : ) ; % ITO
40 ntab le ( 3 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 3 , : ) ; % neat TCTA
41 ntab le ( 4 , : ) = ( n r e f t a b l e ( 3 , : )+n r e f t a b l e ( 4 , : ) ) /2 ; % MEML
42 ntab le ( 5 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 4 , : ) ; % neat bphen
43 ntab le ( 6 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 6 , : ) ; % Al
44 ntab le ( 7 , : ) = n r e f t a b l e ( 7 , : ) ; % a i r
45
46 % laye r t h i c kn e s s e s .
47 d (1) = 0 ; % Sio2
48 d (2) = 150 ; % i t o
49 d (3) =20; %tc ta
50 d (4) =60; %MEML
51 d (5) =20; %bphen
52 d (6) = 100 ; % Al
53 d (7) = 0 ; % a i r
54 d = d ∗ 1E−9; % convert to nm
55
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56 f o r th i ck_ i t e r =1:60
57 % Emitter Matrix
58 % [ l ay e r locat ion_p (nm) weight ]
59 emi t t e r s = [
60 4 th i ck_ i t e r 1
61 ] ;
62 emi t t e r s ( : , 2 )=emi t t e r s ( : , 2 ) ∗1E−9;
63
64 %% Star t main work loop
65 %##########################################################################
66 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%#
67 % Generation %#
68 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%#
69 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
70 %#
71 % i n i t i a l i z e power array %#
72 K_TMv = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
73 K_TMh = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
74 K_TEh = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
75 K_TMvp = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
76 K_TMhp = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
77 K_TEhp = ze ro s ( s i z e ( u_range ) ) ; %#
78 %#
79 % hard work beg ins %#
80 f o r wavelength_iter = 1 : s i z e (waves , 2 ) %#
81 f o r wavenumber_iter = 1 : s i z e ( u_range , 2 ) %#
82 u = u_range ( wavenumber_iter ) ; %#
83 %#
84 %#
85 lambda = waves ( wavelength_iter ) ; % f r e e space lambda %#
86 n=ntab le ( : , wavelength_iter ) ; %#
87 %#
88 K_TMv(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
89 K_TMh(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
90 K_TEh(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
91 K_TMvp(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
92 K_TMhp(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
93 K_TEhp(wavenumber_iter )=0; %#
94 %#
95 f o r emi t t e r = 1 : s i z e ( emit te r s , 1 ) %#
96 q= (n.^2−((n( em i t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) ) .∗u) ) .^2) .^(1/2) ; %#
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97 %#
98 % r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n c t s %#
99 [ r_TMp,t_TMp,~]= re f l e c t i on_neg ( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) , lambda , 0 , n , d , q ) ; %
#
100 [ r_TMn,~ ,~ ] = r e f l e c t i on_po s ( em i t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) , lambda , 0 , n , d , q ) ; %
#
101 [ r_TEp, t_TEp,~ ] = re f l e c t i on_neg ( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) , lambda , 1 , n , d , q ) ; %
#
102 [ r_TEn,~ ,~ ] = r e f l e c t i on_po s ( em i t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) , lambda , 1 , n , d , q ) ; %
#
103 %#
104 k=2∗pi ∗n( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) ) /lambda ; %#
105 z_p = emi t t e r s ( emitter , 2 ) ; %#
106 z_n = d( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) )−z_p ; %#
107 a_TMp = r_TMp∗exp (2∗1 j ∗k∗ s q r t (1−u .^2) .∗ z_p) ; % Furno A4 %#
108 a_TMn = r_TMn∗exp (2∗1 j ∗k∗ s q r t (1−u .^2) .∗ z_n) ; % Furno A5 %#
109 a_TEp = r_TEp∗exp (2∗1 j ∗k∗ s q r t (1−u .^2) .∗ z_p) ; % Furno A4 %#
110 a_TEn = r_TEn∗exp (2∗1 j ∗k∗ s q r t (1−u .^2) .∗ z_n) ; % Furno A5 %#
111 %#
112 % Radiated Power Density %#
113 K_TMv(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TMv(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
.∗3/4∗ r e a l (u .^2 . / sq r t (1−u .^2) .∗(1+a_TMp) .∗(1+a_TMn) ./(1−a_TMp.∗a_TMn) ) ; % Furno
A1 %#
114 K_TMh(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TMh(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
.∗3/8∗ r e a l ( s q r t (1−u .^2) .∗(1−a_TMp) .∗(1−a_TMn) ./(1−a_TMp.∗a_TMn) ) ; % Furno A2
%#
115 K_TEh(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TEh(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
.∗3/8∗ r e a l ( 1 . / sq r t (1−u .^2) .∗(1+a_TEp) .∗(1+a_TEn) ./(1−a_TEp.∗a_TEn) ) ; % Furno A3
%#
116 %#
117 % Transmiss ion o f the top ha l f−s tack %#
118 T_TMp = abs (t_TMp) .^2∗ ( n (1 ) /n( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) ) ) ∗ s q r t ((1−(u∗n( emi t t e r s
( emitter , 1 ) ) /n (1 ) ) ^2)/(1−u^2) ) ; % Furno A12
119 T_TEp = abs (t_TEp) .^2∗ ( n (1 ) /n( emi t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) ) ) ∗ s q r t ((1−(u∗n( emi t t e r s
( emitter , 1 ) ) /n (1 ) ) ^2)/(1−u^2) ) ; % Furno A13
120 %#
121 % Power rad ia t ed in to the sub s t r a t e %#
122 K_TMvp(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TMvp(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
.∗3/8∗ ( u .^2 . / sq r t (1−u .^2) . ∗ ( abs(1+a_TMn) ) . ^ 2 . / ( abs(1−a_TMp.∗a_TMn) ) .^2) ∗T_TMp; %
Furno A8 %#
123 K_TMhp(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TMhp(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
196
.∗3/16∗ ( s q r t (1−u .^2) . ∗ ( abs(1−a_TMn) ) . ^ 2 . / ( abs(1−a_TMp.∗a_TMn) ) .^2) ∗T_TMp; % Furno
A9 %#
124 K_TEhp(wavenumber_iter ) = K_TEhp(wavenumber_iter ) + emi t t e r s ( emitter , 3 )
.∗3/16∗ ( 1 . / sq r t (1−u .^2) . ∗ ( abs(1+a_TEn) ) . ^ 2 . / ( abs(1−a_TEp.∗a_TEn) ) .^2) ∗T_TEp; %
Furno A10 %#
125 %#
126 end % emit t e r %#
127 end % wavenumber %#
128 end % wavelength %#
129 %#
130 K = (1/3∗ ( abs (K_TMv)+2∗abs (K_TMh)+2∗abs (K_TEh) ) ) ; % Furno A6 %#
131 K = K./ sum( emi t t e r s ( : , 3 ) ) ; %#
132 %#
133 %#
134 % Transmiss ion out o f the sub s t r a t e to a i r %#
135 n_g = ntab le (1 , 1 ) ; %#
136 n_a = 1 ; %#
137 u_g = u_range∗ ntab le ( em i t t e r s (1 ) ,1 ) / ntab le (1 , 1 ) ; %#
138 cos_g = sq r t (1−u_g.^2) ; %#
139 cog_a = sq r t (1−(n_g . /n_a .∗u_g) .^2) ; %#
140 Rs = ( (n_g .∗ cos_g−n_a .∗ cog_a ) . / ( n_g .∗ cos_g+n_a .∗ cog_a ) ) . ^2 ; %#
141 T_s = 1−Rs ; %#
142 Rp = ((n_g .∗ cog_a−n_a .∗ cos_g ) . / ( n_g .∗ cog_a+n_a .∗ cos_g ) ) . ^2 ; %#
143 T_p = 1 − Rp; %#
144 % This c a l c u l a t i o n assumes a l o s s l e s s i n t e r f a c e %#
145 %#
146 % Outcoupled Power %#
147 n = ntab le ( : , 1 ) ; %#
148 Rc_s=ze ro s (1 , s i z e ( u_range , 2 ) ) ; %#
149 Rc_p=ze ro s (1 , s i z e ( u_range , 2 ) ) ; %#
150 f o r u_iter = 1 : s i z e ( u_range , 2 ) %#
151 q= (n.^2−((n (1 , 1 ) .∗ u_range ( u_iter ) ) ) .^2) .^(1/2) ; %#
152 Rc_s( u_iter ) = abs ( r e f l e c t i on_neg (1 , waves (1 ) ,1 , ntab le ( : , 1 ) ,d , q ) ) ^2; %#
153 Rc_p( u_iter ) = abs ( r e f l e c t i on_neg (1 , waves (1 ) ,0 , ntab le ( : , 1 ) ,d , q ) ) ^2; %#
154 end %#
155 K_outTMv = K_TMvp.∗T_p./(1−Rp.∗Rc_p) ; % Furno A14 %#
156 K_outTMh = K_TMhp.∗T_p./(1−Rp.∗Rc_p) ; % Furno A14 %#
157 K_outTEh = K_TEhp.∗T_s./(1−Rs .∗Rc_s) ; % Furno A14 %#
158 %#
159 K_out = (1/3∗ ( abs (K_outTMv)+2∗abs (K_outTMh)+2∗abs (K_outTEh) ) ) ; %#
160 K_out=K_out . / sum( emi t t e r s ( : , 3 ) ) ; %#
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161 %#
162 % Power D i s s i p a t i on Spectra %#
163 y=u_range .∗K; %#
164 y_out=u_range .∗K_out ; %#
165 %#
166 % c r i t i c a l ang le from s n e l l s law %#
167 u_crit = 1/ r e a l ( ntab le ( em i t t e r s ( emitter , 1 ) ,1 ) ) ; %#
168 index=f i nd ( u_range<u_crit , 1 , ’ l a s t ’ )+1; %#
169 out = trapz ( u_range ( 1 : index ) , y_out ( 1 : index ) ) ; % Furno A15 %#
170 to t = trapz ( u_range , y ) ; % Furno A7 %#
171 %#
172 eta ( th i ck_ i t e r )=out/ to t ; %#
173 %#
174 % Power vs Angle %#
175 % sin_theta = u_range ( 1 : 1 13 ) /u_range (113) ; %#
176 % theta = as ind ( s in_theta ) ; %#
177 % cos_theta = cosd ( theta ) ; %#
178 % P_out = (1/ ntab le ( em i t t e r s (1 ) ,1 ) ) .^2 .∗ cos_theta / p i .∗K_out ( 1 : 1 13 ) ; % Furno A18
179 %#
180 %#
181 %##########################################################################
182 %% End main work loop
183
184 % End Control Loops
185 end
186
187 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
188 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
189 % Plo t t i ng %%
190 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
191 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
192
193
194 % Power Spectrum vs u
195 % semi logy ( u_range , y )
196 % x labe l ( ’ u ’ )
197 % y labe l ( ’K∗u ’ )
198
199 % Power I n t e n s i t y vs Angle ( r e qu i r e s uncommenting o f ang le code )
200 % plo t ( theta , P_out) ;
201
198
202
203
204 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
205 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
206 % Saving %%
207 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−%%
208 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
209
210 save ( ’ eta . txt ’ , ’ e ta ’ , ’−a s c i i ’ )
211
212
213
214
215 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
216 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
217 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
218 % Helper Functions
219 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
220 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
221 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
222
223
224 % laye r matrix −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
225 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
226 f unc t i on [L ] = l ay e r ( l , lambda ,~ ,d , q )
227
228
229 x i = (2∗ pi /( lambda ) ) ∗ q ( l ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 6
230
231 L = [ exp(−1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l ) ) 0 ; 0 exp (1 i ∗ x i ∗d( l ) ) ] ; % pe t t e r s s on 5
232
233 % in t e r f a c e matrix −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
234 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
235 % o i s o r i e n t a t i o n 0=TM, 1=TE
236 f unc t i on [ I ] = i n t e r f a c e ( l , k , o r i en t a t i on , n ,~ , q )
237
238 i f ( o r i e n t a t i o n==1)
239 % TE l i g h t
240 r = (q ( l )−q (k ) ) . / ( q ( l )+q (k ) ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 2a
241 t = (2∗q ( l ) ) . / ( q ( l )+q (k ) ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 2b
242 e l s e
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243 % TM l i g h t
244 r = (n(k )^2∗q ( l )−n( l ) ^2∗q (k ) ) . / ( n(k )^2∗q ( l )+n( l ) ^2∗q (k ) ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 3a
245 t = (2∗n( l ) ∗n(k ) ∗q ( l ) ) . / ( n(k )^2∗q ( l )+n( l ) ^2∗q (k ) ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 3b
246
247 end
248
249 I = 1/ t .∗ [ 1 r ; r 1 ] ; % pe t t e r s s on 1
250 % checks f o r s i n gu l a r matrix . I f so , a smal l term i s added to the diagonal ,
251 % a common method o f dea l i ng with s i n gu l a r matr i ce s .
252 % This adds in po t e n t i a l e r ro r , but
253 % makes the system so l v ab l e and s t ab l e . Wil l f a i l i f NaN i s passed
254 %i f ( cond ( I ) > 1E8)
255 % I = I+eye (2 ) ∗1E−5;
256 %end
257
258 % r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t Po s i t i v e D i r e c t i on −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
259 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
260 %Uses the I n t e r f a c e and l ay e r matr ices , but in the appropr ia te d i r e c t i o n s .
261 f unc t i on [ r , t ,D] = r e f l e c t i on_po s ( act ive_layer , lambda , o r i en t a t i on , n , d , q )
262
263 S_jpp = eye (2 ) ;
264 f o r v = ( ac t ive_laye r ) : ( l ength (d)−2)
265 S_jpp = S_jpp ∗ i n t e r f a c e (v , v+1, o r i en t a t i on , n , d , q ) ∗ l a y e r ( v+1,lambda , n , d , q ) ;
% pe t t e r s s on 13
266 end
267 S_jpp = S_jpp ∗ i n t e r f a c e ( l ength (d)−1, l ength (d)−0, o r i en t a t i on , n , d , q ) ;
268 r = S_jpp (2 , 1 ) /S_jpp (1 , 1 ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 9
269 t = 1/S_jpp (1 , 1 ) ; % Pet te r s son 15
270
271 D=det (S_jpp ) ;
272
273 % r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t Negative D i r e c t i on −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
274 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
275 f unc t i on [ r , t ,D] = re f l e c t i on_neg ( act ive_layer , lambda , o r i en t a t i on , n , d , q )
276 S_jp = eye (2 ) ;
277 % fo r v = ( ac t ive_laye r ) :−1:3
278 f o r v = ( ac t ive_laye r ) :−1:3 % Treat g l a s s as s em i i n f i n i t e
279 S_jp = S_jp ∗ i n t e r f a c e (v , v−1, o r i en ta t i on , n , d , q ) ∗ l a y e r (v−1,lambda , n , d , q ) ; %
pe t t e r s s on 13
280 end
281 S_jp = S_jp ∗ i n t e r f a c e (2 , 1 , o r i en t a t i on , n , d , q ) ;
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282 r = S_jp (2 , 1 ) /S_jp (1 , 1 ) ; % pe t t e r s s on 9
283 t = 1/S_jp (1 , 1 ) ; % Pet te r s son 15
284
285 D=det (S_jp ) ;
286 %t=D∗ t ;
287
288 % Index f e t c h i n g from f i l e s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
289 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
290 f unc t i on n to t a l = LoadRefrIndex (name , wavelengths )
291 %Data in IndRefr , Column names in IndRefr_names
292 [ IndRefr , IndRefr_names ]= x l s r e ad ( ’ Index_of_Refract ion_l ibrary . x l s ’ ) ;
293
294 % Load index o f r e f r a c t i o n data in spread sheet , w i l l c rash i f m i s sp e l l e d
295 f i l e_wave l engths = IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( ’Wavelength ’ , IndRefr_names , 1 0 ) ) ;
296 n = IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( s t r c a t (name , ’_n ’ ) , IndRefr_names , l ength (name)+2) ) ;
297 k = IndRefr ( : , strncmp ( s t r c a t (name , ’_k ’ ) , IndRefr_names , l ength (name)+2) ) ;
298
299 % In t e r p o l a t e /Extrapo late data l i n e a r l y to de s i r ed wavelengths
300 n_interp = in t e rp1 ( f i l e_wave lengths , n , wavelengths , ’ l i n e a r ’ , ’ extrap ’ ) ;
301 k_interp = in t e rp1 ( f i l e_wave lengths , k , wavelengths , ’ l i n e a r ’ , ’ extrap ’ ) ;
302
303 %Return i n t e r p o l a t ed complex index o f r e f r a c t i o n data
304 nto t a l = n_interp+1 i ∗k_interp ;
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F.3 Database Keys
F.3.1 materials
• commonName : string (all lowercase)
• formattedName : string (as you would like it displayed)
• chemicalName : string (long chemical name)
• allNames : list of all possible names
• LUMO_list : [[LUMO (eV) , source (string)],...]
• HOMO_list : [[HOMO (eV) , source (string)],...]
• E_T_list : [[E_T (eV) , source (string)],...]
• LUMO : float (eV) (preferred value)
• HOMO : float (eV) (preferred value)
• E_T : float (eV) (preferred value)
• CAS : integer (no dashes)
• molecularWeight : float (amu)
• Tg : float (Celcius)
• meltingTemp : float (Celcius)
• L_D : float (nm)
• L_D_list : [[L_D (nm) , source (string)],...]
• tau : float (ns)
• tau_list : [[tau (ns) , source (string)],...]
F.3.2 architectures
• layers_list - [layer,...]
– ’layer’:int(layernum),
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– ’material’:string,
– ’materialID’ : _id(material),
– ’type’:string,
– ’thickness’:float,
– ’concentration’:float<1
• eml_thickness-float
• doping_concentration-float<1
• device_type - string(SEML/DEML/MEML/AEML/GEML)
F.3.3 growths
• experiment_label - string
• grower_name - string
• growth_date - datetime.datetime
• peak_eqe - float(%)
• device_area - float(cm2)
• ito_pattern - string
• last_chamber_clean - datetime.datetime
• architectureID - _id(architecture)
• notes - string
• tags - [string,...]
• spectrums - [spectrum,...]
– current_density - float (A/cm2),
– integration_time - float (s),
– waves - [float,...] (nm),
– intensity - [float,...]
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• devices - [stat,...]
– filename - string,
– devID - string,
– substrate - int,
– device - int,
– area - float,
– V_raw - [float,...],
– I_dev_raw - [float,...] (A),
– I_photo_raw - [float,...] (A),
– V - [float,...] (V),
– I_photo - [float,...] (A),
– J - [float,...] (mA/cm2),
– P_opt - [float,...] (W),
– EQE - [float,...] (%),
– peakEQE - float (%),
– lumens - [float,...] (lm),
– cdm2 - [float,...] (cd/m2),
– P_eff - [float,...] (lm/W),
F.3.4 lifetimes
General Info
• experiment_label - string
• test_date - datetime.datetime
• growthID - _id(growth)
• architectureID - _id(architecture)
• notes - string
• tags -[string,...]
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• device - int
• substrate - int
Test Info
• background - float(A)
• box - int
• compartment - int
• current - float(A)
• luminance - int(cd/m2)
• powerDensity - int(mW/cm2) // Power density of light source for optical and L+J tests
• break_interval - float(min) //break time for laser or current
• test_type - str([IL/CL/IC]+’-’+[var_testDrop])
• pump_wavelength - float(nm) // Wavelength of PL pump
• pump_type - str // obis laser, led, etc.
Test Data
• ELdatetime - [datetime,...]
• ELonTime - [float,...]
• voltage - [float,...]
• initial_voltage=float
• ELdevSignal = [float,...]
• ELnormDevSignal - [float,...]
• ELtrust - int (0,1,2) //2 is most trusted
• PLtrust - int (0,1,2) //2 is most trusted
• PLdatetime - [datetime,...]
• PLonTime - [float,...]
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• PLdevSignal = [float,...]
• PLelDecSignal = [float,...] //el decay at the pl points
• PLlaserSignal = [float,...]
• PLnormSignal - [float,...] //normalized to laser signal then peak norm
• EQEdegPoint - [float,...] //the degradation point for each EQE
• EQEcurrent - [[float,...],...]
• EQEvoltage - [[float,...],...]
• EQEel - [[float,...],...]
• EQErelativeEQE - [[float,...],...]
Test specific data Single-Carrier + Photodegradation For this test, "voltage" is measured with
no applied light, and "PLdevSignal" is measured with no applied current.
• VoltageWithLight - [float,...] // Voltage measured while light is applied to device
• PLWithCurrent - [float,...] // PL measured while current is applied to device
lifetimes
• ELt50 - (float(hours),float(hours)) // exp,fit
• ELt75 - (float(hours),float(hours)) // exp,fit
• ELt90 - (float(hours),float(hours)) // exp,fit
• PLt95 - (float(hours),float(hours)) // exp,fit
• PLt90 - (float(hours),float(hours)) // exp,fit
• PLt85 - (float(hours),string(fit/experiment))
• PLt80 - (float(hours),string(fit/experiment))
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F.3.5 absSpectra
• tester: string (all lowercase)
• notes: string
• label: string
• waves: wavelengths in nm (float)
• abs: absorbance (float) - same length as waves
• date: datetime
• type: solution or film (string)
• composition: [layer,...]
• layer : dict
– ’layer’:int(layernum),
– ’material’:string,
– ’materialID’ : _id(material),
– ’thickness’:float,
– ’concentration’:float<1
F.3.6 excSpectra
• tester: string (all lowercase)
• notes: string
• label: string
• inslits: slit opening in mm (float)
• outslits: slit opening in mm (float)
• pump : pump wavelength in nm
• waves: wavelengths in nm (float)
• rawBackground: background scan [float,...] - same length as waves
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• rawPL: pl scan [float,...] - same length as waves
• pl: background corrected PL [float,...] - same length as waves
• date: datetime
• type: solution or film (string)
• composition: [layer,...]
• layer : dict
– ’layer’:int(layernum),
– ’material’:string,
– ’materialID’ : _id(material),
– ’thickness’:float,
– ’concentration’:float<1
F.3.7 opticalConstants
• substrate - string [glass/quartz/Si]
• acquisitionDate - datetime
• acquiredBy - name (string)
• label - string
• wavelengths = [float,...]
– n - [float,...]
– k - [float,...]
• composition: [layer,...]
• layer : dict
– ’layer’:int(layernum),
– ’material’:string,
– ’materialID’ : _id(material),
– ’thickness’:float,
– ’concentration’:float<1
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F.3.8 plSpectra
• tester: string (all lowercase)
• notes: string
• label: string
• inslits: slit opening in mm (float)
• outslits: slit opening in mm (float)
• pump : pump wavelength in nm
• waves: wavelengths in nm (float)
• rawBackground: background scan [float,...] - same length as waves
• rawPL: pl scan [float,...] - same length as waves
• pl: background corrected PL [float,...] - same length as waves
• date: datetime
• type: solution or film (string)
• tempK: temperature in Kelvin
• emission_type: string [fluorescence delayed phosphorescence]
• composition: [layer,...]
• layer : dict
– ’layer’:int(layernum),
– ’material’:string,
– ’materialID’ : _id(material),
– ’thickness’:float,
– ’concentration’:float<1
209
Appendix G
Lifetime Box Code
The following code outlines our implementation of lifetime setup and can be found on the Holmes
Group Github page at https://github.umn.edu/HolmesGroup/lifetimeTesting. To implement
all boxes, code is organized into separate files. box.py contains all general functions shared between all
hardware implementations and is the main driver for lifetime. Different hardware configurations re-
quire different commands in order to control the hardware. These hardware specific implementation
details are located in keithleyBox.py, keithleyBox2.py, and keysightBox.py. To facilitate hardware
rearrangement, configuration files, such as box1.json coordinate hardware. Finally, each piece of
hardware is uniquely named in Linux using udev rules, outlined in 85-lifetime.rules.
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Appendix H
Chemical Structures
TAPC
mCBP
CDBP
Ir(ppy)3
FIrpic 3TPYMB
211
Bphen mCP
PQIr
TCTA
TPBi
NPD
CBP
BCBP UGH2
Alq3
212
Appendix I
Material Properties
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